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THE MINERALOGY AND FORMATION PROCESSES OF
MARS SOIL. A. Banin. Hebrew University. Rehovot 76100.
Israel and NRC/NASA Ames Research Center. Mail Stop 239-12.
Moffett Field CA 94035. USA.
The mineralogical nature of Mars soil is far from being under-
stood. nor are the formation time and weathering processes known.
Quantitatively. the two majormineral-forming elements inMars soil
are silicon and iron. constituting 44% and 19% of the soil as Si04 and
F~03 respectively [1]. The silicate phases have been studied only
briefly, mostly because of their limited spectral fmgerprinting in the
VIS and NIR. Much attention was given to the iron minerals in the
soil. due to their pronounced absorption in the VIS and NIR. making
them easily detectable by telescopic observations {2.3]. In the
following. the available information on Mars soil mineralogy.
mostly obtained by remote sensing. will be reviewed and it will be
hypothesized that it leads to the suggestion that nanophase short-
range-ordered ("amorphous") phases of the silicates and iron oxides
abound in the soil. \This then raises several questions: Why are the
majorminerals 'In Mars soil poorly crystalline? What are the weath-
ering pathways? Why did the secondary silicate and iron oxides in
Mars soil not "ripen" and develop into well-crystallized phases
despite the long period of time since aqueous weathering took place?
Is it the kinetics? Antarctic weathering analogues do not support this.
Alternatively. is it possible that the minerals in the thin top layer of
Mars soil. which is what we have sampled and analyzed up to now.
represent a relatively fresh and recent product of slow weathering
processes of volcanic materials proceeding on the surface of Mars
over hundreds of millions of years?
Earlierstudies {4] have identified 60%"silicate" in the soil. using
the Mariner 9 IRTM data. Montmorillonite (a smectitic aluminosili-
cate clay mineral) was suggested as a major component of the dust
and soil on Mars. on the basis ofmore detailed analysis of the IRTM
(Mariner 9) data {5]. Nonweathered basalt was rejected as it did not
fit the spectral features. Nontronite and montmorillonite were ini-
tially suggested as the major silicate components on the basis of the
elemental analyses of the soil [6]. This was supported by successful
simulations of the Viking Labeled Release (LR) experiment using
iron-enriched montmorillonite [7] and the similarity of this clay's
reflectance spectra in the visible range to those of Mars soil (8].
Another candidate was suggested. primarily on the basis of spectral
telescopic data. to be palagonite. a weathering product of volcanic
glass [9-12]. However. several palagonites tested did not simulate
the reactivity of Mars soil as observed in the LR experiment [13]. A
magnesium containing silicate (saponite?) was detected in the analy-
ses of the NIR spectra at 2.2 pm [2]. However. the typical doublet of
wellcrystalized standard montmorillonite at 10 pm was not observed
in the IR spectra ofMars. leading to theconclusion thatno crystalline
smectite is present in the soil [3] or. alternatively. that it constitutes
less than 15-20% of the soil [14]. If these observations are further
corroborated. they suggest that most of the weathered silicates in
Mars soil are of the low-crystallinity or amorphous varieties. No
definitive identification of this phase was given until now. It is
interesting to note in this context that a poorly crystalline silicate-
alumininum mineraloid was detected in nonmetamorphosed inclu-
sions in EETA 79001. one of the SNC meteorites [15]. Furthermore.
thepossibility that the silicate"rust" (iddingsite) found in the interior
of Nakhla is of preterrestrial origin has not been completely ruled
out, since this SNC meteorite is a fall with very limited terrestrial
weathering. The "rust" is a silicate alteration product produced
perhaps by the action of fluids enriched in halides on olivine. The
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verylimiteddataareconsistentwithdi-ortrioctahedralphyllosilicates
with excess Fe and Si [16].
Iron. the second most abundant element in Mars soil, appears to
beprimarily present in its oxidized form (ferric). strongly suggesting
chemical weathering of the basaltic parent material. The typical
reflectance spectrum of Mars in the visible/short-wave NIR range
[12.17.18] bears the strong fmgerprifiting of oxidized iron and has
been reproduced more or less faithfully in laboratory measurements
ofmany different iron-containing phases They include "amorphous"
iron oxides [19]. palagonite [9.10]. nanophase hematite deposited in
silica matrix [11], and iron-enriched smectites [8,13]. One conclu-
sion from the abundance of spectral analogues is that unambiguous
identification of the iron mineral(s) in Mars soil. on the basis of
reflectance only. is not possible at present. A more important
conclusion is that the accumulating evidence shows that iron in the
weathered component of Mars soil is mostly present in poorly
crystallized clusters of oxyhydroxy ferric iron, or as crystalline
minerals but in extremely small particle size ranges ("nanophases"
or "nanocrystals"). Recent telescopic observations have detected
typical hematite features at 860 nm. and possibly other crystallized
iron oxides [12,20]. However. these features are very weak and
estimates of the content of hematite and/or other crystalline phases
are in the range of 1-3% or less. The content of the magnetic mineral
in the soil is also estimated to be in the range of 1-3%. It may be
maghemite. magnetite, or nanophase hematite that is typically
superparamagnetic. However. thebulkofthe ironoxide-oxyhydroxide
in the soil is amorphous or short-range ordered and is characterized
by extremely small particle sizes.
As a whole, the evidence now leads to the suggestion that much
of the silicon- and iron-containing phases in Mars soil are short-
range-ordered or "amorphous." i.e.• do not have well-developed
crystallinity. This hypothesis is based on accumulating excellent
telescopic observations during the late 1980s (1988-1990 Mars-
Earth oppositions) and detailed laboratory studies on soil analogues.
Itopens anew and intriguing question-What is the peculiarmode of
weathering that has produced these amorphous silicates and iron
oxides? More specifically, what is the cause of the limited growth of
crystals of secondary silicate and iron oxide minerals in the weath-
ered soil on Mars. Given that currently the most accepted model for
the soil formation is during earlier epoches (-3.5 b.y. ago) when
Mars was "warm and wet" [e.g.• 21.22]. it is puzzling that only a
minor portion of the silicates and iron oxides have crystallized and
developed a more thermodynamically stable mineralogical compo-
sition and particle size distribution.
Similar silicate and iron oxide entities are found on Earth only as
transitory phases that "ripen" rapidly (geologically speaking) to
more stable minerals. Palagonites represent such a transitory assem-
blage of minerals produced as the initial weathering product of
volcanic glass. The maximal age of palagonite deposits on Earth is
in the range of 1-10 x 1()6 yr.
Is it possible then that the peculiar nature of the martian dust and
soil is due to a relatively "young" weathering product that has
formed. and continues to form at an extremely slow rate. over the last
several hundred million to abillionyears? It is then plausible that this
"recent" (in Mars timescale ofchanges) and nonevolved weathering
product is coating or burying ancient. more-evolved weathered
mineral assemblages that formed in the earlier "warm and wet"
epochs of Mars. This suggestion apparently goes against the "com-
mon wisdom" on weathering. The low-temperature and arid condi-
tions on Mars seem to precludehydrolytic weathering as a significant
process on its surface [22]. However. "surface weathering," involv-
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ing gas phase-solid phase reactions takingplace at the amaosphere- Kiefer et al., eds.), Univ. of Arizona, Tucson, in press. [23] Singer
rock microscople interface,may proceed, albeit ata very slow rate, A.andBanirtA.(1990)Sci.Geol.Mem.,88,173-181.[24]BaninA.
even there.Such surface weathering may involve just the unfrozen andAnderson D. M. (1975) Nature, 25S, 261-262. [25] Allen C. C.
waterlayers(1-3 rnolecularlayers[24]), sorbedon the surface of any etal.(1991)LPSCXXL[26]Arvidsonetal.(1979)Nature.278,533-
rock or solid phaseby virtueof the surfacepotential exerted by the 535. [27] Greely R. and Schneid D. (1992) Science, 254, 996--998.
solid. These weathering reactions are, generally speaking, driven by [28] The work reported here was supported in part by the NASA
the same chemieal driving forees that act on rocks in themore humid Exobiology Research Program and by grants from the National
environments on Earth with which we are familiar. Overall, these Research Council and the Hebrew University. /_ .
processescan be viewed as reequilibration of minerals formed under
new conditions of lower temperature,higher redox potential, higher TION SC RIOS
wateractivity, and,frequenflyundersoileonditions,morevariedand FROM SPECTRAL STUDIES OF FERRIC AND FERROUS
less fractionated ionic environment. So it is expected that the end MINERALS. James F. Bell llll, John B. Adams2, and Richard V.
produetsoftheseweatheringprocessesmaybesimilartothosefound Morris3, 1NASA/Ames Research Center, Mail Stop 245-3, Moffett
in the more water-rich environments of Earth. A major difference in Field CA 94035, USA, 2Department of Geology, University of
rate is expected, however. The lack of excess liquid water on Mars Washington, Mail Code AJ-20, Seattle WA 98195, USA, 3NASA
may cause chemical saturation of the aqueous phase thus slowing Johnson Space Center, Code SN2, Houston "IX77058, USA.
down the overall rate of dissolution. Furthermore, the low tempera-
tureprevailingintheseextremelyeoldenvironmentsmayslowdown In this abstract we review the major aspects of our current
theintrinsicrateofthereactions,causingtheprocessestoproceedat knowledge of martian ferric and ferrous mineralogy based on the
avery slow pace. Still, in Mars-like environments onEarth (e.g., Dry availablegroundbased telescopic andspacecraft data. What we know
Valleys, Antarctica), where the weathering processes involving and what we don't know are used to constrain various weathering]
excess water are limited or nonexistent, the produc_ of the surface alteration models and to identify key future measurements and
weathering mechanisms become quantitatively important, given techniques that can distinguish between these models.
enough time to proceed [25]. The data available for Antarctic soils What We Know: Ferric mineralogy. There is obvious and
cover a period of -3 m.y. only [25]. Mars surface may be of much abundant evidence that oxidized FeS+-bearing minerals exist on
older age, perhaps up to 1b.y. old. The global surface stability 0aek Mars. Spectroscopic observations and Viking data over the past 20
of plate tectonics) facilitates the accumulation of weathering prod- years have revealed that the ferric mineralogy occurs in two distinct
ucts over long periods. Even at an extremely slow linear rate of rock- styles: (1) poorly crystalline or even amorphous Fe3+-bearingmate-
surfaceweatheringof0.3nm/yr(approximatelyonemolecularlayer rials that speetrally resemble certain terrestrial palagonites [e.g.,
peryear) an average layer of 30 cm could be weathered onMars over 1-3]; and (2) well-crystalline ferric oxides like hematite (cx-F_O3)
the last 109years. Wind abrasion rates on Mars areestimated at I pau/ or maghemite (T-Fe203)[e.g., 4-6]. The available data indicate that
yr [27]0 i.e., 3--4 orders of magnitude faster than the assumed the palagonltelikephases are speetrally dominant, and that the well-
hydration front penetration rate, thus the assumption of a linear-rate crystalline ferric oxides cannot constitute more than about 4--6wt%
of advancement of theweathering front (rather than asquare-root-of- abundance (if intimately mixed) [7]. All the noncondensate surface
time dependence), is warranted. This leads to higher overall rate of regions have a ferric spectral signature; however, the classical bright
weathering than arrived at under diffusion-limited eonditiorts [22]. regions are distinctly "redder" than the classical dark regions and
Particularly susceptible to such weathering are the more recently recent data have shown that the bright regions have generally
erupted volcanic materials. Estimated at 26.4 × 106 krn3 during enhanced crystalline ferric oxide absorption features [7]. Higher
Amazonian [27], these materials may have supplied the highly spatial resolution telescopic imaging and Viking Orbiter color data
unstable minerals that weathered and produced the thin recent [e.g., 8] have revealed several small dark regions with increased
coating remotely sensed on much of the planet's surface, crystalline ferric absorptions, though, and thus the albedo-crystallin-
References: [1] ClarkB.C.et al. (1982)JGR,87,10059-10067. ity correlation is not globally uniform. Viking Lander color imaging
[2] Singer R. B. (1985) Adv. Space Res., 5, 59--66. [3] Roush T.L. reveals that the apparently unaltered rocks are covered to varying
et al. (1992) Remote Geochemical Analysis (C. Pieters and P. degrees by ferric-rich dust at the two locations studied [e.g., 9].
Englert, eds.),Cambridge, inpress.[4]HanelR.etal.(1972)lcarus, Ferrous mineralogy. There is much more debate and uncer-
17, 423--442. [5] Toon O. B. et al. (1977) Icarus, 30, 663--696. talnty about the occurrence and distribution of martian Fe2.-bearlng
[6] ToulminP.IIIetal.(1977)JGR,82,4625-4634.[7]BaninA.and minerals. Certain telescopic [1,10] and spacecraft [11,12] data.sets
Rishpon J. (1979) J. Mol. Evol., 14, 133-152. [8] Banin A. et al. haveshownevidenceforweakl-lasnand2"lamFe2.abs°rp ti°nbands
(1985) Proc. LPSC 15th, in JGR, 90, C771--C774. [9] Allen C.C. that preferentially occur in the dark regions, but other observations
et al. (1981) Icarus, 45,347-369. [10] Singer R. B. (1982) JGR, 87, have either not clearly revealed such features [5] or have not seen a
lO159--lO168.[ll]MorrisR. V. etal.(1989)JGR, 94, 2760-2778" correlati°n between albed° and Fe2. band depth [13]"In data where
[12]Bell J. F. 1IIet al. (1991) JGR, 95, 14447-14461. [13] Banin A. the band has been observed, it has been interpreted as evidence of
etal.(1988)OriginsofLife,18,239-265.[14]OrenbergJ.andHandy low-Ca, high-Fe clinopyroxene, indicating (in agreement with Vi-
J.(1992)lcarus,96,219-225.[15]GoodingJ.L.andMuenowD.W. king Lander compositional results) that the martian "basement"
; (1986) C-CA, 50, 1049--1059. [16] Gooding J. L. et al. (1991) rocks are marie in composition.
Meteoritics, 26, 135-143. [17] Singer R. B. et al. (1979) JGR, 84, Sunm_ry and other minerals. The only mineral definitively
8415-8426. [18] McCord T. B. et al. (1982) JGR, 87, 3021-3032. identified on the martian surface is hematite [4,5,7]. A possibly
[19] Evans D.L. and Adams J. B. (1979) LPSC X, 1829-1834. different poorly crystalline ferric-bearing phase(s) is present, but it
[20] Singer R. B. et al. (1990)LPSCXXI, 1164--1165.[21] Banin A. is not at all well characterized in the currently available data. The
et al. (1992) In Mars (H. H. Kiefer et al., eds.), Univ. of Arizona, highly magnetic component measured byViking may be maghemite
Tucson, in press. [22] Gooding J. L. et al. (1992) In Mars (H. H. [6], magnetite (Fe_Oa) [14], or even the poorly crystalline fettle
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phase itself. Pyroxene in some form probably exists [1,10], but products come from? Two possibilities are immediately obvious:
conclusive mineralogic identification is still forthcoming [e.g., 12]. (la) Current reaction rates are exceedingly slow [21], leaving the
Data at longer near-IR wavelengths and simulations of Viking exposed rocks in metastable thermodynamic disequilibrium, but
experiments have been used to claim the existence of iron-rich clay reaction rates at some point(s) in the past were substantially higher,
minerals [e.g., 15] and carbonate-bearing minerals like scapolite allowing oxidative weathering of bedrock/tephra to occur and to
[16]. Confirmation of these mineralogic identifications by other generate globally significant amounts of ferric material (i.e., model
• researchers and other techniques has not yet been provided, though- 2 was dominant in the past); or (lb) A single event or series of events
- What We Don't Know: The presence of hematite masks the (e.g., impacts, intrusions, ete.) has produced all the observed weath-
spectral identification of many other crystalline ferric oxide phases, ering products over the course of martian geologic history [see 3].
like gocthite (cx-FeOOH), at telescopic spatial scales [7,17]. This Model la requires substantial climatic variations (increased T, P,
• provides a severe constraint on our current ability to identify almost RH) at some point(s) in thepast. Model lb could operate either inthe
all the ferric oxyhydroxides and iron-rich smectites in the currently current climaficregime orunderwarmer, wetterconditions.In either
available spectral data. Terrestrial analog studies have shown that case,model 1 argues that thepresentinventoryofsurfaceweathering
several different extremely t'me-grained ("nanophase") ferric oxides products is a fossil remnant from the past and thus the distribution of
arespectrallyconsistentwiththeMarsdata.Theseincludenanophase Fe3*-bearingphases may havelitfle or no genetic relationship to the
hematite [3,4] and lepidocrocite [18].In addition, thepoorly crystal- locally underlying bedrock.
line mineral ferrihydrite (a hematite precursor in many terrestrial If well-defined pyroxene absorption features occur in telescopic
weathering environments) is also spectrally consistent [7]. Thus, _md/or spacecraft spectral data on 10--250-km spatial scales, then
there is no current consensus on the mineralogy of the poorly there must be exposures, at some subpixel scale, of relatively pure,
crystalline ferric phase, unaltered pyroxene. Viking Lander images atChryse and Utopia did
Theidenfifieafionoftheferrousmineralogyiscloudedsomewhat not show any evidence that the ferric-rich soils and dust were
by the presence of abundant and spectrally dominating ferric miner- genetically related to the abundant local rocks [9]. These arguments
als. For example,there are several ferric oxyhydroxide minerals with favor model 1. If, however, only weak, broad Fe2+spectral features
weak absorption features in the 0.90--1.05-p-mregion [e.g., gocthite, are observed, then it may be possible that the pyroxene (or other
akaganeite (13-FeOOH)]. Hematite masks the shorter wavelength basalticglassorminerals)arecoatedbyathinferrieweatheringlayer
absorption features of such minerals, and thus it is not readily clear [19,20]. Telescopic and Viking observations of apparently ferric-
to what extent the surface ferric mineralogy may be enhancing the rich dark regions (e.g., parts of Erythraeum [7,8]) provide some data
features from (or be mistaken for features due to) the surface ferrous that are more consistent with such an active weathering scheme
minerals. In addition, the distinction in the data between well- (model 2).
crystalline ferrous minerals like pyroxenes and ferrous glasses and What Needs To Be Done To Narrow The PosslbUitles: The
tephra (which also can exhibit a 1-pro absorption feature) has not key to understanding both the current and past martian weatherlng/
been examined in detail, alteration environment lies in being able to accurately measure the
Possible Weathering Scenarios Consistent with Available spectra of the rock "end member." If the spectral signature of the
Data: Here, we def'me "weathering" as the steady-state oxidation ferric-rich surface soll and dust (and of the intervening almospherie
and/or hydration of exposed surface materials, specifically leading dust) can be properly removed, then it will be possible todetermine
to the conversion Fe2+ --_ Fe_. This is to be distinguished from whether the underlying basalt is "lunar" (not at all oxidized) or
+*alteration,"which we det'me as a more forced process resulting "terrestrial" (actively oxidizing). This is an extremely difficult task
from,forexample,hydrothermalcirculation,impactintogroundice, in practice, because it requires simultaneous knowledge of the
etc. The available data arc consistent with two primary models for the surface spectral reflectance (or albedo) and the airborne dust opacity,
weathering of martian surface materials, as well as various assumptions about (or direct measurernents of) the
Model 1. The exposed bedrock and surface rocks never have dust composition and scattering properties. This is certainly hard to
been weathered and are simply covered by and/or mechanically do at groundbased telescopic spatial resolution, but is much more
mixed with variable amounts of mobile Fe_-bearing materials. This possible and practical using a Mars-orbiting platform.
implies that these unweathered rocks are not the source of the global Our understanding of the currently availablespectral datacan be
dust, and that the dust was formed in the past under different substantially enhanced by additional experimental and theoretical
conditions. The currently exposed unweathered rocks could have work on mixtures of basalts and tephras, poorly crystalline ferric
escaped weathering by not being exposed during previous weather- materials, and well-crystalline ferric oxides and oxyhydroxides. For
ing events, or these rocks may postdate weathering conditions (e.g., example, as mentioned above, the identification of band centers and
" later eruptions of basalt). The original source materials for the dust absorption band depths of Fe2+-bearingminerals in the 1-1amregion
may currently be either buried or completely eroded. This model may be influenced by the presence of certain crystalline ferric
implies that there may be areas of oxidized (older) and unoxidized oxides/oxyhydroxides.Bothintimateandarealmixturestudiesofthe
. (postdust formation) bedrock materials on Mars. detectability of various ferrous minerals, including glasses, within a
Model 2. Exposed bedrock and surface rocks have been weath- ferric background (and vice versa) are needed. We also need more
ereclin the past or are actively weathering, resulting in the creation experimental and theoretical data on the variability of spectral
" of Fe3+-richweathering rinds or cracks, and spallation ormechanieal parameters such as band depth, width, and center position given
breakdown then frees the weathered materials. This implies that the different systematic mixtures of potential Mars materials under
dust is adirect product of theweathering of bedrock and/or tephra by varying degrees of atmospheric dust and condensate opacity. Finally,
surface reactions, it may be possible to compare the results of other age-dating
There are important climatic and mineralogic implications for techniques (craters, superposition) with UV-visible spectral slope
each of these scenarios. If the exposed rocks are not actively or"redness" derived from Mars Observer and/or groundbased tele-
weathering and producing the ubiquitous ferric-rich dust and soil scopie measurements to determine whether or not the less-oxidlzed
(model 1), thenthequestionmustbeasked, wheredidtheweathering rocks are younger than the more oxidized rocks, dust, and soils.
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EFFECT_ Ol_ TtI_ECHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT ON THE tral characterizationof clays and hydrated minerals is based on the
SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES OF CLAYS: APPLICA- H20 and OH vibrational energies, which are dependent on the
'lIONS FOR MARS. Janice L. Bishop and Carl_ M. Pieters, chemicalenvironmentofthebonds.Thenatureofinterlayerwateris
Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence affected by the interlayercations andthe degree of H-bonding.
RI02912, LISA. InterlayerCatlon-WaterInteractions: Exchangeexperimems.
In our laboratory experiments Fe3*,Mg2+,Ca2.. Na+, and H. are
Introduction: Laboratory studies of Mars soil analogs pose exchangedforthenaturallyoccurringmixtureofNaandCainterlayer
unique problems, since soils interact readily with their environment cations in SWy- 1montmorillonite (obtained from the Clay Mineral
and exhibit variable characteristics depending on the environment. Society, Source Clays Repository) using a procedure similar to that
We have performed a series of experiments focusing on the spectral of Banin [2]. The amount of exchanged cation added was calibrated
properties of clays and how they vary as a function of composition for 1130%cation exchange capacity (CEC), which is the amount of
and environment, including examination of fundamental as well as interlayer cations required to compensate the charge deficit from
overtone absorptions, that occur in the mid- and near-IR respec- octahedral layer substitutions. Fe3+-richmontmorillonites were pre-
tively. Smectite clays have been selected in our laboratory experi- pared in a similar manner with up to 600% CEC.
ments as aprimary surface analog for Mars because of their compat- Water analyses. The nature of interlayer water molecules in
ibility with results of the Viking biology experiments [1], their smectiteclaysisknowntobequitecomplex[5].SomeH2Oisreadily
stability under current martian conditions, and their compatibility removable by mild heating and drying, while more resilient H20
with reflectance spectra of Mars [2]. We prepared a number of remains in the clay to above 300°C. Spectroscopic studies [4,6]
monoionic montmorillonites in order to examine the influence of suggest that water molecules can be present in many forms in the
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Fig. 1. Reflectance spectrum of SWy rnontmorillonite: (a) 0.3- 3.6 lain, (b) 3.3-25 I.Lm.
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Wavelen__t0h° in microns environment in the nature of their interlayer regions. In addition,tg0 zl 0 z20 zz0 smeetite clays are able to serve as a template for chemical reactions
in the interlayer regions [8], and interlayer expansion would physi-
cally allow production of nanophase products, but would restrict
long-range order.
Several Fe_'-rlch montmorillonite samples were prepared con-" ¢D
,o" talning 2-10 wt% (as Fe203) interlayer iron, in addition to the 4 wt%
(as Fe203) structural ironalready present in ourWyoming montrno-
• ID
- _ riUonitesamples. During the exchange process Fe3+ions are added
m to the clay solution atpH2, then the pH is increased to 7, causing the
"oo Fe(H20)6-a+complexes to polymerize to Fe2(l-I20)s(OH)2_" and
• "_ Fe2(I-120)8(OH)(O)3+,losing H2Osand Hs asbridges are formed [9].o
o9 Concentrated Fe_ complexes react further, forming double chainsof
[Fe(O,OH,H20), ] units and eventually ferrihydrite [10,1I].
&so s._0 &10 4.90 4.to 4.so 4.30 Ferrihydrite is thus predicted as an important step in weathering
• Wavenumber (cm-1) X 1 0E-3 processesofferricmaterials.
We have evaluated several ofour montmorillonite samples using
Fig. 2. Reflectancespectra of homoioniemontmorillonites(1.8- 2.3 pm Mtssbauer spectroscopy in acryogenic facility at MIT incollabora-
(noterelativestrt_gthof 1.9-and2.2-1amabsorption), lion with R. Burns. Mtssbauer studies of our Fe_-rich montmoril-
lordtes have produced magnetic hyperfine splitting patterns that
conf'n-m the presence of ferrihydrite in these Fe3+-Hchclays [3].
interlayer regions: (1) strongly cation-bound, inner sphere H20, Room-temperature spectra of all our montmorillonites showed a
(2) strongly surface-bound H20, and(3)strongly H-bonded,liquidlike quadmpole doublet, characteristic of the structural iron in montmo-
water. We have obtained chemical information about the form of rillonite.At4.2Kasextetindicatingmagnetieorderingwasobserved
water present in several homoionic clays through infrared spectros- forthe Fe_-rich montmorillonites, but not the Na and Ca montmo-
copy and digital thermal analysis. We attribute the low temperature rillonites. This sextet was significantly stronger in the samples
(<200°C) water loss to the liquidlike interlayer water, the water loss containing higher quantities of Fe203, and is characteristic of crys-
in the 350° to 5500C range to inner sphere cation-bound water, and talline ferric oxides. The magnetic splitting in the MSssbauer spec-
the water loss at 600°C tothe structural OH. We have found for both tra of our Fe3.-rich clays is 48.5 T, which is within the range of
dry and moist relative humidity environments that the amount of 48.2-50.5 T for ferrihydrite [12]. The magnetic splitting of other
removable water in the montmorillonite samples varied depending ferric oxides is measurably different, for example, hematite: 54.6 T;
on the interlayer cation (Na < Fe3+< Ca < Mg). This trend cone- goethite: 50.6 T; and lepidocrocite: 45.8 T [10].
sponds to adsorption isotherms for Na-, Ca-, and Mg-smectites [7]. Furthermore, visible reflectance spectra of this Fe_-rich,
Strength of bands. We found that the amounts of removable ferrihydrite-bearing montmorillonite are eharacterlzed by a weak,
water in our suite of cation-exchanged clays correlates with the 1.9- broad absorption at -0.9 lain, a reflectance maxima at -0.75 [am,an
p.rnand 6-p.rnband depths. The strengths of the 1.9-1amand 6-Jam inflection point at -0.6 part,and a steep falloff toward ultraviolet
hydration features thus depend on the kind of interlayer cation, as wavelengths (Fig. 3). These features are not observed innatural (Na/
well as on the relative humidity of the environment, whereas the Ca)-, H-, Na-, Ca-, or Mg-exchanged SWy montmorillonites. As
strength of the 2.2-lain feature is primarily due to structural OH and shown in Fig. 3, reflectance spectra of the Fe3+-riehmontmorlllo-
octahedral cations. Reflectance spectra of natural (Na/Ca), Fe3+-, nites correspond remarkably well to telescopic data of several bright
Ca-, and Mg-montmorillonite showing the relative strengths of the areas of Mars [3]. The Syria Planum spectrum was measured by Bell
1.9-lainand 2.2-1mahydration features are presented in Fig. 2. [13] andthe Lunae Planum spectrum was measured by McCord [14].
The interpretation of Mars spectra serves as an example of the ContinuingExperiments: Althoughinfraredrefleetancespee-
need for an improved understanding of the relationships between troscopy is routinely used to study planetary surfaces and atmo-
chemical environment, fundamental vibrations, and overtones of
hydration features in clays. Some confusion over the presence of
molecular water and structural OH in Mars surface material exists 1.20 scaeclat 750 am
becauseastrongbandhasbeenobservedat 2.7-3.0 p.m(attributed
to fundamental molecular water) and weak features have been 1.oo nat'l (Na/Ca)
suggested at 2.2-2.35 la.rn,but the characteristic watercombinations • _oo
and overtones at 1.4 Jamand 1.9 _artaxedifficult to conf'trm. These t_
featuresatl.41amandl.9pxnarecomposedofmultipleoverlapping "U 060 .... 300 X Fe3+
, peaks that vary as a function of octahedral cation, interlayer cation, _.
andamountofinterlayerwatermolecules [4]. An important applica- _: 0.40 _ Syria Planum(Bell)
tion to Mars from our recent work is that a ferric montmorlllonite in ..... Lunae Planum (Singer)
a dry environment would have a 1.9-lain absorption that is weaker 0.20
than the 2.2-pro absorption, and thus the 1.9-1aShabsorptionwouldbe JLBI
difficult to observe in Mars spectra. 0"00.30 060 090 1.20
Fe3*-rlchClaysandFerrihydrlteFormatlon: Smectiteclays Wavelength(microns)
readily incorporate aqueous ions and chemical complexes into their
interlaminar regions. Clays are therefore highly sensitive to their Fig.3. Reflectancespeotraofnatural(Na/CI)andFe3+-rlchmontmorillonltes
chemical environment and clays on Mars should reflect the martian andtelescopicspectraof Mars(0.3-1.2lain).
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spheres, very httle infrared research has been performed on the such as montmorillonite and nontronite on Mars presents several
interactions between these surfaces and their atmospheres. We plan dilemmas. First, hydroxylated minerals areconsidered tobe thermo-
to use an environmental chamber to explore surface-amaosphem dynamically unstable on the arid outermost surface on Mars [3].
interactions that will provide information relevant to Mars. In order Second, diagnostic infrared spectral features of day silicates, most
to better understand the nature of interlayer water in smeetlte clays notably peaks in the 2.2-2.4-p.m region, are much weaker in remote-
and the cation-water interactions, we are planning spectral experi- sensed reflectance spectra than expected for the inferred abundance
ments for our homoionic (Na, Ca, Mg, Fe3+)montmorillonites that of clay silicates on Mars [4,5]. Third, crystal field spectra of Fe3+in
will (1) measure shifts in vibrational energy at 1.9 Isrn,3 pro, and nontronite are not good matches of visible-region reflectance spec-
6 lain at 25°(2 while varying the relative humidity of the sample tral profiles of Mars [6]. On the other hand, Fe_-exchanged mont-
chamber and (2) measure variations in the spectral character of these morillonites yield comparable spectra to Mars in the UV-visible
features as the temperature is elevated from 25"C to 300°C to study region, as well as simulating reactions in the Viking biology experi-
the clay hydration features in an ultradry environment. We are also merits [7-9]. Clay silicates have also been identified as accessory
designing experiments to measure spectra of the Fe3+-richmontmo- minerals in SNCmeteorites [10,I 1] believed tohave originated from
rillonites at low temperatures (100-250 K), which will allow us to Mars.
study the hydration bands in clay-ice systems, i Because little attention has been given to the role, if any, of Mg-
In order to evaluate the behavior of clay systems under both : bearing day silicates on the martian surface, the crystal chemistry,
current andmore element possible past environments on Mars, we stability, and reactivity of Mg-Fe smectites are examined here.
are currently planning aqueous and anhydrous reactions with sul- Partially dehydroxylated ferrian saponites are suggested to be major
fates, carbonates, and chlorides in Fe3+-richmontmorillonites. Spee- constituents of the surface of Mars, regulating several properties of
tra will be measured for these samples with a focus on the develop- the regolith.
ment of absorptions relating to Fe_+-sulfate0Fe_+-carbonate, and Crystal Chemistry of Iron Saponites: Trioctahedral ferro-
Fe3+-chloridebonds. We plan to measure spectra of these new and magnesian smcctites may be formulated as (Na,O.5Ca)x(Mg,Fe)3
complexFer*-richmontmorillonites ateool temperatures(l{D-250 K) (Si4.xAlxO10)(OH)2,with x < 0.6, indicating solid-solution between
to study clay-anion-ices. Perhaps these experiments will lead to Mg (saponite) and Fe endmember compositions, substitution of AI
novel ideas for duricrnst models. The nature of selected iron oxides for Si in the [SiO4]tetrahedra, and some exchangeable cations such
and iron material formed in the interlayer region of these Fe3+-rich as Na. and Ca2. [12].The OH"ions belong tocoordination polyhedra
sampleswillbecharacterizedusingM6ssbauerspectroscopyatroom about Mg and Fe cations located in octahedral sites in the crystal
temperature and 4.2 K. structure, giving rise to cis- and transconfigurations. Alternatively,
References: [1]BaninA. andRishponJ,(1979)J.Mol.Evol., each OH" ion is coordinated to three cations, two occurring in
14, 133-152. Horowitz N. H. et al. (1977) JGR, 82, 4659-4662. cisoctahedraandoneintramoctahedra, givingtrioctahedralsmectites-
Levin G. V. and Straat P. A. (1979) Mol. Evol., 14, 167-183. Note that in corresponding AP . (montmorillonite) and Fe3.
[2] Banin A. et al. (1988) Origins of Life, 18, 239-265. [3] Bishop (nontronite) smectites, clsoctabedra are occupied by AI _ and Fer*
J. L.etal.(1992)LPSCXXIII, 111-112.[4] BishopJ.L.andPieters while transoetahedra are mostly vacant, leading to dioctahedral
C. M. (1992) LPSCXXIII, 1(39-110. [5] Russell J. D. and Farmer structures. In Mg-Fe2. saponites, cation clusters such as MgMgMg,
V. C. (1964)ClayMiner.Bull.5,443-464, [6]CariatiF.etal.(1983) MgMgFe2., MgFe2.Fe2., and Fe2.Fe2.Fe2. exist in the octahedral
Clays Clay Minerals, 31,155-157. Sposito G. et al. (1983) Clays sites coordinated to each OH"ion. However, some OH- ions may be
Clay Minerals,31, 9-16. CoyneL. M. et al. (1990) Spectroscopy of associated withvacancies (V), usually in txansoctahedra, resulting in
Minerals and Their Surfaces (L. M. Coyne et al., eds.), Am. Chem. cation clusters such as MgFe2.(V), Fe2.Fe2.(V), etc.
Soc.,Washington,DC.[7] ProstR.(1975)Ann.Agron.,26,463-535. Experimental Studies ofMg-Fe Smectttes: Ferromagnesian
[8] MacEwan P. M. C. and Wilson M. J. (1980) In CrystalStructures saponites are readily synthesized at low temperatures in reducing
ofClay MineralsandTheirX-rayldentification (G. W. Brindley and environments by stoichiometric mixing of appropriate solutions of
G. Brown, eds.), Mineralogical Society, London. Cotton F. A. and Na2SiO3 and Mg(II) and Fe([I) salts in HC1 or H2SO4 solutions
WilkinsonG.(1988)AdvancedlnorganicChemistry,5thed.,Wiley, [13,14]. On Earth, Fe2. saponites are unstable under atmospheric
New York. [10] Murad E. and Johnston J. H. (1987 In M_ssbauer conditions and are oxidized rapidly to Fe_'-beafing assemblages,
Spectroscopy Applied to Inorganic Chemistry, Vol. 2 (G. J. Long, often obscuring evidence for initial Fe2+saponite formation. The
ed.), Plenum. [11] Bums R. (1992) LPSCXXIII, 187-188. [12] oxidation reaetion can be simply written as
Murad E. andSchwertmann U. (1980)Am. Mineral., 65,1(}44-1049.
[13] Bell et al. (1990) JGR, 95, 14447-14461. McCord T. B. et al. 3 Fe2+ct_y+ 1/2 02 (+ 1/2H20) =
(1977) Icarus, 31, 25-39. ,-, _N... 2 Fe3.¢t,y+ 1/2 FeaO3 (or FeOOH) (1) ,
_93"31 91_A_y7, NI_A:S I resulting in the formation of a dloctahedral smectite intimately
",DEHYDROXYLATED SILICATES ON • associated with the ferric oxide phase [12,15]. However,
iRIDDLES ABOUT THE MARTIAN REGOLITH SOLVED intracrystaUine redox reactions involving the oxidation of Fe2. to
WITH FERRIAN SAPONITES. Roger G. Burns, Department of Fe3+ions within theclay silicate structure is alsopossible, by analogy
Earth, Atrnospherie and Planetary Sciences,Massachusetts Institute with processes leading to the formation of oxyamphibeles and
: of Technology, Cambridge MA 02139, USA. oxybiotites [16-18].Two different oxidation mechanisms exist [19].
First, dehydroxylation by oxygenation may occur when the day
Introduction: Claysilicates,resultingfromthechemicalweath- silicate is exposed to atmospheric oxygen or is heated in air (reae-
ering of volcanic glasses and basaltic rocks of Mars, are generally tion (2))
believed to be major constituents of the martian regolith [1] and
atmospheric dust [2]. However, the occurrence of smectite clays Fe2. + OH" + 1/2 O2--_ Fe3++ 02- + 1/2 H20 (2)
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Second, dehydroxylation by dehydrogenation may occur when the Although the Mg and Ca are traditionally associated with SO42"in
clay silicate exists in a vacuum or is heatedin anlnert gasor vacuum evaporite minerals on Mars [34], the majority of the Mg may be
(reaction (3)) partitioned as trioctahedral (Mg-Fe saponite) coexisting withdioctahedral (A1-Fe montmorillonite), with each dehydroxylated
. Fe2++ OH"-+ Fe3++ OL + 1/2 H2 (3) smectite accommodating ferric iron.
Terrestrial environments producing ferromagnesian smectites,
, In both cases, the crystal structure remains intact (i.e., the mineral such as low-temperature alteration of basaltic rocks and hydrother-
has not decomposed), but the OH groups have been replaced by O2" mal reactions involving brine-saturated metalliferous sediments,
ions. also probably exist on Mars. Upon exposure to the martian atmo-
Spectroscopic studies of phyllosilicates including saponites, sphere, the ferroan saponites would undergo aerial oxidation by
• based on changes of peaks in the 3600-3700 cm"t region [e.g., rcaetions(1)and(2),withdehydroxylatedsmectitesbeingformedby
18,20-22], indicate that hydroxyl groups close to three Mg_+in the reaction(2). RestorationofOH'by propoton ationoftheO2" isknown
two cis- and one transoctahedral sites arerelatively stable. However, tocause someof the Fe_+ions tobe expelled from the octahedral sites
' cation clusters such as MgMgFe2+and MgFe2+Fe2+in these oetahe- intheclaysilicates[12],therebycreatingvacanciesinthephyllosilicate
dral sites are vulnerable to dehydrogenation and oxygenation result- structure and the precipitation of ferrihydrlte between the layers.
ing from oxidation of strucmral Fe2+ions to Fe3+(reactions (2) and Such a mechanism accounts for the suggested occurrence of
(3)). Hydroxyl groups associated with vacancies, corresponding to ferrilaydriteassociated with clay silicates on Mars [35]. On theother
cation clusters such as MgFe2+(V)and FeZ+Fe2+(V),are particularly hand, reversal of reaction (2) would liberate oxygen from the
vulnerable to conversion to O2" ions. Extensive intracrystalline regolith, accounting for results obtained in the Viking gas exchange
oxidation of Fe2. to Fe3+ produces additional spectral features experiments [36].
attributable to hydroxyl groups adjacent to cation clusters such as Spectral features originating from MgMgMg, MgMgFe 3+,
MgFe2+Fe3+,MgFe3+(V),etc. These clusters contribute weak peaks MgFe3+(V),etc., cation clusters, as well as A1AI(V) and AIFe3+(V),
to poorly dei'med spectra in the fundamental (=2.75 lain) and fin-st are likely to conwibute fine structure to peaks in the fundamental and
overtone (_1.41 lain) hydroxyl stretching regions. Similar effects t'trst-overtonehydroxylstretching frequenciesat2"751amandl'41 lain'
may produce additional peaks in the 2.2-2.4-1am region in infrared as well as in the 2.2-2.4-1am region. Thus, features attributed to
spectra of partially dehydroxylated Fe2+-Fe_+ silicates, but these HSO4"or HCO3"in scapolite inremote-sensed reflectance spectra of
effects have not yet been studied in detail [23,24]. However, they Mars [26] may originate, instead, from partially dehydroxylated
could be contributing shoulders to bands measured around 2.35 I.tm ferrlan saponites in the regolith.
inremote.sensedreflectancespec_aofthemartianregolith[5,25,26]- References: [1] Toulmin P. et al. (1977) JGR, 82, 4625.
TerrestrlalOccurrencesofFerromagneslanSmectltes: On [2] HuntG. R. etal.(1973)lcarus, 18,459.[3]GoodingJ. L.(1978)
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sionsassociated with brines and metalliferous sediments [15]. These 90, C771. [8] A. Banin and J. Rishpon (1979) J. Mol. Evol., 14,133.
ferroan saponites rapidly oxidize to mixed-smectite assemblages [9]BaninA.andMarguliesL.(1983)Nature,305,523.[lO]Gooding
containing ferrian salxmites, Fe3+-montmorillonite, and nontronite, J.L. and Muenow D. W. (1986) GCA, 50, 1009. [11] Gooding J. L
which are often intimately intergrown with ferrihydrite, nanophase et al. (1991) Meteoritics, 26, 135-143. [12] N. Guven (1988) Rev.
Fe_O3, or FeOOH. Some ferromagnesian smectites occurring in Min.,19,497.[13]DecarreauA.(1981)C.R.Acad.Sci. Paris,292,
alterationproductsofoceanieand continentalbasalts appear tohave 61. [14] Decarreau A. and Bonnin D. (1986) Clay. Min., 21,861.
compositions intermediate between di- and trioctahedral smectites. [15] Dadaut D. et al. (1985) Clay. Min., 20, 389. [16] Barnes V. E.
For example, asrnectite from oceanic basalts [31], originally forrnu- (1930) Am. Mineral., 15,393. [17] Phillips M. W. et al. (1988) Am.
Mineral., 73,500. [18] J. Sanz et al. (1983) Phys. Chem. Min., 9,14.
lated as [19] Butt D. M. (1989) Proc. LPSC 19th, 423. [20] Vedder W. and
(M+)x(Mg179Fe2.0,_Fe3+0ss)zs0(Si34oAl059Fe3+0.0t)Oi0(OH)2 Wilkins R. W. T. (1969) Am. Mineral., 54,482. [21] Rouxhet P. G.
• • etal.(1972)Min.Mag.,38,583.[22]FarmerV.C.etal.(1971)Min.
has a total octahedral occupancy of only 2.80. M6ssbauer spectral Mag., 38, 121. [23] Clark R. N. ct al. (1990) JGR, 95, 12653. [24]
data suggesting that this smectite is partially dehydroxylated, were Mustard J. F. (1992) Am. Mineral., 77, 345. [25] R. B. Singer et al.
confirmed by chemical analysis that indicated a deficiency of OH" (1985) LPSXVI, 787. [26] Clark R. N. et al. (1990) JGR, 95, 14463.
• ions. Recalculation of the formula yielded [12] [27] DeKirnpe C. R. et al. (1987) Can. J. Earth Sci., 24, 760.
[28] Kodama H.et al. (1988) Clays ClayMin.,36,102. [29] Kohyama
(M+)x(Mg180Fe2.047Fe_+0sgA10t4)300(Si3s2Al0_)O10.Ts(OH)t.22 N.etal.(1973)ClaysClayMin.,21,229.[30]SeyfriedW.E.Jr.etal.
.... (1978) EPSL, 41,265. [31] Daynyak L. G. et al. (1980) Dold.Akad.is
in which the dehydroxylated smectite isperfectly trioctahedral with Nauk SSSR, 259, 1458. [32] Andrews A. J. et al. (1983) lnit. Rept.
a total oetahedral occupancy of 3.00. Similar dehydroxylated ferrian Deep SeaDrilling Proj., 69,585. [33] Burns R. G. (1987) Proc.LPSC
saponites might have formed on Mars. 17th, in JGR, 92, E570. [34] Clark B. C. and van Hart D. C. (1981)
DehydroxylatedMg-FeSmectitesonMars: TheVikingXRF Icarus, 45, 370. [35] Bishop J. L. et al. (1992) LPSC XXIII, 111.
analyses [1], when expressed as modal proportions of ionic species [36] Oyama V. I. and Berdahl B. J. (1977) JGR, 82, 4669. [37] Re-
[33], yield the following formula units (g.ion!kg soil) search supported by NASA grants NAGW-2049 and -2220.
[Si4Ot0]4-= 1.75; AP+= 1.35; Fe3+= 2.18; Mg2+=
1.75; Ti_ = 0.07; (Na+= 0.65)
Ca2+= 1.00; SO42-= 1.20; CI"= 0.25
\ _ , / . . . t . • o
TION OF BASALTIC MINERALS TO FERRIC-BEARING insoluble ferric oxides when dissolution occur, under oxidiz-
ASSEMBLAGES. Roger G. Burns. Department of Earth. hagconditions. Solubility rates of Fe2+ions decrease in the order
Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts Institute of olivine > pyroxene M2 > pyroxene M1 >> feldspars [11,14]. Disso-
Technology, Cambridge MA 02139, USA. lufionrates oftheseminerals arehighestin acidicsolutions,deercase . @.
with rishag pH, arc least at near-nentral pH, and increase when the pH " , "
Introduction: Perhaps the most conspicuous indication that is in the alkaline range. Rates of dissolution are slow near freezing
chemical weathering has occurred on the surface of Mars is the temperatures and in solutions of high ionic strength. Since low
overall color of the Red Planet and the spectroscopic features that temperatures and. perhaps, brines may currently exist on Mars,
identify ferric-bearing assemblages in the martian regolith [1,2]. dissolutionratesofbasalticmineralsareprobablyextremelyslowon
Apparently, Fe2+ions in primary minerals in parent igneous recks on the present-day martian surface, but may have been much faster in
the martian surface have been oxidized to ferric iron, wkieh occurs thepast when warmer climates prevailed,particularly ifacidrain and •
in degradation products that now constitute the regolith. The miner- acidic groundwater conditions prevailed [ 10,18].
alogy of the unweathered igneous rocks prior to weathering on the Oxidation of Dissolved Fe2+: Ferrous iron released during
martian surface is reasonably well constrained, mainly as a result of chemical weathering of ferromagnesian silicate and sulfide minerals
petrographic studies of the SNC meteorites [3]. However, the is metastable with respect to ferric iron when aerated groundwater
alteration products resulting from oxidative weathering of these exceedspH3.5[10].Innear-neutralandalkalinesolutions,dissolved
rocks are less well-constrained. Thus, a variety of candidate ferric- Fe_- ions formed from Fe 2. ions are removed almost immediately;
bearing materials have been suggested, ranging from poorly crystal- the rates of precipitation of ferric oxide and oxyhydroxide phases are
line ferric oxides [4], such as nanophase hematite [5], to altered then controlled by the supply of Fe2. ions by dissolution processes.
volcanic glass or palagonite [6,7], various clay silicates [8,9], and Reaction rates for the oxidation of dissolved Fe 2. ions are strongly
gossaniferous ferrihydrite-jarosite-clay silicate assemblages [ 10]. pH dependent [ 19,20] and are very slow in acidic solutions. There is
Moreover, the mechanism and rate of oxidative weathering of a 10-fold decrease in oxidation rate for each temperature-interval
surface rocks on Mars are poorly understood [ 11], raising numerous decrease of 15°C. Rates also decrease with increasing ionic strength,
questions of chemical kinetics about the nature and extent of and are slower in sulfate-bearing solutions than in chloride-bearing
chemical weathering processes on Mars?\For example, when did solutions. Therefore, in brine eutectics proposed for Mars [17]
oxidative weathering reactions take place--on Mars? Were reaction (which are themselves slightly acidic due to hydrolysis reactions)
rates faster in the past and did they necessitate an aqueous phase? Is that have equilibrated with oxygen in the current martian atmosphere
the oxidized regolith a fossilized remnant of past weathering pro- (at Pox = lO'S bar), rates of oxidation of Fe2+ions are estimated to be
cesses, or are chemical weathering reactions still occurring in the at least 106 times slower than in laboratory experiments performed
frozen regolith? If so, are they seasonal? Are the ferric-bearing at room temperature on Earth [11 ].
assemblages metastable and can they be characterized more rigor- Mechanism of Polymerization of Hydrous Ferric Oxides:
ously? Some of these questions are addressed here by examining Once Fe3+ions are produced in solution, they are highly vulnerable
experimental data bearing on the mechanism of oxidation of ferro- to hydrolysis to poorly crystalline ferric hydrous gels or ferrihydrite,
magnesian silicates to insoluble ferric-bearing phases, which include which age to different crystalline phases, depending on the rate of
pathways of dissolution, ferrolysis, and hydrolysis reactions that oxidationofdissolvedFe2+toFe3+,theconcentrationofFerVions, the
may be appropriate to conditions on the surface of Mars. nature of anions present, pH, temperature, and time of aging [15,16].
PrimaryRocksSubjected toChemicalWeathering: Mineral For example, rapid oxidation of dissolved Fe 2+ at near-neutral pH
assemblages in SNC meteorites [3,12], particularly the shergottites produces lepidocrocite (T-FeOOH) [21], which may revert to
(Shergotty, Zagami, EETA 79001, ALHA 77005), indicate that maghemite(T-Fe203)bydehydration[22].Suchmaghemiteisoneof
olivine (=Fa3oFo70), low-Ca pyroxene (pigeonite, --Fs25Er_Wot0),
and high-Ca pyroxene (augite, =FszsEnfoWo3s) are probably the
predominant ferromagnesian silicates in basaltic rocks that were ,oo :" . __[[
subjected to chemical weathering on Mars. Lower Fe2. concentra- t_ 601_z_Tc.T.... "-._ ""., eo'c ..,-- .--,-- i%s.-- \ "% ,t
tions occur also in plagioclase feldspar and accessory sulfide and ,o --F,O.'" :._ "\. /" [_
.... .,o.,: _._ ;'cI
oxide minerals [ 12], although local bodies of massive iron sulfide _n _o .... _,,€o,q ./ ' . _,_,.__
----- r01o¢4|_depositsmaybepresentnearthesurfaceofMars [13]. These basaltic ta° / / l_--I--- I ....... r,z,tOHJ_"
sulfide, olivine, and pyroxeneminerals areparticularly vulnerable to o_ / _._\ .--.-r..sot.
which in aqueous solutions proceed _' ,0 '" " " " "_''}'-'-_/ 4 '-,I"F-chemic_ weather_'Ig reactions,throughdissolufion,oxidation, and hydrolysis stages that are strongly o_ 6 "" / _
pH dependent [14]. The eventual hydrolysis products of dissolved < " / ! / "_ '// ,
[15,I61. Thus, Fe0II) phases precipitated from SO42-- and CI'- _ _ " I I .
s \\
bearing solutions are most relevant to Mars if brines have existed _ t _ *
there[H], o / ! \ /
Dissolution Processes: Dissolution of ferromagnesian sili- v- _ -;i_ 0.7' 1.2 1.7 2.2 L2 1.7 Z.2 0.7 1.2 17 2.2
cares is generally congruent under anoxie conditions, indicating that pH
soluble Fe2., Mg 2.. Ca 2., and silica dissolve from olivines and
pyroxenes at rates proportional to their concentrations in the silicate Fig. 1. Species distribution diagrams as a function of pH for ferric hydroxo
minerals [ 14]. Incongruent solubility of pyroxenes may occur ini- and sulfato complexes. In all eases, IFe3"l_= 018M andionic strength = 2.67
dally, however, both as a result of preferential release of cations in M: in (¢), [SO4]2-= 0.53 M (modified from 126]).
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the candidate magnetic phases in the martianregolith [22,23]. Fast 87, 10189. [5] MorrisR. V. et al. (1989) JGR. [6] Gooding L L. and
oxidation of Fe2+in strongly alkaline solutions, on the other hand, Keil K. (1978) GRL, 5, 727. [7] Allen C. C. et al. (1981) Icarus, 45,
produces 5-FeOOHor feroxyhyte (5'-FeOOH), themagnetic proper- 347-369. [8] Toulmin P. HIet al. (1985)JGR,82, 4625. [9]Banln A.
des of which also make it aeandidatemagneticphaseifperalkaline et al. (1985) Proc. LPSCXV, inJGR, 90° C771. [10] Burns R. G.
phases exist on the martian surface [24]. (19881 Proc. LPSC 18th, 713. [11] Burns R. G.(1992) LPSCXXIII,
Hydrolysis of FeCI3 solutions initially yields akaganeite (13- 187. [12] Smith J. V. and Hervig R. L. (1979) Icarus, 14, 121.
FeOOH),whichmaysubsequentlytransformtogoethiteorhematite [13] BumsR.G.andFisherD.S.(1990)JGR,95,14169.[14] Murphy
[25]. However, ferrihydrite that forms in the presence of NO3"or W.M. and Helgeson H. C. (19871 GCA, 51, 3137; AJS, 289, 17
CIO4-anions ages to goethite (ct-FeOOH), hematite (a-Fe_O3), or a (1989). [15] Murphy P. J. et al. (1976) J. Coll. Int. Sci., 56, 312.
mixture of the two, depending on the pH and temperature. Hematite [16] Music S. A. et al. (19821 J. Coll. lnt Sci., 85, 256. [17] Brass
* is favored at elevated temperatures, low water activity, and neutral G.W.(1980)lcarus,42,20. [18]BurnsR.G.andFisherD.S.(1990)
pH, whereas goethite formation predominates at both low and high JGR, 95, 14415. [19] Smmm W. and Lee G. F. (1961) Ind. Eng.
pH. The mechanism of precipitation and aging of ferrihydrite are Chem., 53, 123. [20] Millero F. J. et al. (1987) GCA, 51, 793.
controlled by the types of the complex ferric ions in solution [26], [21] Sung W. and Morgan J. J. (1980) Env. ScL Tech., 14, 561.
which are influenced by temperature and pH, as illustrated in Fig. 1. [22] Posey-Dowty J. et al. (1986) Icarus, 66, 105. [23] Hargraves R.
Thus, monatornle Fe3+ ions predominate only in highly acidic B.etal.(1979)JGR,84,8379.[24]BmraR.G.(1988)Nature,285,
solutions and some monomeric cornplex ions (e.g., {FeOH2.} and 647;ibid.,288,196.[25]MatijevicE.andSeheinerP.(1978)J.Coll.
{Fe(OH)2+} are also present. However, it is polymerization of Int. Sci., 63,509. [26] Sapieszko R. S. et ai. (1977) J. Phys. Chem.,
dimefie complex ions (e.g., linear {F%(OH)2_) and cyclic 81,1061.[27]CombesJ.M.etal.(1989)GCA,53,583.[28]Combes
{Fe_(OH)4f_} clusters [27], which are the major species in solution J.M. et al. (1990/ GCA, 54, 1083. [29] Matijevie E. et al. (1975) J.
abovepH 2,that generatesgoethite, theerystal structure that consists Coll.lnt.Sci.,50,567.[30]BumsR. G.(1987)Proc.LPSC17th, in
of double chains of edge-shared [FeO4(OH)z] octahedra. The JGR,92,E570.[31]ComellR.etal.(1987)ClaysClay.Min.,35,21.
{Fe(OH)2+} species prevails athigherpH andelevated temperatures [32] Research supported by NASA grants NAGW-2049 and 2220.
(Fig.l) and facilitates polymerization of faceshared octahedra, the iN9 8 S 1 9 3 9
key feature of the hematite structure, by deprotonation-oxalation i m
reactions [28]. Such a mechanism leading to the production of
nanophase hematite would occur on Mars when permafrost sub- IMPLICATIOI_S" FOR VOLCANOGENIC VOLATILE
limed, brine euteetics evaporated, and clay silicates were desiccated LEASE ON THE WEATHERING OF MARS. Benton C. Clark,
on the arid martian surface. Planetary Sciences Lab (B0560/, Martin Marietta, Denver CO
Anotherimportantpolymerizationmechanismrelevantto sulfate 80201, USA.
brine eutectics on Mars involves hydrolysis products of ferric iron in
H2SO4 solutions, which are distinctly different from those of other Volcanism on Mars has been widespread in both space and time
inorgarde acids [16,29]. At low pH, the {FeSO4.] complex ion [1]. Notwithstanding important specific differences between the
predominates (Fig. le) [26], so that in strongly acidic solutions mantles of Earth and Mars, the similarities are such that the suite of
hydroniumjarosite,(H30)F%(SO,t)2(OH)6,maybeprecipitated[31], gases emitted from martian volcanic activity surely includes gases
particularly in the presence of Na+ and K+ ions. By analogy with such as H20, CO2, S-contalning gases 0t2S, SO3, or SOz), and CI-
terrestrial gossans, jarosite formed during sublimation or evapora- containing gases (e.g., CI2or HCI). Both H20 andCO2are present in
tion of sulfate-bearing groundwater could have persisted on the arid the atmosphereof Mars; both arealsopresent assurface condensates.
surface of Mars [10]. Spectroscopic observations of the martian atmosphere dearly show
Applications to Mars: Chemical weathering on Mars appears that the S- and Cl-containing gases are severely depleted [2,3].
to have occurred when acidic groundwater interacted with surface Likewise, there is no evidence of surface condensates of compounds
basalts. In anoxie conditions in the deep-weathering environment, of these elements. Within the soil, there is direct evidence of
dissolution rates of silicate and sulfide minerals were fast, yielding incorporation of H20 [4] and some compounds of sulfur and chlorine
high concentrations of Fe2+,Mg2+,silica, etc., in the acidic ground- [5]. None of the resultant weathering products have been directly
water [10,18]. Soluble Fe2. ions could persist indef'mitely in cold, identified, but both clays and salts have been indirectly implicated.
subsurface water and be transported around the planet, provided Estimates for the total magma generated after initial crustal
anoxie conditions prevailed. When exposed to the oxygenated mar- formation and the terminal stages of heavy bombardment have
tian atmosphere, slow oxidation of dissolved Fe_. ions to Fe_"ions recently been updated. Although some 60 times lower than the
would occur and the ferric iron, too, would remain in solution current areal rate of extrusive lava resurfacing on Earth [1], the
indefinitely provided the groundwater remained acidic. Eventually, martian total is nonetheless equivalent to the release of _ 5O0g/ern2
hydrolysis of dissolved ferrle ions to hydrous ferric oxide occurred, ofvolatile averaged over the planet for every 0.1% wt/wt of volatile
, Incomplete aging of the ferrihydrite to F_O3, which is retarded by species released from magma. Quantitatively, this is sufficient to
dissolved silica [31],provided amechanism forproducing nanophase comprise as much as5% of fine-gralned regolith weathering product
hematite, which is believed to occur on Mars [5]. Carbonate miner- to a mean depth of 100 m. A reservoir of extremely f'me-grained
alization was not possible on Mars while acidic groundwater pre- weatheringprodueteanbereadilymobUizedgloballybytheepisodie
vailed. Such conditions have probably persisted by thecondensation dust storm activity. The relative absence of soil-consolidation fae-
of volcanic gases, through oxidative weathering of sulfide minerals, tors, suchasreworklng by liquid water, tectonieally driven metamor-
and during oxidation of dissolved Fe2. ions. phlsm, andubiquitous burial processes on Earth may permit survival
References: [1] Singer R. B. (1985) Adv. Space Sci., 5, 59. ofsomematerialoversignificantportionsofgeologietlmeonMars.
[2] BellJ. F. IIIetal.(1990)JGR,95, 14447.[3] MeSweenH.Y.Jr. As fines are repeatedly transported over the surface, they sample
(1985)Rev. Geophys.,23,391.[4]ShermanD.M.etal.(1982)JGR, weathering regimes from various geologic settings and epochs.
These f'mes therefore could represent an undecipherable melange of 'CALCULATED MINERAL PRECIPITATION UPON EVAP-
past weathering processes, but also a planetwid¢ sampling of the ORATIONOFAMODELMARTIANGROUNDWATERNEAR
physical and chemical products from various surface materials. 0°C. l.D.DeBraalt,M.H.Reedt,andG.S.Plumlee2,tDepaxtment
Excessacidityin the f'mescan occurdue to thepreponderanceof of GeologicalSciences,Universityof Oregon,EugeneOR 97403,
acidic volcanicemissions.Somemineralswillbe more susceptible USA, :U.S. Geological Survey, Box 25046, Mail Stop 973, Denver
to attackthan others [6]. The degreeto which initialweathering Federal Center, DenverCO 80225, USA.
reactionsformbarrierstofurtherconversionofsourcematerialwill "
befunctionallydependentuponmartianambientconditions.Consid- Previously we calculated [1] the effect of weatheringabasaltof
erable interestwould thencenteron thepotential for comparisons Shergottymeteoritecomposition[2] with purewaterbufferedat -
betweensecondaryproductsfoundas weatheringrinds,rugs, or marfianatanosphericvaluesofCOaandO2,toplaceconstralntsupon
veinsin theirsourcerockandthiseolian-transportableweathering thecompositionof martiangroundwater,and todeterminepossible
product,presumablyolderand morereworked, equilibriummineralassemblages.Figure1showsarevisedcalcula- €
Resistamunitssuchaslargerocksandbedrockoutcropswouldbe tion of the compositionof the aqueousphase in the weathering
subjectedto a balancebetweensurficialchemicalweatheringand reaction as a functionof the amount of basalt titratedinto the
physicalremovalby eolian abrasion.Becauseof saltationheights solution.Theconcentrationsof sulfateandchlorideionsincreasein
andwindshadowingeffects,importanthree-dimensionalgeochem- thesolutionfromhighwater/rockratios(w/r)on thelefttolowwater/
ical gradientsof secondaryalterationproductscouldbepresentin rockratiosontheright,umilatw/r= 1,where1kgofbasalthasbeen
weatheringrindson largeboulderssuch as those observedat the titrated,sulfateconcentrationis 1564ppmandchlorideis 104ppm.
Viking1 landersite. This resulting fluid is dominatedby sulfate and sodium, with
Althoughcarbonatesand nitrates are widelyexpected in the bicarbonateandchlorideat aboutthe sameconcentration.Wehave
martianregolithby manyplanetarygeologists,currentevidenceis evaporatedthis solutionin an attemptto determineif theresulting
lackingorweak.Reworkedfinesmaybescrubbedofanyweathering evapoHtecanexplainthe VikingXRFdata.
productof eitherclassofcompoundssinceit hasbeendemonstrated WeusedtheprogramCHILLER[3] to evaporatethissolutionat
experimentallythatvolcanogenicSO2gascanundergorapidhetero- 0.1°C.The solutionwas bufferedat martianatmosphericvalues of
geneousphasedisplacementreactionswith susceptiblesolidsub- CO2andO2(fCO2= 10-z2bar,fO2= 10-sbar).Priortoevaporating
stratesevenundersimulateddry,coldmartiahconditions,releasing the fluid, it was fractlonatedfromits host rock to preventback-
CO2andNO2respectively.Theproblemrequiresdetailedmodeling reaction,undertheassumptionthatthe kineticsof evaporiteprecipi-
of functionalrelationshipsbetween quantities for each species rationarefasterthanthoseforsolutionreequilibrationwith itshost
released,reactionrates,andavailabilityof labilesubstrates, rock.Evaporationwassimulatedby removingpurewaterfromthe
Ontheotherhand,magmasreleaseadditionalvolatiles,manyof
higher atomic weight. Although it is experimentallydifficult to
identify and quantify all such emissions, avariety of data relevant to 0 . ..................
". Mg2 +
volatilitywould imply that weatheringproducts may be highly -2 7 Hco3- ... ..... ---_ - .-- _,--_enrichedinelementssuch sNa, Cu,Z ,As,Se, Br, Rb,Cd,In,Sn, _ --"
"_ :--'- .... Ca2. ..--- I _ _ K+
Sb, Hg, YI, Pb, and Bi compared to rock compositions [7]. Many of --_ -4 - ..---"....... ----..go.....-_..
thecompoundsformedbytheseelementsmaybesolubleinH20,as t=: _ t_a+ / -" _ _ "" "so,t= gi°'2-
dataindicatefortheS- andCl-bearingcompoundsinmartianfines, -_- -6 _.,_ _-"':_ :" ..- _ cr
and hence be subject to transport processes that create duricrust and _ -8 _. _ \-- 2 ...............................
soil peals. ""-...... "kt"a+
Where weathering products have been exposed to bulk liquid -10-3 ' ' ' -'i -1 ' d ' ' ' 1' ' 2 + '
water, chemical sediment deposits with complex evaporitese- Lo_ Groins
quencesshouldbe foundon Mars.Quasistableliquidbrinepools
mightalsohaveresulted.However,if thedominantsolubleanionon
Fig. 1. pHandtotal modalities of aqueouscomponentsplottedvs. log grams
Mars is SO,t2",then most strong freezing-point depressant salts would of basalt added to purewaterbuffered by the martian atmosphere. Notice the
not be available for contemporaneous brine, accumulationof aqueous sulfate by oxidation of sulfidefrom the rock.
Althoughitis widelybelievedthatthemissingH20 is buriedin
the regolith as physical deposits of permafrost ice, it cannot be ruled
out thatsignificantquantities,perhapsmost,of this inventoryhave d0_..... ----'"'--:'=':--"'": ......
been incorporated into secondary minerals. The extent to which a -4 7-'----......
pervasive drawdown of aunospheric volatiles has been mediated by - 6 ---qi"" -- -- i
chemicalreactionwith surfacematerialsis importantounderstand- _ iovo
ing thepastclimatologicalhistoryof Mars. E -8 .I. oaw c,_
References: [1] Greeley and Schneid (1991)Science,254, 'g" -1 0 1 •: i996--998.[2] Hornet al. (1972)Icarus,16,543-556. [3]Owenand - t 2 Mg-non ISagan(1972)Icarus,16,557-568. [4]Biemarmet al.(1978)Icarus, "i ,era
34,645-665.[5]Clarketal.(1982)JGR,87,11059--10067.[6]Clark -1 4 ....... I.......... i.
et al. (1979)J. Mol. Evol., 14, 91-102. [7] Clark andBaird(1979) Fig.2. Mineralabundancediagramthatshowsthepresenceandabsolute
GRL,6, 811-814. abundance(inmoles)oftheevaporitemineralsproducedas 1kgofmartian
groundwater is evaporated (see Fig. 3 for scale). Mineral abbreviations: dol -
dolomite; qz - quartz; gyp - gypsum; daw - dawsonlte; chl - chlorite; hem -
hematite; non - nontronite.
ON THE WEATHERING OF'MARTIAN IGNEOUS ROCKS..... , .... , .... , .... , - . .
s°4= Mg2. G. Dreibus and H. Wiinke, Max-Planck-Insfitut flit Chemic,
0 - Ha + el" "a " _:
_ _ "" -- Saarstrasse 23, D-6500Mainz, Germany.
--2 :.2 -- -- __24- Ca 2 4- HC03" Besides the young crystallization age, one of the first argurnents
-'_ -4 K s_ozo ......... forthemartianoriginof SNCmeteoritescamefromthechemical
similarity of the meteorite Shergotty and the martian soil as men-
- 6 "P" suredby Viking XRF analyses [1].In the meantime, the discoveryof
+ -850 60 70 8o ' _o 100 trapped raregas andnitrogen components with element and isotope
ratios closely matching the highly characteristic ratios of the Mars
,:, waterE,apo,*,,d atmosphere in the shock glasses ofshergottite EETA79001 [2,3] was
Fig. 3. The pH andtotalmodalitiesof aqueouscomponentsvs. percent further strikingevidencethattheSNCsarcmartiansurfacerocks.
maniangroundwaterevaporated. ThemartiansoilcompositionasderivedfromtheVikingmission,
with its extremely high S and CI concentrations, was interpretedas
.......... .............. weathering productsofmafc igneousrocks. The lowSiOzcontent
and the low abundanc_ of K and other trace elements in the martian
arth
--2 gYP .I__ soils point to a maficcrust with a considerably smaller degree of
-- -- -- --" fractionationcompared to the terrestrialcrust. However, the chemi-
-4 ao, [
"_ calevolution of themartian regolith and soil in respect to surface
E qz [ reaction with the planetary atmosphere or hydrosphere is poorly
g, -6 [ understood. A critical point in this respect is that the geochemical
8 ehl [ mlcr evidenceasderivedfromtheSNCmeteoritessuggeststhatMarsis
- "................................ I...... 1 a very dry planet that should have lost almost all its initially large
_" , , , , . . . , , , i , , ' _ -
-- 1(_9.0 99.2 99.4 99.6 99.8 _oo water inventory during its accretion.
In Shergotty, a HzOcontentof 180ppm was measured, compared
%WaterEvaporated to the about 2000 ppm HzO in ocean ridge basalts. These 180 ppm
HzOcorrespondto 36ppm HzOfor the martian mande [4].A mantle
Fig.4. Detsiledmineralabundancediagramforthelast1%ofevaporation, concentration of 36 ppm water would correspond to an ocean
The transitionfromgypsumtoanhydriteoccursjustafter98.7%evaporation, covering the whole planet to a depth of 130 m. According to all
Mineralabbreviations:gyp - gypsum;anh - anhydrite;dol- dolomite;qz - estimates, the degassing efficiency on Mars is thought to be small
quartz;chl- chlorite;mic_- microcline, andoutgassingoftheinteriorislikelytohaveprovidednomorethan
about 10 m of water to the surface. These estimates are in conflict
with the geological evidence for large amountsof water at the
system until activity coefficients could no longer be reliably calcu- martian surface as derived from the large fiood features and the
lated (after99.8%evaporation).These results are plottedinFigs.2 valley networks [5].
and 3. The contradictory evidence of a dry martian mande and the
Dolomite, quartz, dawsonitc (NaAICO3OHz), and nonu'onit_ erosional martian surface features has been discussed by Cart and
saturate at the beginning of the evaporation and little change occurs Wgnke [6,7]. Recendy, ithas been found thatpart ofth¢ waterpresent
ineither the solution or the initial mineral assemblage until just after in SNC meteorites differs drastically in their oxygen isotopes from
65% of the waterhas been evaporated.At this point gypsum the oxygen bound in silicates [8].This indicates that the martian
precipitates from the solution and becomes the dominant mineral in surface waterof todaycannot be derived from the martianmande in
theassemblage. Gypsum is replaced by anhydrit¢ once 99.8%of the a direct way.
water has been evaporated (Fig. 4), at which point the mineral We do not have a definitive answer about the amount of water at
assemblage is 84.7 wt% anhydrite, 15.1 wt%dolomite, with small the surface, but we have good reasons to assume that this water was
amounts of quartz, cMorite, and hematite making up the difference, very salty. The halogen content of the martian mantle as estimated
This assemblage is sulfur-rich (19.9 wt%), and if appropriately from the chemistry of shergottites must be a factor of 3 higher
mixed with rock fragments from other sources, is consistent with the compared to the Earth [4]. On today's Earth most of the total water
3-4 wt%sulfur detected by the Viking XRF [4]. content is in the oceans, which have an average NaCIconcentration
• No chloride minerals precipitate in the evaporation of this fluid, of 3.1%.Hence, we shouldexpect that the small amountof water on
At the poim of anhydrite saturation, saturation indices (log Q/K) for Mars was saturated with NaCI [9] at least at the time close tothe final
halite and sylvite ar€-1.65 and -2.20, indicating that they were still disappearance of liquid water on the martian surface. In additionto
significantly undersaturated. The Viking XRF data indicate that up NaCi, MgSO4and MgCO3[10] are also expected to be present in the
" to 0.7 wt%chloride is present in martian fines. Our results suggest martian water. Recently, Wiinke et al. [11] emphasized the impor-
that chloride may not reside in alkali halides, unless soil waters tance of SOzon Mars. If we take 180 ppm H20 in Shergotty at face
evaporatetodryness.Analternativeresidenceforchloridemaybein value and compare it with the 1330 ppm S and 620 ppm C in
phosphates [5]. Shergotty, it is evident that sulphur and carbon, respectively SO2and
References: [1] DeBraal L D. et al. (1992)LPSCXXIII, 287- COa,arethemostabundantvolatiles in the Shergotty magma. Under
288. [2] Smith M. R. et al. (1984) Proc. LPSC 14th, in JGR, 89, martian surface conditions, SOzwill bc transformed quickly to SO3,
B612-B630. [3] Reed M. H. (1982) GCA, 46, 513-528. [4] Clark which in turn will react with HzO to form sulfuric acid. Hence, it
B. C. et al. (1982) JGR, 87, 10059-10067. [5] Plumlec G. S. et al., seems likely that in addition surface water became acidified.
this volume.
Tostudytheinteractionbetweenafluldphaseandmartiansurface AN UNUSUAL SPECTRAL UNIT IN WEST CANDOR
samples we carried out leaching experiments with water and acids on CHASMA: EVIDENCE FOR HYDROTHERMAL OR AQUE-
the basaltic meteorite Shergotty, the komatiitic shergottite ALHA OUS ALTERATION? P.E. Geissler and R. B. Singer, Planetary
77005, and the augite-olivine cumulate Nakhla. Leaching expert- Image Research Laboratory, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory,
ments on shergottites with brine water are in progress. University of Arizona, Tucson AZ 85721, USA.
Nakhla contains alteration products of probably extraterrestrial
origin that may be produced by the action of fluids rich in halides A spectrally distinctive unit on the floor of W. Candor Chasma
[12]. This "rust" contains high amount of C1 and K. The leaching (6°S,760W)in thecentral VallesMarinerismay bealikelycandidate w
experimentonNakhlashowedthatoftheveryhighconcentrationof for hydrothermal or aqueous alteration. This unusual material is
Cl (l145 ppm) and Br (4.1ppm) 96% resp. 50% are water-leachable, noticeably redder than nearby plains and canyon floor-covering
togetherwithabout16%ofthebulkNaandK, correspon.dingexactly deposits of similar brightness in several Viking Orbiter color-
to the leachable CI as NaCI and KCI. Also sulphur is in Nakhla to 77% composite images calibrated using PIeS Level 1procedures [1]. The"
water-leachable.Thewater-leachwasfollowedby anacid-leach(ln surroundingplainsandcanyonfloorunitshavecolorsthataretypical
HNO3).Thetreatmentwiththisaciddissolved80%ofLa,butonly formuch of the weatheredsoil on Mars.Relativeto adjacent
16%Dy,50%U, and26%K.TheLa/Dyratioof theleachiswith9.2 materials,the West Candorunit has lowergreen-filterreflectange
afactorof3higheras theLMDyratioin thebulksample,butmatehes andhigherred-f'dterreflectance(Fig.1).Whilesubtle,thesespectral
exactly the La/Dy ratio of the low-density fractionseparatedby characteristieshave been observedfor this unit in a numberof
Nakamuraet al. [13].However,theseauthorscouldnotprecisely multispectralimagesacquiredatdifferentseasonsandphaseangles.
identifythislow-densityfraction. Whenthe colorimagedataaretransformedtohue, saturation,and
The leachexperimentson the twoshergottitesshowother lea- valuecoordinates,theWestCandormaterialstandsoutprominently
tures.InShergottyonly 19%of theCIand 15%of theBrwasfound amongthe rocksand soils of CopratesQuadrangleas a spatially
to be water-leachable.At the followingacid leach (ln HC1)the coherentunit witha uniquehue (Fig.2). Physically,thismeansthat
residualhalogenswereeompletelydissolvedtogetherwiththewholethe unit is compositionallydistinct (unlike most of the bright
phosphate-phase,whereasthe treatmentof ALHA77005with In materials in the region), since its spectralreflectancecannot be
HNO3leachedhalogensandphosphatesfromthebulksampletoonly obtainedthroughsimplemultiplieativescalingof thereflectanceof
70%[14].Thiscouldmeanthatthesamplewasnotsufficientlyf'me- thesurroundingbrightmaterialsorbyalteringthe spectralreflec-
groundorthatpartofPandthehalogensarein insolublephases,most tanceof the surroundingmaterialswithan additiveconstantthat is
likelyglasses, independentof wavelength.Recentstudiesof thedirectionalreflec-
We observed that in all acid-leach experiments of Nakhla and the tance properties of the surface in this region [2] indicate that the :
two shergottites LREE as well as U are considerably more leachable photometric phase function of the unit is similar to that of surround-
than K. The K]U ratio in Nakhla leach was 5400 compared to the hag bright materials (isotropie to slightly backscattering).
residue ratio of 42,000. In Shergotty leach a K/U ratio of 780 was In Viking high-resolution images (e.g., Fig. 3) the anomalous unit
found compared to a ratio of 37,000 in the residue. The reason for the can be seen to correspond to two topographic depressions in heavily
difference of the behavior of K and U during weathering of martian eroded floor-covering deposits in West Candor. Its restricted spatial
rocks clearly lies in the fact that U as well as many other LIL distributionsuggeststhatthetmitmaybegeneticallyassociatedwith
elements,butnotK,resideinthephosphates(apatiteandwhitlockite), the depressions. It is not clear whether we are seeing exposed
which dissolve easily in dilute acids. The observation that acid underlying deposits distinct in composition, or later material depos-
weathering of igneous martian rocks yields drastically different K/ ited in pre.existing depressions. Within these depressions are f'me
O between leach and residue phases might be highly significant in horizontal laminations possibly due to layering. However, Komatsu
respect to the interpretation of the K/U ratios derived from T ray et al. [3] make a case that many of the apparent layers in the Valles
experiments by Phobos 2 and Mars 5 [15].
References: [1]ClarkB.C.etal.(1982)JGR,87,10059-10067. o
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Fig. 1. Comparisonof WestCandorUnit3-pointspectrum(solidline;25
pixelavg.)with spectrumof nearbycanyonwall rockof similarbrightness
(dashedline;36 pixelavg.).Data fromcalibratedimagecomposite,Viking
Orbiter1,orbit583.
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Fig.2. (a)Locationof anomalouspectralunitinWestCandorChasma.Portionof 583A40,400km inwidth;northis towardthetop left.(b)Hueimagefrom
colorcoordinatetransformation.TheWestCandorunit (arrow) is prominentas a spatially coherent region of unique hue.
Marineris interior deposits, including these, resemble erosional receding lakes, consistent with the localized nature of these deposits
terraces and wave-cut platforms of terrestrial lakes and playas. Such and thepossibility of wave-cut terraces. This ferrihydrite could have
erosion could have produced the morphology seen in West Candor subsequently converted to hematite through drying and application
even in unstratified, homogenous materials. In any case, this unit is of heat. Whatever the origin, this unit is apparently unique, and
apparently compositionally unique. The absence of similar material required a geologically localized source of heat greater than current
in depressions elsewhere in the canyon system seems to require a surface conditions, and greater than that to which surrounding
local mechanism for formation and/or alteration, weathered soils have been exposed. Localized volcanism, in one
The Viking Orbiter bandpasses do not provide enough spectral form or another, is a plausible source of that heat (of. [14]).
information to generally allow unique mineralogic interpretations. We recommend that this region in Candor Chasma be observed
Nevertheless, we think that the observed spectral reflectance charac- carefully with upcoming missions to Mars. From Mars Observer,
teristics of the West Candor unit are most readily explained by a high-resolution images with the MOC should help resolve details of
composition somewhat richer in bulk crystalline hematite than geologic relationships, including the question of layering vs. terrac-
typical for weathered or altered soils on Mars [e.g., 4,5]. Crystalline ing. Data from theTES infrared spectrometer will be useful tosearch
hematite, which is visually red, displays a strong and diagnostic for possible clay minerals and/or evaporite salts. Unfortunately,
crystal-field absorption near 0.53 pan [e.g., 4,6] to which the Viking
green bandpass is quite sensitive despite that filter's width. While
crystalline hematite isnot theprimary coloring agent for typical soils
on Mars there have been anumber of observations consistent with its
occurrence on the planet [4,7-10]. We interpret the Candor units to
have agreater hematite content than typical martian soils, but to also
contain the ubiquitous poorly crystalline or nanophase ferric oxide
phase that gives Mars its characteristic orange-brown color.
Hematite is the most thermodynamically stable ferric oxide
mineral under current martian surface conditions [11,12]. Crystal-
, line hematite on Earth forms in avariety of environments through a
number of mechanisms, including subaerial weathering of soils,
hydrothermal alteration associated with volcanism or circulating
mineralized fluids, and conversion of other previously formed
" hydrated ferric oxide minerals such as ferrihydrite and goethite. All
these mechanisms might be viable on Mars as well, making it
difficult to pinpoint the genesis of hematite in this Candor unit. The
most common characteristic of hematite formation, relative to other
ferric oxides, isheat. Increased temperature favors hematite, as does
decreased water content and relatively neutral pH [e.g., 11,13]. The Fig. 3. Morphologyof the spectrallyanomalousregioninWestCandor.In
Candor units may have formed by primary volcanic oxidation, or highresolution,theunitcanbeseentocorrespondtotw0topographicdeptessi°ns
through the action of circulating hydrothermal fluids. They might in heavilyeroded canyonfloor-coveringsediments.Layeringor wave-cut
also have formed through aqueous precipitation of ferrihydrite in terracescanbe seenwithinthedepressions.Picturewidthis50 km.
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thereis no visible-region spectral capability on Mars Observer to TABLE1. Fe-removalbyoxalateandDCBextractionsas
help refine our understanding of the ferric-oxide mineralogy. Mars a percentofthe totalF¢.
94 will carry two such instruments, the Omega visible and near-IR Sample Oxalate-Fc DCB-Fe
imaging spectrometer, and the Svet visible andnear-IR imaging ._ % :.
spectrophotometer. While we have not found other similar color HWMK12 12 16 -
units in the Valles Marineris region, they may exist elsewhere on HWMK13 9 17
Mars. Searches for such units throughout the large Viking Orbiter PH-13-DCG-T2 ND 17
multispectral dataset will continue to be important.
References: [1] USGS (1988) Planetary Image Cartography
System, Flagstaff, Arizona. [2] Geissler P. E. (1992) Ph.D. disserta- at 200°C. The product 0aH13-DCG-T2) was washed four times with
tion, Univ. of Arizona; Geissler P. G. and Singer R. B. (1992) JGR, deionized water, freeze dried, and stored in an air-tight bottle for
MSATF special issue, submitted. [3] Komatsu G. et al. (1992)JGR, further use.
MSATr special issue, submitted. [4] Singer R. B. (1982) JGR, 87, Chemical extractions [21. Acidified ammonium oxalate (pH =
10159-10168. [5] Singer R. B. and Miller (1991) Workshop on the 3) (hereafter referred to as oxalate) was used to extract poorly
MartianSurface andAtmosphere Through Time, 121-122. [6] Sher- crystalline Fe-oxides. A 0.3-M solution of ammonium oxalate was
manD.M.(1985)Phys.Chem.Minerals,12,161-175.[7]Soderblom adjusted to pH 3 using 0.3-M oxalic acid solution. Extraction was
L. A. et al. (1978) Icarus, 34, 446--464. [8] Guinness et al. (1987) performed by shaking 0.5 g of soil with 200 ml of the reagent in a
Prac. LPSC 17th, in JGR, 92, E575-E587. [9] Morris et al. (1989) polypropylene tube in the dark. A citrate-dithionite-bicarbonate
JGR, 94, 2760-2778. [10] Bell J. F. TITet al. (1990) JGR, 95, (DCB) method was used to extract freeFe(l]I)-oxide. A solution of
14447-14461.[ll]BernerR.A.(1969)GCA,33,267-273.[12]Good- 0.3 M sodium citrate was mixed with 1M NaHCO3 s°luti°n in the
ingJ.L.(1978)lcarus,33,483-513.[13]KampfN.andSchwertmarm ratio 8:1. The pH was adjusted to 7.3 by adding 0.3 M citric acid.
U. (1983) Geoderma, 29, 27-39. [14]Luechltta B. K. (1990) Icarus, Extraction was performed by adding 25 ml of the reagent to 200 mg
86,476--509. 93 "_1943 °fthesampleinap°lypr°pylenetubeat75°CinawaterbathN followed by 1-g additions of sodium dithionite powder at 5-minintervals s necess ry.
LOCATION _3F_NANOP_IASE Fe-OXIDES IN PALAGO- Untreated and extracted samples were analyzed by MBssbauer
NITIC SOILS: IMPLICATION FOR MARTIAN PIG- spectroscopy, reflectance spectroscopy, electron microscopy (SEM
MENTS. D.C. Golden t, R. V. Morris I, D. W. Ming 1, and H.V. and TEM), and electron probe microanalysis.
Lauer Jr.2, INASA Johnson Space Center, Houston TX 77058, USA, Results and Discussion: The spectral data for natural samples
2Lockheed ESC2, Houston TX 77058, USA. HWMK12 and HWMKI3 (<20 p.m) are both characterized by
relatively fealxrrelessabsorption edges (Fig. 1).Compared tomartian
Introduction: Palagonifiematerlals from Mauna Kea, Hawaii, bright region spectra, the edges occur at somewhat shorter wave-
have been identified as Mars analogues based on their spectral and lengths. The bands near 1.4 and 1.9I.tmare due to absorbed water on
magnetic properties. These materials probably resulted from hydro- phyllosilicate surfaces or inzeolite structures. Both samples behaved
thermal alteration during eruption of the volcano and/or from in a similar fashion with respect to their reflectance spectra upon
weathering under ambient conditions. The reflectance spectra of the oxalate and I)CB treatment. Upon oxalate treatment there is aslight
Mars surface obtained by Earth-based telescopes and the reflectance shift of the absorption edge toward the shorter wavelengths and also
spectra of analogues obtained in the laboratory show features due to a slight decrease in reflectance at longer wavelengths. The DCB
electronic transitions of Fe(I!I) in oxide particles that range in size treatment, however, had an appreciable effect (Fig. 1).The strength
from nanometer (nanophase) to micrometer sized or larger. The of the ferric absorption is reduced and there is a relative reflectivity
presence of Fe(III) suggests oxidizing conditions during the alter- maximum near 0.8 I.tm.The reflectivity maximum is the region
ation process in Mars that may have occurred in the past or during a between ferrous bandsnear 1.0bunand ferrous-ferric charge transfer
slow ongoing process. In this study we examined two naturally bands near 0.65 larn.The bands near 1 lain are also evident in the
altered basaldc samples from Hawaii (HWMK12 and HWMK13) untreated samples.
and a laboratory-altered (PH-13-DCGT2) basaltic glass similar in The MSssbauer spectra of all three untreated samples are domi-
elemental composition to the above two samples. All three samples hated by a ferric doublet that we have attributed to nanophase oxide
exhibited spectral characteristics similar to martian bright-region (np-Ox) particles. The absolute intensity of the doublet did not
spectra. Chemical and mineralogical changes occurring at the sur- decrease as much as expected on the amount of Fe extracted
faceof these basalts were studied inorder to understand the basis for (Table I).Apparently Fe and other elements were removed by the
their Mars-like properties. The spectral properties of the three extraction procedures in a way such that the Fe content remained
samples were examined after the removal of Fe oxides by chemical nearly constant.
extraetants. Transmission electron microscopy of palagonitlc soil sample ,
Materials and Methods: Samples. Palagonitie soils HWMK12 before ehemical treatment (Fig. 2a) shows theweathering
HWMKI2 and HWMK13 were collected from near the sununit of basalticglassmatrix.Thehydratedglassshowssigus ofpolymeriza-
Mauna Kea, Hawaii [1]. The <20-lain fraction of the HWMK12 and tion of [Si(OH)4] increasing the porosity of the glass. Fe(II) in the
HWMK 13samples was used for all the investigations reported here. original glass structure is oxidized and hydrolyzed as channels are
Sample PH-13, which is a black, relatively unaltered material, was formed during hydration and repolymerization of silica. Once a
obtained from the Puu Huluhulu cinder cone ~15 km duesouth of the nucleus of Fe(OH)3 is formed more Fe0I) diffuses in that direction
Mauna Kea summit by J. Bell. A l-g sample of the <l-nun fraction and the iron oxide particle grows perhaps by surface catalyzed
of PH13 sample was heated in a teflon-lined vessel in the presence oxidation of Fe(I/) near the original nucleus. As weathering pro-
of 7 mlofHzOz,4 mlof 1 MNaOH, and5ml of water for sevendays eeeds, soluble cations and Si move away from the weathering front
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Fig. 1. The reflectance spectra of Mars analogue samples: (a) HWMKI2, (b) HWMK13, and (e) PH-13-DCGT2. Numbers 1 through 3 represent curves
corresponding to untreated, oxalate-treated, and oxalate-DCB-treated samples respectively.
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Fig.2. Transmissionelectronmicrographsof microtomedthin sectionsof HWMKI2samplemountedon holeycarbonsubstrateshowingtwodifferent
weatheringstagesofbasalticglass:(a) initialglassrepolymerizationandFeoxidenucleation,andCo)theaccumulationof nanophaseFeoxideparticlesnearthe
glassweatheringfronL
while leaving a residue of Fe oxides (the np-Ox particles). These the np-Ox particles on the surfaces are removed. The mineralogy of
cations and the silica precipitate as smectite or zeolite near the the hydrothermally altered PH-13 sample consisted of smectite,
weathering front. Fe concentrations during hydration and oxidation zeolite, and Fe-oxides as inferred from TEM, SEM, and X-ray
of the glass can be seen as electron dense (dark) spots in the diffraction.
weathered zone (Fig. 2b). As theweathering advances, more ordered Hydrothermal alteration in the laboratory of basaltic glass (PH_
Fe oxide minerals are formed. Most of these oxides are still sur- 13-DCG-T2), similar in elemental composition to HWMK12 and
rounded by the silica derived from weathered glass, which protects HWMK13, produced a martian spectral analog similar to natural
the Fe oxides from reducing agents like DCB. Therefore most of the palagonites. The alteration products of the synthetic sample con-
np-Oxparticles are not dissolved by oxalateorDCB treatment. Only sisted of smectite, zeolite, and Fe oxides. Fe oxides were poorly
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crystalline and were not completely extracted by DCB. Acidified TABLE1. Productsof aqueousalterationinSNCmeteorites_'.
ammonium oxalate is used to extract poorly crystalline Fe oxides in Shergo'itc
soils, while citrate-bicarbonate-dithionite (DCB) is used to extract EETA79001 Nakhla Chassigny
more crystalline Fe oxides [2]. These reagents work well in soils
where particles can be easily disaggregated, palagonites, however, CaCO_ Ill [3] [5,6] -
are not completely weathered and some of the products are still Mg-beatingCaCO_ [81
embedded in the silica-rich matrix, which prevents access to oxalate MgCO3 [6]
or DCB. Structure of a typical palagonite particle consists of a thin (FeJvln)CO3 [7] "CaSO,•nH=O [ll [31 [5,61
outer rind (1-5 }tin)of a loose-textured mineral assemblage consist- (Mg),(pO4)' •nI-120 Ill
ing of smectite, zeolite, and fine Fe oxides. Fe oxide in this layercan (Mg),(SO,)r.nH20 [3] ,
be removed using DCB. Underneath this layer is athin, leached glass (Na,k")CI [3,4]
layer, where hydration and polymerization of silica andoxidation of "lllite" [21
Fe([I) take place. This layer contains nanometer-sized Fe oxide 0LNa,C%5,1!30)(AI,Mg_e)2(SiJd)4
particles in various stages of formation. Although the extensively O:0[(OH)a,HaOl
hydrated glassconsists of submicroscopic pores in this layer, oxalate S,Cl-bearing"mieabole" [21
• Smeaite 13,4]
and DCB reagents cannot react with the Fe oxides still embedded m (Na,Cao_)0j(AI,Mg'Fe)z-3(Si'A1)4
the silica-rich matrix. The reflectance spectra that are surface O:o(OI"I)2"nl_laO
dependent change after the DCB treatment, indicating theremoval of FeaOJ. nH20 141
Fe(l]I) oxides from the surface layer. The extractants oxalate and
DCB are useful in detecting the surface Fe(r[l) oxides and under- * x, y, andn aregeneralizedcoefficientswherestoichiometryisvariableor
standing theweathering process. It isvery likely that the weathering uncertain.
on Mars is similar to that of palagonitic martian analogues, although
there can be several mechanisms to yield materials with martian
spectral characteristics, paragenesis are already possible. These inferences bear on possible
References: [1] Golden D. C. (1992)JGR, submitted. [2] Jack- geochemical reaction pathways for hydrothermal alteration, surface
son M. L. (1974) Soil Chemical Analysis-Advanced Course, 2, 9. weathering, and soil-forming processes on Mars.
Published by the author, Department of Soil Science, Univ. of First, precipitationoftheSNCsecondarymineralsoceurredfrom
Wisconsin, Madison. saline liquid water. The vein-forming textures ofthevarious hydrous
_1_ and water-soluble phases are unmistakable evidence for aqueous
- [_ 9 3" _ 1 9 4 x_,_ solutions. Furthermore, on chemical-thermodynamic grounds, liq-
AQUEOUSGEOCHEMISTi/,YONMARS:POSSlBLECLUES uid water would be required to stabilize Fe-rich and Al-poor,
FROM SALTS AND CLAYS IN SNC METEORITES. James L. smectite-type clay minerals under martian surface conditions [10].
Gooding, Code SN2, Office of the Curator, NASA Johnson Space Persistent traces of CI and P (probably as PO43")in Nakhla days and
Center, Houston TX 77058-3696, USA. Chassigny carbonates show that the solutions contained significant
_ concentrations of dissolved anions.
Salts and Clays in SNCs: All subgroups of the shergottite, Second, the solutions were oxidizing and alkaline. Among the
nakhlite, and chassignite (SNC) meteorites contain traces of water- SNC secondary minerals, carbonate and sulfate are the dominant
precipitated minerals that include various combinations of carbon- forms of carbon and sulfur, respectively, and much of the total iron
ares, sulfates, halides, ferric oxides, and aluminosilieate clays of is in the ferric state. In terms of aqueous geochemistry, the calcite-
preterrestHal origin (Table 1) [1-8]. Oxygen three-isotope analysis gypsum-hematite assemblage in Nakhla (with no evidence for see-
of thermally extracted bulk water has confirmed that at least some of ondary sulfides) implies Eh>-0.2 andpH > 8 [11,P. 396]. Smeetites
the water in SNCs is, indeed, extraterrestrial [9]. A mixture of also require pH > 6 for precipitation [12] although such conditions
aqueous precipitates found in the SNCs, comprising smectite, illite, can be achievedby thereaction of acidic hydrothermal solutions with
and gypsum (with minor halite + calcite and hematite), provides a silicate minerals, as occurs on Earth where mldocean hot springs
self-consistent, though not unique, model for the bulk elemental encounter seafloor sediments [13]. Pure water in equilibrium with
composition of surface sediments at the Viking Lander sites (Fig. 1). the Mars atmosphere should definitely be acidic so that formation of
Therefore, if the salts and days in SNCs are truly linked to aqueous an alkaline solution on Mars would require either protracted
alteration and soil formation on Mars, then the suite of SNC disequilibrium with the atmosphere or extensive hydrolysis of
secondary minerals might provide the best currently available in- silicates [10]; the latter process dominates chemical weathering on
sight into near-surface martian chemistry. Earth [14].
Implications for Water-based Chemistry on Mars: It is not The temperatures and pressures of the solutions from which the
clear whether the aqueous precipitates in SNCs represent products of SNC clays and salts precipitated are not well constrained by current ,,
surface weathering (i.e., actual rock-atmosphere reactions) or sub- knowledge except that extreme hydrothermal conditions are prob-
surface alteration (i.e., pedogenie weathering, groundwater infiltra- ably excluded. If, as indicated in Nakhla, the original Ca-sulfate
tion,ordeutericalterationbyresidualmagmaticv°latiles);contribu- among the SNC precipitates was gypsum rather than anhydrite,
tions by different water-rich environments cannot be excluded. As arguments based onequilibrium relationships among water-precipi-
iavas, shergottites are the SNCs most likely to have experienced antedphases in the CaSO4-H20 system [15] would argue for forma-
surfaceweathering; asdeeper-seatedrocks,nakhlitesandchasslgnites tional temperatures <70°C. Although anhydrite is stable to much
maybethebestcandidates for deuterie or groundwater interactions, higher temperatures compared with gypsum, occurrence of anhy-
Further detailedmlerochemical, microstructural, and isotopic stud- drite as the principal Ca-sulfate would not necessarily require
ies are needed to decipher the precise conditions under which the extraordinarily high formational temperatures. Arthydrite can be
SNC salts and clays formed, but a few first-order conclusions about precipitated directly from terrestrial seawater, for example, at tern-
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ATOMIC AI/(AI + Mg + Fe) EFFECT OF PURITY ON ADSORPTION CAPACITIES OF A
MARS-LIKE CLAY MINERAL ATDIFFERENT PRESSURES.
Fig. 1. Bulk elementalcompositionof martiansurfacesedimentsat the Traei Jenkinst, Bridgett McDoniel 1,Roberta Bustin t, and Judith H.
VikingLanderI site(openeirdei20])comparedwithwhole-rockcompositionsAllton 2, lDeparmaent of Chemistry, Arkansas College, Batesville
ofrepresentativeSNCmeteorites(filledtriangles),individualdays foundin AR 72501, USA, 2C23 Lockheed Engineering and Sciences Co.,
SNCs(filledcircles and curvedmixing line), and compositionalfields of 2400 NASA Road I, Houston TX 77058, USA.
eotmuonalumlnosilieateminerals.NotethattheVL-1compositionshouldbe
expectedtoplot higheralongthey-axis if its Na andK concentrationswere Introduction: There has been considerable interest in adsorp-
known(i.e.,VikingdidnotmeasureNaandsetonlyanupperlimitfor K).By tionof carbon dioxide on Marslike clay minerals. Some estimates of
addingNaorK,theVL-I pointcanbemovedverticallyupwardontothemixing the carbon dioxide reservoir capacity of the martian regolith were
linedefinedbytheSNCclays;bysubtractingCaas CaSO4,itcanbe moved calculated from the amount of carbon dioxide adsorbed on the iron-
verticallydownwardthroughthe smectitefield. AMP = amphibole.;FSP= rich smectite nontronite under martian conditions [1,2]. The adsorp-
feldspar,OL=olivine;PX =wmxene;ZEOL= zeolite. tion capacity of pure nontronlte could place upper limits oa the
regolith carbon dioxide reservoir, both at present martian atmo-
peraturcs of only about 150°C [16]. In addition, stabilization of spheric pressure and at the postulated higher pressures required to
ferrihydrite requires temperatures <100°C [17]. At present, no lower permitliquid water on the surface. In this study, adsorption of carbon
limit can be set for the temperature at which the SNC aqueous dioxide on a Clay Mineral Society standard containing nontronlte
precipitates formed and solutions at or near freezing cannot be was studied over a wide range of pressures in the absence of water.
excluded. The tttOenrichment in calcite from EETA79001,239 is Similarexperimentswereeonductedonthepurenontronlteextraeted
most reasonably attributed toreactions within the COz-H20 system from the natural sample. Heating Curves were obtained to help
at low temperatures (where isotopic fraetionations are greatest), characterize and determine the purity of the day sample.
perhaps as low as 0°C [18]. Because carbonates inEETA79001,239 -- Experimental Procedure: The ClayMineral Society standard
have generally the same isotopic compositions as those inNakhla, a used was SWa-1, a ferruginous smeetite from Grant County, Wash-
low-temperature origin is also implied for the Nakhla carbonates. I f ington. Except for routine crushing, the unpurified samples were not
the solutions were cold, however, the moderate erystallinity of the treated prior to use.
clayswouldsuggestthatthefluidswerelong-livedinordertoexplain The natural sample was crushed and suspended in water via
the partial ripening of colloidal gels into ordered phyllosilieate disaggregation by sonification. Particles <2 lain were isolated by
phases. Ordinarily,ripening times of at least a fewweeks arerequired f'da'ation and eentrifugation. The f'malSWa-1 product was fleccu-
to experimontally synthesize crystalline clays at <200°C [19, p. lated with MgCI2. Excess salt was removed from the clay using
479--490].Betterthermometricconstraintswillrequiremorede-
tailed mineralogical studies and, ideally, separate oxygen-isotopic
analyses of coexisting precipitates, adsorbedwater
If the SNC parent planet is Mars, as previously inferred from
. independent evidence, the aqueous precipitates indicate that oxidiz- _ structural
ing, water-based solutions probably have beenchemically active on _-'water
Mars for at least the time interval represented by theradiometfic ages _ PURIFIED SWa-1
of the meteorites, namely, the past 200-1300 m.y.
" References: [1]GoadingJ. Letal.(1988)GCA,52,909-915.
[2] Gooding J. L. and Muenow D. W. (1986) GCA, 50, 1049-1059. o_
[3] GoadingJ.L.etal.(1991)Meteoritics,26,135-143. [4]Treiman
A. H. and Goodlng J. L. (1991) Meteoritics, 26, 402. [5] Wentworth m 2000-
S.J.andGoodingJ.L(1991)LPSCXXll,1489-1490.[6]Wentworth -r
S. J. and Gooding J. L. (1991) Meteoritics, 26, 408--409. 0
[7] Chatzitheodoridis E. andTurner G. (1990) Meteoritics, 25,354. 300 460 560 660 760 860 960 1000
[8] Goading J. L. and Wentworth S. J. (1991)LPSCXXII, 461--462. TEMPERATURE(K)
[9] Karlsson H. R.et al. (1992)Science,255,1409-1411. [10] Goading
J.L.(1978)lcarus,33,483-513.[ll]GarrelsR.M.andChristC.L. Fig. 1. Heatflowcurvesfor naturalandpurifiedSWa-l.
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3o , determinehead-spacepressuresin sealedcontainersofmarttansods
upon heating, the adsorption data may alsobe useful inestimating the
magnitude of the regolith carbon dioxide reservoir.
g • Acknowledgment: We thank J. L. Gooding for providing the
,o CMS standards and for helpful advice.
• References:[1]FanaleF.P.andCarmonW.A.(1979)JGR.84.
.( 8404-8414. [2] Zent A. P. et at. (1987) Icarus, 71,241-249.
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Fig. 2. Comparisonof carbondioxideadsorptioncapacityfor naturalvs. Elemental analysis and magnetic measurements of the surface of
purifiedsamples. Marshaveindicated thepresence of aniron oxide with aconsiderable
magnetic moment [1]. Identification of the oxide phase(s) is an
dialysis. Water was removed by frecze drying. The resulting sample important subject as this may be used to identify the process of
was a fluffy yellow solid. For the adsorption studies, the samples weathering on the martian surface as well as the composition of the
were plaeed in aWaring blender on the low power seuing for l5 s in Mars regolith itself. Consequently, we have been interested in
order to provide uniformity in the samples. Sample sizes of 0.25 g evidence of new formation of strongly magnetic phases (e.g., mag-
" were used in each triM. netite, maghemite, feroxyhyte) in terrestrially derived Mars sample
The apparatus used in the adsorption studies consisted of a analogues.WithinthegroupofMarssampleanaloguesderivedfrom
stainless steel vacuum rack with a removable glass sample holder, low-temperature weathering of basalts in Arctic regions we have
The volume of the entire system was 90.0 cm3, andthe volume of the never observed evidence of magnetic oxides formed at theoutermost
sample flask was 60.5 crn3.The volume occupied by the sample was weathering rind. However, inone instance where weinvestigated the
considered in the calculation Ofgas adsorbed, weathering products accumulating in a crack of a basaltic stone we
A sample was placed in the flask, and the entire system was havefotmdevidenceofmagnetite.Belowwepresenttheexperimen-
evacuated to a pressure of about 10 }am.To remove any residual tat details.
gases, the stainless steel line was heated with a heat gun and the
sample flask was warmed to 343 K (70°C) in aheating mantle during
evacuation. When aconstant pressure of about 10 Imawas obtained, , .....
the sample chamber was brought to the desired temperature, and the I', _ _ _ i '_
valve to thevacuum pump and the stopcock to the sample flask were TI I i 1 _ _
both closed. The sampling line (of predetermined volume) was then TW _ _ i i i i
filled with carbon dioxide, and the pressure was measured with an <,-€-€_. _. .
electronic manometer. The stopcock to the sample flask was slowly ",_. ;: f, • : ,6,
opened, the final pressure was measured, and the amount of carbon .: - , . . it " " "• .* # o
.:,y.: v :,: . ..,j
dioxide adsorbed by the sample was calculated. "_ -."". _ - ..-.: .:Heating curves were obtained with a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 Differ- . • ". , .. ,
ential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) using a scan rate of 20 K/min " : -
underarg°ngasPurge°f18"5cm:3/min" _..._. 1_.. .'_ 7"_Results and Discussion: In the purification step, the yield of : B
pure product was 36% by weight. Nontronite content of the natural "', • ,. _ .. "-....,• ." ', .." . "'.€
• #.., * 4,, * • _*,
clay, measured by differential searming calorimetry, was 30% _, -'-" , ." "" "-
• " ." "* _ "T *"
(Fig. 1). With increasing temperature, changes in heat flow indicate ....
the release of adsorbed and interlayer waterunder 500 K and release "-. ,
of structural (hydroxyl) water between 600 and 900 K.
The adsorption capacity forthepurified sample was significantly "_'_xV'-'_"J_"_N _"a'_/"_'_'¢'et"_" C
greaterthan for the natural smectite. Figure 2 shows carbon dioxide
adsorption for natural and purified SWa-1 samples. Adsorption was .2.
three times greater on the purified sample. As expected, adsorption
increased with increasing pressure for all samples studied. ""
Conduslon: Significantly greater carbon dioxide adsorption , t , f , t , _" p , _ , _ ,
occurred on the purified sample. Thus, when using terrestrial clay -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12
samples as analogs for martian soils, especially when making Velocity (mm/s)
comparisons between studies, the purity of the day mineral sample
should be considered. Fig.1. M6ssbauerspectraof themagneticfractionobtainedat 298K (a,b)
Studies at lower temperatures and on an additional CMS standard and368K(c).SpectrumB wasobtainedinamagneticfieldof 0.6 T applied
(NG1) are in progress. Although these studies were initiated to perpendicularto the7 rays.I,II, andIII:seetext.
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TABLE1. M6ssbauerparametersof componentsI andIIat368K. for formation of 15N.In view of the relatively high O/N ratio in the
martian atmosphere, relatively high tYN/Nratio areexpected toarise
Component B_'F) o(mms"t) €(mms"1) A_(%) from cosmogenie reactions. The added bonus comes from the fact
I 47.4:t 0.5 0.23 ±0.05 -.0.05+0.10 26+ 2 that an appreciable production of t_l is expected in the martian
II 45.2:1:0.5 0.71 +0.05 0.08 + 0.10 14+ 3 regolith because of its thin atmosphere.We show from model calculations that if accurate isotopic
composition data become available for N and Ne, it should be
The sample was collected as a loose powder from a crack in a possible to put robust constraints on the time averages martian
basaltic stone that was exposed upon splitting the stone. A magnetic oxygen surface pressure and subsurface water in the upper layers.
fractionwasobtainedusing aferritemagnetandstudiedbyMSssbauer Cosmogenic N and Ne isotopes formed in the martian rocks would
• spectroscopy. All the oxide components found in the magnetic not be expected to be released to the atmosphere; however, those
fraction were also observed in the spectra of the nonfractionated formed in surface and subsurfacewaterreservoirs, aswell asinany
powder;, however, here the relative intensity was slightly lower, amorphous weathering products, would be released to the atmo-
Figure 1 shows the M6ssbauer spectra of the magnetic fraction sphere. An interesting fact is that whereas the atmospheric tYlq
obtained using different experimental conditions. The room-tem- productionislinearwiththesurfacepressureofoxygen,theregolith
perature spectra may be considered to consist of three magnetically production of 15Nisnot, due to atmospheric absorption of cosmic ray
split sextets and one ferric doublet. Roman I, II, and IN denote the energy. Furthermore, cosmogenlc Ne isotopes are expected to be
three sextets. The strong polarizing effect of the magnetic field on produced primarily in the regolith. Hence, it is possible, given
components I and H indicates the presence of at least one strongly accurate isotopic data on N and Ne isotopic compositions in the
magnetic (ferrimagnetic) oxide in the sample. Component llI is due martian atmosphere, to delineate possible temporal changes in the
[o goethite and in order to minimize overlap of component III, martian oxygen surface pressure and its regolith. Should a martian
particularly with component II, we have obtained a spectrum at a surface sample become available, the conclusions can be made very
temperature close to the N_el temperature ofgoethite (see Fig. le). robust.
Table 1 gives the parameters of components I and H at 368 K. We present model calculations of expected N and Ne isotopic
The M6ssbauer parameters of components I and H are similar to _compositionsin the martian atmosphere for a number of hypothetical
those of magnetite (Fe3Oa) although they do not exactly match models, based on scenarios for the martian regolith from Viking
literature values for pure stoichiometric magnetite [2]. Lander experiments, together with Earth-based observations of Mars
This study has demonstrated that magnetic iron oxide and studies of-SNC meteorites. _ _s_"
(nonstoichiometricmagnetite) has formed duringlow-temperature N 9 3 -" _ I 9 4/8 qvterrestrial weathering. The details of the formation of magnetite is
not known. PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In relation to conditions of weathering on Mars it is notable that OF THE INTERACTIONS OF BASALT GLASS AND A
the formation of the magnetite has included precipitation from WATER VAPOR ATMOSPHERE: IMPLICATIONS FOR
solution in a restricted microenvironment (crack) and not on the WEATHERING ON MARS. J.J. Mazer, J. K. Bates, and C. R.
exposed surface of the rock. Bradley, Chemical Technology Division, Argonne National
Acknowledgments: Financial support from The Danish Na- Laboratory, Argonne IL 60439, USA.
tional Science Research Council and Technical University of Den- !
mark is gratefully acknowledged. ! Models of weathering processes on the surface of Mars invoke
References: [1] Scientific results of the Viking Project (1977) hydrothermal alteration as the primary mechanism responsible for
JGR, 82. [2] HiiggstriSmL. et al. (1978) Hyperfine Interactions, 5, clay formation. Previous experimental studies of basalt glass inter-
201-21'" 9 S _'1 acti°ns with water under hydr°thermal conditi°ns (i'e" high dilu"demonstrate th t phyllosilicates and zeolites are the primary alter-
IMPLICATIONS Ol_IsOiTOPIC COMPOSITIONS OF N AND ation minerals [1-3]. Gas-solid weathering is thought to be less
Ne IN THE MARTIAN ATMOSPHERE TO TEMPORAL therrnodynamicallyfavorableandrelativelyunimportant[4,5];how-
EVOLUTION OF ITS ATMOSPHERE AND REGOLITH. D. ever, the experimental alteration of basalt glass under vapor hydra-
Lal, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Geological Research tion conditions (large SA/V) can result in the formation of clay
Division, La Jolla CA 92093, USA. minerals, zeolites, and hydrated calcium silicates [1].
" Wehave undertaken a study of the reacted layers formedon basalt
The isotopic compositions of N andNe in the martian atmosphere glasses experimentally altered under vapor hydration conditions to
are governed by several factors, principal among which are the resolve this issue. High SA/V ratios promote reaction product build-
- temporal evolution in (1) the absolute surface pressure of oxygen, up in solution and promote alteration mineral formation. It has
(2) the physicochemical characteristics of the regolith, and t'mally previouslybeenshownthatthesereactionconditionspromoteweath"
(3) the tYNenrichment expected due topreferential hydrodynamical ering processes similar to those found in nature fortektite glasses [6],
escape of 14N(due tosolar wind bombardment). Each of these factors rhyolitic glasses [7,8], and basalt glasses [1]. The hydration °fbasalt
is unique to Mars. In fact, no other planet offers the uniquely glass is described for 100% relative humidity experiments at tern-
favorable situations for 15Nand 21Neenrichments. The cosmogenie peratures at 150°C, 175°C,and200°C forupto400days.Prelirninary
production of 15Nis, inparticular, unique. Itpromises toprovide very characterization of the alteration layers with analytical electron and
valuable constraints on the temporal evolution of the martian CO2 scanning microscopy suggest that the reaction mechanism includes
and H20, both in the atmosphere and regolith, precipitation of asmectite clay on the outermost surface of the glass.
The rate of production of cosmogenic (spallation) 15Nis depen- Between the clay and the unreacted glass is an amorphous gel-like
dent on the surface pressure of oxygen, the principal target element phase (palagonite). Our results provide an experimental basis for
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:proposing that basalt glass interactions with vapor atmospheres can _ in the soil [e.g., 11]. Martian sulfur is very likely to exist in the form
I be an important source of clay minerals. | Therefore, the process of of sulfate, and chlorine in the form of chlorides [11], chlorates, or
-weathering igneous rocks on the surface of Mars by contact with the perchlorates [12]. Following the Viking landings, them was consid-
atmosphere may be more important than previously thought, erable discussion of other salt-forming materials that"should" exist
Extrapolating the results of experiments performed athigh tern- on the martian surface, including carbonates [e.g., 13] and nitrates
peratures (>100oC) to conditions relevant to the surface of Mars is [e.g., 3,14]. Very recently, Earth-based IR spectroscopic evidence
only meaningful if the glass weathering processes are the same in has been obtained indicating the presence of carbonates as well as
both systems. Assuming identical processes are occurring on the sulfates and other hydrates on the martian surface [15]. Carbonates *
surface of Mars and in our experlrnents, direct extrapolation of the have been detected in the SNC meteorites that are commonly
results to 0°C results in a alteration rate of approximately 0.05 lain/ believed to have a martian origin [16]. If the crusts observed at the
yr. A significant effect of relative humidity on alteration rates in two Viking landing sites are, in fact, cemented by salts, and these
vapor hydration experiments has been demonstrated for rhyolitic crusts are globally widespread, as IRTM-derived thermal inertia "
glasses [9]. Thus, the limited amount of water in the martian studies of the martian surface seem to suggest [e.g., 17], then
atmosphere probably means that the actual weathering rate may be evaporite deposits, probably at least in part derived from brines, are
amajor component of themartianregolith.The composition of liquidsignificantly lower.
References: [1] Byers C. D. et al. (1987) Argonne National brines in the subsurface, which not only may be major agents of
LaboratoryReportNUREGICR-4842,ANL-86-46,150.[2]Crovisier physical weathering [8] but may also presently constitute a major
J.-L. et al. (1987) GCA, 51, 2977-2990. [3] Crovisier J.-L. et al. deep subsurface liquid reservoir [18], is currently unconstrained by
(1992) Appl. Geochem. Supp., I, 55-81. [4] Gooding J. L. (1978) experimental work.
Icarus, 33, 483-513. [5] Allen C. C. et al. (1981) Icarus, 45, A knowledge of the chemical identity and rate of production of
347-369. [6] Mazer J. J. et al. (1992) Nature, in press. [7] Friedman martian brines is a critical Fast-order step toward understanding the
I. and Long W. R. (1976) Science, 191,247-253. [g] Lee R. R. et al. nature of both these fluids and their precipitated evaporites. Labora-
(1974)Nature, 250, 44-47. [9] Mazer J. J. et al. (1991)Amer.Arttiq., tory experiments are being conducted to determine the identity and
56, 504-513. production rate of water-soluble ions that form ininitially pure liquid
water incontact with Mars-mixture gases andunaltered Mars-analog
N93-81949 minerals. The main components of the experirnent apparatusconsistof 10 identical, hermetically sealable sample containers made of
MARS BRINE FORMATION EXPERIMENT. Jeffrey M. Teflon. The interior volume of the containers is 250 ml. The lids of
Moore l, Mark A. Bullock 2, and Carol R. Stoker t, tSpace Sciences eachcontainerhavetwoports towhichare fixed stopcocks toprovide
Division, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field CA 94035, gas flow access to the head space when needed. Above one of the
USA, 2Department of Astrophysical, Planetary, and Atmospheric stopcocks a stainless steel vacuum/gas line fitting was mounted.
Sciences, University of Colorado, Boulder CO 80309, USA. Eightofthecontainers willbekept withinalarge (andheavy)belljar.
The bell jar's mouth is sealed to its base plate with vacuum grease.
/_ Eva_rites,particularlycarbonates, nitrates, andsulfates,maybe Thebelljarbasecontainstwogasports.Eachporthasastainlesssteel
major sinks of volatiles (e.g., CO2, Nz) scavenged from the martian gas line running from the exterior of the base. One line is attached to
atmosphere[1-3]fMarsisthoughttohaveoneehadadenser, warmer a cylinder of gas with the same mixture as that of the martian
atmosphere that permitted the presence of liquid surface water. The atmosphere. The entire assembly of bell jar and enclosed sample
conversion of atmospheric CO2 into carbonate is hypothesized to containers set within a large refrigerator whose interior can be
have degraded themartian climate to its present state of a generallY maintained at 20° + 0.5°C. The other two sample containers also
subfreezing, desiccated dessert (see review in [4]). The rate for such reside within the refrigerator.
a conversion under martian conditions is poorly known, so the The experiment pilot run set consists of 10 samples. Individual
timescale of climate degradation by this process cannot be easily pristine minerals to be used to simulate martian rocks were chosen
evaluated. If some models are correct [e.g., A,2,5,6], carbonate on the basis of SNC meteorite mineralogy. Six of the samples are
formation may have been fast at geological timeseales. The experi- composed of 50 g of sorted and mixed minerals (57.2% augite,
mentsofBoothandKieffer[7]alsoimplyfast(106--107yr)removal 25.26% forsterite, 13.14% anorthoclase, 3.14% ilmenite, 0.78%
ofthemissingCO2inventory, estimated to be 1-S bar [2], bymeans pyrite, and 0.48% ehloroapatite) acting as unaltered Mars rock
of carbonate formation. The timing of formation of many of the analogs immersed in 100mlofdeoxygenated, doublydisfilledliquid
fiuvialfeaturesobservedonMarsis,inlargepart, dependenton when H_O, and above which the head space is filled with a martian gas
and how fast the atmosphere changed. A knowledge of the rate at mixture (CO295.50%, N22.70%, Ar 1.60%, 020.13%, CO 0.07%).
which carbonates and nitrates formed is also essential to assessing These six containers will be the source of the principle data to be
the probability that life, or its chemical precursors, could have obtained by this pilot run set. Two other sample containers are filled
developed on Mars [4]:No previous experiments have quantitatively with the same materials as those just discussedbut with terrestrial gas .
evaluated therate of solution for asuite of mobile anions andcations in their head space. The results of the analysis of their fluids will
from unaltered minerals and atmospheric gases into liquid water provide some ability to compare the "martian" vs. terrestrial envi-
under Mars-like conditions. Such experiments are the focus of this ronmental influence, which in this case is only the difference
task. j : between the two atmospheric compositions. Two other sample
Tile presence of water-soluble cations and anions in the martian containers hold 100 ml of deoxygenated, doubly distilled H20 and
regolith has been the subject of speculation for some time [e.g., 8]. martiangasmixtureintheheadspace(norockpartieles).Theseserve
Viking lander data provided evidence for salt-cemented crusts on the as controls. The rock/gas/water or gas/water mixtures are allowed to
martian surface. This evidence is in the form of lander imagery of interact with one another for specific time durations, then the
friablesoil layers andplanar fragments of disturbed soil [e.g., 9,10], reactions are stopped by the removal of the fluid, which is stoted
and thedetection of abundant sulfur and some evidence for chlorine under argon in the transfer containers. The individual run d.urations
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werechosenonthebasisthatmostchemicalreactionrates(including 4497--4523. [10] Mutch T. A. et al. (1977) JGR, 82, 4452--4467.
those that are grain-rlnd diffusion limited) decay exponentially with [11] Clark B. C. et al. (1976) Science, 194, 1283-1288. [12] Oyama
time. V.I. et al. (1977) Nature, 265, 110--114. [13] Gooding J. L. (1978)
The experimental matrix is as follows: Icarus, 33,483-513. [14] Yung Y. L. et al. (1977)Icarus, 30, 26-41.[15] Pollack et al. (1989) Bull. A. A. S., 21,956-957. [16] Gooding
Sample Run Duration Sample Composition J.L. et al. (1988) GCA, 52, 909-915. [17] Jakosky B. M. andChristensen P.R. (1986) JGR, 91, 3547-3559. [18] Clifford S. M.
, _ Number (in days) (1987) JGR, 92, 9135-9152. r_'_
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The eight Mars gas-containing containers were placed within the I I_troductlon: - The study ofpalagonitie soils is anactive areaof
belljar.Thebelljaris flushedwithMarsgas.Thebelljarandthetw° ]research in martian geoseience because the spectral and magnetic
containers with Earth gas in their head space reside within a I properties of a subset are spectral and/or magnetic analogues of
refrigerator, whose temperature is maintained at a constant 20* + ! martian bright regions [e.g., 1-6]. An understanding of the compo-
0.5°C. The temperature is periodically monitored with an analog sitlon, distribution, and mineralogy of ferric-bearing phases for
(Hg-containing) thermometer that sits within adepression on thebell palagonitic soils forms, through spectral and magnetic data, a basis
jar base (exterior to the bell jar). The gas pressure within the sample i for inferring the nature of ferric-bearing phases on Mars. Progress
containers is 1 bar. _ has been made in this area, but the dataset is incomplete, especially
When sample interaction is terminated, the container is removed :_with respect to the nature of pigmenting phases. The purpose of this
from the bell jar. The fluids of the samples are analyzed for their PH study is to identify the natureofthe pigment for Hawaiian Palagonitie
and for a number of cations and anions. The cations to be searched soil PN-9 by using extraction procedures to selectively remove iron
for are Fe, Mg, AI, K, Na, Ca, Ti, Mn, andBa with minimum quantity oxide phases. This soil was collected at the same locale as samples
detection limit of l ppm. The anions to be examined areCi',F',SO_, Hawaii 34 [1,2] _nd VOL02.[4]. All three soils are good spectral
SO3-' NO3-, NO2", and CO3" with minimum detection limits of analogues for martian bright regions. :,
10 ppm. Sample and Methods: The <l-ram Sizefractlon (obtained by
The results of the pilot run set will provide the In'stexperimental wet sieving with Freon) of bulk PN-9 soil was used forthis study. A
determination of the rates of formation and relative abundances of eitrate-dithionite-biearbonate (DCB) method was used to extract
the common water-soluble cations and anions that form in liquid free ferric oxides as described by [7]. Untreated and DCB-extracted
water in contact with initially unaltered "martian" rocks and the samples of PN-9 were studied by diffuse reflectance spectroscopy,
gases of the present martian atmosphere for up to two years after M6ssbauer spectroscopy, and scanning electron microscopy.
initial contact. If an equilibrium composition is recognized or can be M_ssbauer Mineralogy: M6ssbauer spectra (293 K) of PN-9
extrapolated from trends in the production rates, then a model before and afterDCB extraetion are shown inFig. l.BothsPectraare
martian brine composition will be established. Such abrine can then characterized by a ferrous doublet with quadrupole splitting (QS) of
be synthesized in any lab. The dehydration of the model brinecould ~3.0 mm/s, a weak ferrous doublet with QS of-2.1 ram/s, a ferric
be used to create a model martian evaporite, doublet with QS of -0.70 mm/s, and a magnetic sextet with a
The presence of brines on Mars has been hypothesized, b°th as a hyperfine field (Bur)°f-51"0 T and QS °f ~-0"17 ram/s" The ferric
crustal store of H20-rich liquid and as an agent of chemical rock doublet with QS -3.0 mrrds most likely results from unweathered
weathering. The physical properties of martian brine can be evalu- olivine. The assignment for the other ferrous doublet is pyroxene
ated by making solutions of brine at various concentrations, guided and/or glass.
• by the results of this experiment, and then measuring such param- Of the common ferric oxide/oxyhydroxide phases, hematite
eters as density and freezlng point. The medel martian brlne can als° (Hm) is themost reasonable assignment for the sextet. The values of
be used in rock weathering experiments or calculations. An exten- Bhfand QS for PN-9 are in good agreement with the corresponding
- " sion of this work would be to investigate the effect of brine/evaporite values of 51.2 T and ---0.22mm/s for bulk-Hm [e.g., 8]. Maghemite,
composition onclay mineral chemistry. The spectral signature of the goethite, and lepidocrocite are not reasonable assignments because
model evaporite can be compared with spectral data to be obtained at293 K their bulk forms are characterized by QS = 0.0 mm/s,B_ =
from past, present, or forthcoming missions and observations. 38.0T, andBhf= 0.0 Trespectively [e.g., 8]. The skewed shapeofthe
References: [1] Kalm R. (1985) Icarus, 62, 175-190. [2] Pol- lines could result from a second magnetic phase, a range in the
lack J. B. et al. (1987) Icarus, 71,203-224. [3] Yung Y. L. (1989) composition of the hematites resulting from Ti substitution, and/or
Bull. A. A. S., 21,979. [4] MeKay C. P. and Stoker C. R. (1989) Rev. hematite particles in the diameter range -20--140 run.
Geophys., 27, 189-214. [5] Fanale F. P. et al. (1982) Icarus, 50, The ferriedoubletmostlikelyresults fromnanophaseferricoxide
381..407.[6]CarrM.H.(1989)lcarus,79,311-327.[7]B°°thM'C" particles (np-Ox). Np-Hm Oaematiteparticles havlng diameters less
and Kieffer H. H. (1978) JGR, 83, 1809-1815. [8] Malin M.C. than-10nm)ischaracterizedbythesameM6ssbauerparameters[9],
(1974) JGR, 79, 3888-3894. [9] Moore H. Let ah (1977) JGR, 82, but unique assignment to this or any specific np-Ox is not possible
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subtraction of spectrum lb from la under the eortsl_alnt that the
i ,, PN-9, < 1 mm ) resulting spectrum has no positive peaks. Note that the ferric doublet
resulting from np-Ox is present. The presence of a residual ferric
doublet in the DCB-extracted sample implies some of the np-Ox was
protected from the reagent, probably by being imbedded within a
glass matrix as observed by [7]. The np-Ox extracted by DCB was
probably derived from porous surface rinds where they are readily
accessible to the reagent.This view is supported by SEM results that . "
show that DCB treatment removed Fe-rich surface regions. Chemi-
cal analysis showed -38% of the total F was remove by DCB
extraction. ,
The effect of DCB extraction on the reflectivity spectra of PN-9
is shown in Fig. 2. The untreated PN-9 sample shows a ferric
absorption edge through the visible that gives the sample its charae-
i | | ! i | i
-1'0'-8'_3'-4'-2' 0'2 4 6 8 10 teristic brown eolor. There is apronounced inflection near 480 nm,
a relative reflectivity maximum near 750 nm, and a shallow band
near 850--900rim. After DCB extraction, the sample is grey because
PN-9, < 1 mm, after DCB extraction (b) the ferric absorption edge isatshorter wavelengths. The spectral
slope in the near-IR is negative and the 750-rim feature is the
I I I I I I reflectivity maximum. A shallow band centered near 900 nm is also
Hematite [--1 Olivine present. The reflectivity data clearly establish that the pigmentary
I"----1 Pyroxene/Glass phase for PN-9 is DCBextractable. The M6ssbauer data identify thepigmentary phase aspredominantly np-Ox particles. The position ofI-IFerricnp-C)xide
= the band at 850--900nm and M_ssbauer dataare bothconsistent with
o
0.4 (a)
PN-9, < 1 mm
0.3
I I | | i | ! I | i i t I i J e i i i | e
-10-8-6-4-2 0 2 4 6 8 10
(C) 0.2
Differencespectrum: (1a) - (lb)
0.1
-i --- "_ 0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I t I I"- 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2"_0.4 Co)PN-9, <1 mm, after DCB extraction
, , , , i , i I I I I I l I I ' , , , , , 0.3
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10
Velocity (mm/s) _.,v_ "
Fig.1. Mtissbauerspectra(293K) forthe<l-ramsizefractionofPN-9. 0.2
basedon M6ssbauerdata.Direct observationof np-Oxparticlesin 0.1
palagonitic soils hasbeenmade by [7] using transmission electron
microscopy. They found Fe-rich regions ~10 nm in diameter within
the glass matrix ofpalagonitic soil particles that were obtained from
I I I I I I l I I I I I l I I I I I I I I
a sample whose MBssbauer specmun was dominated by a ferric 0 0.2 0.6 1.0 1.4 1.8 2.2
doublet.
Effect of DCB Extraction: Comparison of the M6ssbauer Wavelength (xl000 nm)
spectra of PN-9 before (Fig. la) and after (Fig. Ib) DCB extraction
shows the procedure preferentially removed the np-Ox. This is Fig.2. Diffusereneetivityspectra(293K)forthe<l-mmsizefractionofPN-
shown directly in Fig. le, which is the spectrum obtained by 9.
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the presence of well-crystalline (bulk) hematite in PN-9. However, / Inform_tionon the composition anddistribution ofbrightreddishI .
evidence for bulk-Hm is not indicated in the reflectivity data after material comes from three major sources: Viking images, measure-
DCB extraction even though MSssbauer data show it is still present. Imentsby the XRF and GCMS instruments on the Viking Landers,
A possible explanation is that the bulk Hm remaining after DCB land spectroscopic data.'I_e XRF experiment found nearly identical,
extraction is located in particle interiors and is thus observable by Fe-rich major-element compositions comparable to weathered ba-
MSssbauer spectroscopy but not reflectance spectroscopy, salt [3]. Soil water, amounting to -1-3 wt% as measured by the
Summary: The correspondence in spectral properties between GCMS, was liberated mostly by heating to >350°C, suggesting that
" palagonitic soil PN-9 and martian bright regions implies the nature it is present in a chemically bound form [4]: Spectroscopic studies
ofthepigmentingphasesalsocorresponds.MSssbauerandreflectivity have detected ferric oxide, probably hematite [1,5,6], as well as
data obtained before and afterDCB treatment of palagonitic soil PN- molecular water [7]: However, the identities of major silicate phases
° 9 show that DCB removed thepigmentary phases and identify them :have been controversial, with conflicting evidence regarding
as ferric np-Ox particles together with minor bulk Hm. The presence phyllosilieates [8,9]. Two main interpretations of this evidence have
of bulk Hm on Mars has been inferred inother studies [e.g., 6,9-11]. been proposed: (1) Weathering of basaltic glasses by H20 andCOz
The main contribution of this study and that of [7] is identification _formed a mixture of oxides, salts, and metastable phyllosilicates
of np-Ox particles as a pigmenting agent for palagonites and, by such as montmorillenite I [10] and (2) "palagonite" formed when
inference, for Mars. basaltic melt contacted ground ice or water [11,12]. Palagonite is a
References: [1] Evans and Adams (1980) Proc. LPSC 11th, hydrated basaltle glass containing dispersed ferric oxide, reerystal-
757. [2] Adams et al. (1986) JGR, 91, 8089. [3] Morris et al. (1990) lized in varying degrees to phyllosilicates [.11,13]. Typically it is
JGR,95,14427.[4]Singeretal.(1982)JGR,87,10159.[5]Golden aphanitic, although some examples contain phenocrysts [14]. In
et al. (1992) JGR, submitted. [6] Bell et al. (1992) JGR, submitted, either case, eolian redistribution is thought to have resulted in the
[7] Golden et al., this volume. [8] Morris et al. (1985)JGR,90, 3126. material's global homogenization.
[9]Morrisetal.(1989)JGR,94,2760.[lO]MorrisandLauer(1990) Imaging spectroscopic data returned by the ISM instrument on
JGR, 95, 5101. [11] Bell et al. (1990) JGR, 95, 14447. Phobos 2 provide a powerful new basis for evaluating the composi-
N93-3195T1 pR_ tiOn and °rigin Of martian soil because they are indicative Of the ""presence and distribution of water- andFe-bearing phases whose .SYSTEMATIC VARIATIONS IN E SPECTRAL - mineralogy is sensitive to the history of chemical weatheringJ.ISM-
ERTIES OF BRIGHT REGIONS ON MARS. Scott Murchle1, returned 9 images approximately 24 × 120pixels in size, with 22-kin
John Mustard I, Janiee Bishop l, James Headl, Carle Pieters !, and spatialresolution and 128 spectral channels coverlng thewavelength
Stephane Erard2, 1Brown University, Providence RI 02912, USA, range 0.76-3.16 pan[15]. Water- and Fe-related absorptions in this
lUniversity of Paris, Orsay, France. range include HzO at -1.9 and -3.0 pro; H20 and OH at~1.4 btm;OH
at-2.78 }an;metal-OHat2.2-2.3 p.m;ferrleoxides andoxyhydroxides
Introducti0-fi_" Color and albedo of the martian surface define near 0.9 p.m;and pyroxene near 1 lainand 2 }am.Initial calibration of
two basic surface units, dark gray material interpreted as relatively these data and atmosphere removal were described by Erard et al.
' unaltered "rock" and bright reddish material interpreted as weath- [16]; calibrationrefinements are described elsewhere [17]. Thehigh
' ered "soil" [1,2]. Understanding the processes contributing to soil signal-to-noise ratio within each image (up to 500:1) results in high
: formation first requires assessment of the soil's composition and sensitivity to the presence of weak absorptions.
compositional diversity. In this abstract, we report first results of an Procedure: We areusing Viking Orbiter images andISM data
investigation of the character and variability of Fe- and water- to investigate the presence, distribution, and relation to surface
i bearing phases in bright reddish materials using ISM data. Based on geology of water- and Fe-bearing phases in bright reddish materials.
previous informationonmartiansurfacechemistry,wealsoexplore Our initial investigations have covered Valles Marineris, the sur-
implications of these results for chemical evolution of martian soil. rounding Tharsis plateau, and Arabia, which exhibit a variety of
t-,q 1.00 ' I ' I ' I ' I ' C,,J 1.50 ' I ' I ' I ' I 'I
' Io._ Arabia × 1.20 Arabia -
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Surveyof Fe, M-OH Absorptions Spectral Heterogeneitles In Bright Reddish Materials: The
strength of the 3-}.tmH20 absorption exhibits lateral variations ofseveral percent within bright reddish materials (Fig. 1). The varia-
10_ dons are spatially coherent mad independent of albedo and atmo-
spheric path length, thus representing physical variations rather than
l _ Ophir PlanumHr (dark) calibration or optical artifacts. In fact, the variations are correlated "
_ with surface geology. "Normal" bright areas, with less strong
c- Amazonis(normbright) absorptions, correspond to surface morphologies indicative of only ,
eo a thin cover of dust and soil (e.g., eratered plains). In contrast,
"_ _ UbyaMontes(normbright) "hydrated" bright regions with stronger absorptions correspond to12)
_ urtconformabledeposits inCandor Chasma andwestern Arabia. BothE Arabia(normbright)
rr- exhibit stronger 3-}a.mH20 absorptions than do dark gray regions. *
Candor La (hydbright) Representative spectra synoptically illustrate the "normal" and
"hydrated" regions' spectral systematics (Fig. 2). The H20 absorp-
W Arabia0aydbright) lion at 1.9 }amis too weak (<0.3-0.5%) to observe. However, there
is a weak, narrow absorption at 2.2 }amwith a depth of up to 1.5%,
which meets the above criteria for validity. This absorption is
0.75 1.05 1.35 2.20 2_50 attributed to AIOH bonds ina phyllosilicate. It ispresent in"normal"
Wavelength In Microns brightregions, butweaker or absent in the two "hydrated" regions as
well as most or all dark gray regions. Within and around each
Fig.2. "hydrated" region, strengths of the 2.2-}a.rnand 3-_.mabsorptions are
inversely correlated (r,--0.7) (Fig. la). This relationship substanti-
ates identification of the 2.2-}axnabsorption, and provides informa-
geologic units. Surficial geology of each area was mapped using tion on local variations in the chemical form of water: If strength of
Viking images. ISM data were analyzed initially by reconnaissance the 3-grn absorption is indicative of water content, then more water-
ofspcctra from different regions. Parameterized images of strengths rich bright materials are also less hydroxylated.
of absorptions due to water- and Fe-bearing phases were then "Normal" bright regions exhibit absorptions consistent with one
calculated. Regions recognized as spectrally heterogeneous were or more ferric-bearing minerals. Most have an absorption -3-4%
examined in detail by extracting and analyzing representative spcc- deep with a band minimum near.q).86 }xm,consistent with hematite.
tra. Identification of absorptions and variations in their strengths Eastern Arabia is distinct, with a stronger (-5--6%) absorption
were constrained to meet the criteria of presence of a distinct having a band minimum near -0.93 }am. In contrast, "hydrated"
absorption, exhibition of spatially coherent variations, and occur- regions' Fe absorptions are broadened toward longer wavelengths:
rence outside major atmospheric absorptions where calibration Candor Chasma exhibits two minima, at -0.86 and -0.96 lash,and
artifacts are most likely. The last criterion is best satisfied by the western Arabia exhibits a minimum at .-0.95 lain. Both "hydrated"
absorptions expected for Fe-bearing phases, the 3-1amH20 absorp- regions also exhibit a broad, weak absorption centered at -2.1 }am
tion, and 2.2- to 2.3-}.tmmetal-OH absorptions, that is weaker or absent in"normal" bright regions (Fig. lb). These
In parallel work, laboratory measurements of Mars analogues are observations suggest that the "hydrated" regions also contain ferric
being used to assess possible soil compositions. The analogues iron plus pyroxene as an additional Fe-containing phase.
include a suite of Icelandic and Hawaiian palagonites, plus SWy Water-related Absorptlonsln LaboratoryAnalogs: Atroom
montmorillonite clays with different exchanged ions in interlayer temperature, Fe-montmorillonites contained -7-11% H20 and
sites. Reflectance spectra were measured at 0.3--3.2 }am,at25°C with palagonites 13-24%, with the large water contents producing nearly
-50% relative humidity and after heating to 175°C and 275°C to saturated 3-}xmabsorptions. All samples exhibited significant 1.4-,
simulate the dehydrated state of martian soil found by the GCMS 1.9-, and 2.2-}xm absorptions, which were stronger in the clays,
experiment. Water contents at each temperature were estimated presumably due to their greater crystallinity [cf. 10]. The 2.2-}.tm
using thermogravimetrie analysis of duplicate aliquots, absorption was consistently the weakest water-related absorption.
Modes of Occurrence of Bright Reddish Material: Surface After heating to -275°C, the analogues acquired more Mars-like
deposits of bright reddish material occupy two basic geologic
settings in thestudy regions. First, they occur oncratered, ridged, and Palagonitevs.tre-mommorillonite. Heatedto275e1.50 , , ,', j .... j .... j .... "
volcanic plains, as a surface layer thin enough not to obscure
hundreds-of-meters-scale topography. This mode of occurrence at o° a20 _-_-'_.._..'%..=.,_
the Viking Lander sites is characterized by discontinuous coverage
ofrockysurfacesbyunconsolidatedsediment[18].Thesecondmode _ 0.90 100'X Fe-montmoritlonite t
of occurrence is as kilometers-thick deposits in CandorChasma and _ 6ooxFe-montmorinonite ,_
western Arabia, which are overlain unconformably on older, eroded .o o.6o _ _, Hawa_Pa_agoo_t_.S0-80v_
surfaces. Bright materials in this mode obscure up to even kilome- -_ ___.._ HawaiiPalagonite. I0-50 Vmters-scale topography of the underlying terrain. The deposits in _ 030 Icetand Palagonite, ,:80tam
CandorChasma consist of"layered materials," whose lower-albedo _ ........ , .........
morphologie equivalents elsewhere in Valles Marineris exhibit °°°20 _r0 z20 zr0 320
pyroxene absorptions interpreted to indicate a basaltic lithology WavelengthIn Microns
[19]. The deposits in Arabia consist of a Hesperian-aged mantling
partly stripped away by eolian processes [20]. Fig.3.
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water contents and spectral properties. H2O content droppedto <_1% COMPOSITION OF VeEAKLY ALTERED MARTIAN
for the clays and 3-4% for the palagonites. Three-micrometer band CRUST: CLUES FROM IMAGING SPECTROSCOPY.
strengths decreased in all cases, but by the largest amounts in the John F. Mustard t, Scott L. Murchielo Stephane Erard2, James W.
clays (Fig. 3). Strengths of the 1.4- and 1.9-lain absorptions de- Headl, lDepartment of Geological Sciences, Box 1846, Brown
• creased to less than that of the 2.2-lain absorption; theclays retained University, Providence RI 02912, USA, 2Institut d'Astrophyslque
a stronger 2.2-pro absorption than in the palagonites. These and Spatial, University of Paris Orsay, 91405 Orsay France.
similar results reported byBruckenthai [21] are understandable in
= terms of erystallinities of the analogues: H20 incorporated in the I Introduction: Two of the fundamental questions regarding
glassy structure ofpalagonites isheld more tightly than electrostati- i chemical weathering on Mars arethe chemical pathways by which
cally bonded waterin crystalline clay. As aresult, under dehydrating ' pristine crustal rocks are altered to produce observed ferric iron-
,_ conditions palagonites exhibit greaterwatercontents and stronger 3-- bearing assernblages and inferred clay sillcate, sul fate,and magnetic
lainabsorptions than clay. Conversely, theless crystallinepalagonit_ oxide phases, and the timing of the oxidative weathering. High-
exhibits a weaker 2.2-btrn absorption. I spatial- and -specu'al-resolutlon imaging spectrometer data provide
Possible Compositional Interpretations: In light of Viking a tool to investigate aspects of these questions for material exposed
Lander elemental abundances and the experiments with laboratory onthesurfaceofMars.inthis study, ISM imagingspectrometerdata
analogues, the 2.2-lain absorption in "normal" bright reddish mate- [1,2] "a_reused (1) to develop an inventory of least-altered crustal
rial is interpreted to indicate presence of dehydrated, iron-rich materials and (2)to quantitatively model the mineralogiecomposi-
montmoriUonite. This interpretation is supported by 0.4--1.1-lain tion of the weakly altered crustal rocks. ,S/. :_
reflectance spectra of the laboratory analogues, which demonstrate Spectral Data: High-spatial-resolution (22 km/pixel) imaging
that monmaorillonite saturated with ferric iron reproduces Mars' spectrometer data were acquired in 1989 by the ISM instrument on
characteristic spectrum in that wavelength range [22]. However, board the Phobos II spacecraft for nine different areas near the
regional variations in the 0.9-lain Fe absorption imply a degree of equatoriairegionsonMars[1,2].Thedatawindows are300kmwide
chemical heterogeneity inconsistent with global homogenization, and 2000 km long and sample a wide variety of terrain and surface
The relationship of"normal" and "hydrated" bright materials is morphologies. In particular, the geologic units in the Tharsis plateau
constrained by the stronger 3-pro absorption, weaker 2.2-1amabsorp- andVailes Marineris were well sampled with additional coverage in
tion, and stronger 2-lain pyroxene absorption in the "hydrated" the Arabia and the Syrtis Major-Isidls regions. A 128-channel
regions. The "hydrated" regions' weaker 2.2-lain absorption and reflectance spectnm_ from 0.76 to 3.16 pm was obtained for each
stronger 2-p.rnpyroxene absorption cannot be explained simply by surface element of which 64 are used inthese analyses. The signal to
mixing of dark gray and "normal" bright materials because of the noise ratio is >300:1 across most of the detector elements and the
weak 3-I.tmH20 absorption in dark gray material. However, at least absolute radiometric accuracy is_ 10%.Details of data reduction and
two models can explain spectral differences between the two types calibration are presented elsewhere [2,3].
of bright reddish material as resulting from soil-formingprocesses. Composition of "Fresh Crustal Materials": Studies of the
Model 1. "Hydrated" materials consist of "normal" bright reflectance properties of Mars suggest that most regions atthe scale
material and basalt fragments, cemented by hydrated salts and of an ISM pixel show evidence of ferric material being present,
perhaps ferrleoxyhydroxides into a"durierust"like that atthe Viking which suggests that altered materials are widespread. Small amounts
Lander sites [18]. The intergranular cement masks the 2.2-pro of ferrie oxide can dominate the visible spectral properties, buthave
absorption, relatively little effect at longer wavelengths. Surfaces that areweakly
Model 2. "Hydrated" materials are deposits of palagonitized altered, or relatively "fresh," can be identified based on several
basaltic glass containing pyroxene phenocrysts, from which aglassy spectral properties. First, studies of Viking lander andorbiter images
fine-grained fraction has been partly removed and redistributed demonstrate that, in general, low-albedo materials exldbit the least
regionaily by wind. Reaction of the fines with HzOand CO2formed effects of alteration [4_5]. Second, substantial amounts of ferric
montmorillonite [ef. 10], which became dehydrated to form "nor- oxideswouldbeindicatedby anabsorptioncenterednear0.85}zxnor
mar" bright material, a broadening of ferrous absorptions in this wavelength area. Finally,
We are currently expanding our studies to additional bright fiat continuum slopes are generally thought to indicate anabsence of
reddish regions, to further determine the character of spectral coating of rock surfaces by ferrle oxides, although a negative
heterogeneities and to evaluate models for their origin, continuum slope does not uniquely confirm an altered surface. Initial
References: [1] Singer R. (1979) JGR, 84, 8415. [2] Arvidson investigationsofthelSMwindowshaveidentifiedmanyspectrathat
R. et al. (1989) JGR, 94, 1573. [3] Toulmin P. et al. (1977) JGR, 82, meet one or more of these criteria. A subset is shown in Fig. 1.
• 4625. [4] Anderson D. et al. (1979) J. Mol. Evol., 14, 33. [5] Morals These spectra represent a broad sample of plains-forming geo-
R. et al. (1989) JGR, 94, 2760-2778. [6] Bell J. et al. (1990)JGR, 95, logic units of different age and surface morphology and all show a
14447-14461. [7] PimentalG.etal. (1974)JGR, 79,1623. [8] Singer strong, well-defined absorption near 1.0 bun and an absorption of
,, . R. andOwensbyP.(1985)LPSCXVI,787.[9]HuntG, etal.(1974) variable strength and definition near 2.1 }ira. In the spectra that
Icarus, 18, 459. [10] Gooding J. and Keil K. (1978) GRL, 5, 727. exhibit the strongest absorptions (lqili Patera, Melas Chasma, Eos
[11] Singer R. (1982) JGR, 87, 10159. [12] Allen C. et al. (1981) Chasma), both the 1.0- and 2.1-}xmabsorptions are very symmetric
Icarus, 45, 347. [13] Morris R. et al. (1990) JGR, 95, 14427. andtheyallexhibitashoulderonthelongwavelengthsideofthel.0-
[14] Heiken G. (1972) GSA Bull., 83, 1961. [15] Bibring J.-P. et al. lain absorption near 1.15 p.m. The shape, position, and strength of
(1990) Proc.LPSC20th,461.[16]ErardS. eta1.(1991)Proc.LPS, these absorptions are typical of ealcic pyroxene [6,7] andtmambigu-
Vol.21,437.[17] MustardJ.etai.(1991)LPSCXXll,951. [18] Mulch ously confirm tentative identification of this mineral phase on the
T. et al. (1977) JGR, 82, 4452. [19] Murchie S. et al. (1992) LPSC martian surface made by previous workers [8,9]. The other spectra
XXIII, 945. [20] Sehultz P. and Lutz A. (1988) Icarus, 73, 91. show diversity in the shape, position, and relative strengths of these
[21] Bruekenthai E. (1987) M.S. thesis, Univ. of Hawaii. [22] Bis- two dominant absorptions, suggesting additional mineral phases or
hop J. et al. (1992) LPSC XXIII, 111. compositions are present. In parlicular, there is great diversity in all
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Fig.I. (a) Representativespectraof Iow-albedoterrainson Marsinterpretedto beof weaklyalteredcrustaltrmterials;labelsalongthe rightsidegive the
geographiclocationfromwherethey werecollected.(b)The samespectraas in (a), butwitha straight-linecontinuumremovedto emphasizethe absorption
features.Thesamesymbolsareused inbothplots.Notetheverydiagnostic,broadpyroxeneabsorptionsnear 1.0and2.0Fro.
these spectra in the existence, position, and character of the shoulder forvoleanics onthe Syrtis Majorplateau andelsewhere. Evicleneefor
between 1.1 and 1.3 l.tm. This feature can be due to many factors mineral phases in addition to pyroxene is subtle and the focus of
including Fe site populations in pyroxene and the presence of such continuing analysis. However, our expectations are that plagioelase
mineral phases as feldspar, olivine, and glass, will be common, as well as opaque phases and perhaps olivine. We
The dominant mineral phase spectroscopically is pyroxene. Re- will be continuing detail mineralogie modeling of the low-albedo
flectance spectra of pyroxenes exhibit variations in the wavelength regions on Mars and extend the analysis performed at Nili Patera to
position of the absorption band minima centered near 1.0and 2.0 lain theother regiorts identified above. This wiUquamify the diversity of
that are systematic with composition [6,7,10]. This provides a weakly altered erust, andthereforethestartingmaterialsformodels
framework for deriving estimates of the pyroxene chemistry for the of chemical weathering on Mars.
surface of mafie-riehregions containing pyroxene. Spectra from Nili References: [1]BibringJ.-P.etal.(1989)Nature.341,591-592.
Patera on Syrtis Major have been modeled with the Modified [2]ErardS. etal.(1991)Proc.LPS, Vol. 21, 437--456. [3] Mustard
Gaussian Model (MGM) [11] to derive quantitative absorption J.F.etal.(1992)JGR, submitted. [4] Adams J. B.etal.(1986)JGR,
parameters to compare to the results of [7] and derive initial
estimates of pyroxene chemistry [3,12]. An MGM solution to the
spectrum fromNili Patera is shown in Fig. 2. The data appear to be " " " ' " " " ' " " " ' " " " ' " " " ' " " " •
well fit by a complement of bands for a single pyroxene, although _ _ --
there are very small, systematic errors in the fit to the 2.0-Nm band o o.0o -
thatmay indicate an additional pyroxene mineral ispresent [13]. The _ _o
band minima determined from this analysis are compared to gener-
alized band minima chemical composition diagrams of [7] from "_
which a Ca!(Ca+ Fe +Mg) ratio of 0.275 + 0.075 and aFe/(Fe+ Ca + o::
Mg) ratio of 0.3 + 0.1 are derived. The general pyroxene field that o -&so
these chemical ratios correlate to is shown in Fig. 3.
Discussion: The basic results determined above indicate a
basaltic composition for weakly altered crustal materials sampledby _ ..... _. :'_. _.ISM. The estima e of bulk pyroxen composition determined above z
forNiliPateraliesbetweenthepyroxenesaugiteandpigeonite.Since -t • • , i , , . , . . . , . . . , . . . , , , , ,
pyroxenes of such a composition are unusual, this may indicate a °_7o too tao t6o 1.9o _.o z.so
mixture of augite and pigeonite, or it may indicate a chemically WavelengthIn Microns
zoned pyroxene with a similar bulk composition. Such zoned py-
roxenes are typleal in lunar basalts, which also happen to have very Fig.2. FitoftheModifiedGaussianModel[ I1] tothe reflectancespectrum
similar spectral properties to the low-albedo regions of Syrtis Major ofNiliPatera.Theactualdataareshownbythecrosses,the fitby thesolidline
[3]. The strongly zoned pyroxenes in lunar basalts are considered to superimposedon thecrosses, the continuumby the dashedline, the model
have resulted from rapid, nonequilibrium cooling during eruption absorptionsbythesolidcurvesnearthezeroreference,andtheerrorof thefit
and emplacement of the basalts. A similar set of conditions is likely bythesolidlinesnearthe topof theplot.
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(Ca,Mg)Si03 50 (Ca,Fe)SiO3 tramport in volcanic and impact deposits. The first process is the
• | I J I I _ initial degassing, including the release of volatiles from molten or
i_[ _ partially molten fragments. The second process is the release and
transport of mobile elements by hydrothermal alteration.
1. Degassing of volcanic deposits and impact-melt-bearing
deposits. In studies of the fumaroles at the Valley of TenThousand
Smokes in Kamaai,Alaska, Paplke et al.[3,4] have demonstrated that
" vapor-phase transport of both major andtrace elementshas occurred.
! t I I 1 They havestudied fumarole deposits located inproximal (dacit )
MgSiOz 20 40 60 80 FeSiOa distal (rhyolite) portions of the 1912 cruptive sequence. Significant
• enrichments areobserved for SO3,F, H20, Zn, As, Cu, Pb, Br, Sn, Sb,
Fig.3. Estim_eofpyroxenecompositionplonedonthewrox_aequadrihtteral, and Auwith minor enrichrnents forNi and Cr. In therhyoliteportions
basedontheresultsontheMGMmodelshowninFig.2 andcomparisonto the the same elements are observed to be enriched, aiong with Fe, Mg,
workof["/]showingthet_lstionshlpbetwe_apyroxenedaemistry_d re.fleaance Ca,Sr, V, and Se. Although such enrichments areundoubtedly small
spectra, volumetrically, some of the fractionations are so large that a general
enrichment of broad surface areas of volcanic terrains on Mars are
91, 8113---8125.[5] Arvidson R. E. (1989) JGR, 94, 1573-1587. possible. For example, enrichment factors of nearly 50 or greater
[6] Adams J. B. (I974) JGR, 79, 4829--4836. [7] Cloutis E. A. and have been observed forF, V, Sn, Br, As, and Pb inKatmai fumaroles.
Gaffey M. J. (1991) JGR, 96, 22809-22826. [8] Adams J. B. and Equally important is the information that many elements are not
McCord T. B. (1969) JGR, 74, 4851--4856. [9] Singer R. B. (1980) observed to be significantly fractionated by the fumarole activity in
LPSCXI, 1048-1050. [10]Hazenetal. (1978) Proc. LPSCVIII, thedacite, ineludingSi, Ti, AI, Fe, Mg, Mn, Ca, Na, K, Ba, Sr, Ga,
2919-2934. [11] Sunshine etal. (1990) JGR, 95, 6955-6966. Y, andSc, some minor depletions of the REE were observed in the
[12] Mustard J. F. et al. (1992) LPSCXXll, 955-956. [13] Sunshine altered dacite. In the rhyolite portion, one fumarole that was not
J. S. and,Pieters C. M. (1992) JGR, submitted. _ I_"_ subjected to acid alteration showed little fracfionation of the REE,
while another fumarole affected by acid alteration showed mobiliza-N 9 3 - 8 1 9 5 3
CHEMICAL TRANSPORT DURING FORMATION AND Chemical transport within impact crater deposits has not been
ALTERATION OF MARTIAN IMPACT AND VOLCANIC extensively studied. Transport of volatile elements such as K, Mn.
DEPOSITS. H.E.Newsom,InstimteofMetcoritiesandDepartrnent and Br has been reported in impact melt deposits from the East
of Geology, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque NM 87131, Clearwater Crater [11] and at Brent Crater [12]. These studies were
USA. of impact melt deposits located within the impact crater itself,
t+ - although the impact-melt-bearing ejecta is the material that will be
_. - . .-
/ Much of the surface of Mars, including volcanic and eratered most subject toerosion on Mars. A characteristic oftheimpaet-melt-
terrains, probably experienced alteration and degassing processes, bearing breccia (suevite) at the Ries Crater in Southern Germany,
+These processes may have depleted or enriched many important which is analogous to some fumaroles in ignimbrites, is the presence
• elementsinsurfacematerials, includingbedrock,dust, andsoils.The ofdegassingpipes.Thesepipesmayrepresentimportantcondultsfor
J composition of the martian soil may represent the best estimate, for chemical transport. Newsom et al. [5] discussed thepossible origin
some elements, of the average composition of the martian crust, of thesepipes by fluidization, and chemical studies will also eontrib-
similar to the composition of loess created by glacial action on the ute to understanding the origin of these pipes. They observed the
Earth [1+2]_The martian soil may represent the only convenient, presenceofverticaldegassingpipesatmostoftheavailableouterops
globally or regionally averaged sample of the martian crust. In order of suevite at the Ries, but the pipes are best exposed at the Otting
to understand the composition of the source material for the soil, quarry.
however, we need to understand the contributions of volcanic vs. 2. Hydrothermal alteration andpalgonitization of volcanic and
impact sources for this material and the chemical fractionations impact deposits. A likely analogue for the martian soil is the
involved in its production. The processes to be addressed include alteration product of basaltic glass called palagonite [13,14]. Palag-
(1) degassing ofvolcanicdeposits, as observed in the Valley ofTen oniteis an amorphousormicrocrystalllnegel-likeproduet formedby
Thousand Smokes at Katmai, Alaska[3,4]; and degassing of melt- a hydrolytic dissolution!precipitation mechanism that results in the
bearing impact ejecta as inferred for suevite ejecta sheets at the Ries formation of well-defined surface layers [15-17]. Work on the
• Crater [5,6]/'and (2) alteration or palagonitization of volcanic formation of palagonite has been stimulated by the similarity of
deposits, as documented for volcanos in British Columbia ["/]"and basaltic gl_s to the types of borosilieate glass proposed for high-
many other volcanic terrains, and impact crater deposits [5,6,8]. The level nuclear waste disposal. The rate of formation of palagonite
, process of palag0nitization has been the subject of several studies depends on the environment, especially the amount of silica in the
with reference to Mars and palagonite is a good analogue for the fluids. Palagonitization is rapid (3-20 I.tm/1000yr) on the seafloor
spectroscopic properties of the martian dust. The role of impact in the presence of silica-undersaturated conditions, but is 2-3 orders
eratering has not been as well studied, although Allen et al. [8[ and of magnitude slower in the silica-saturated conditions often found in
Newsom et al. [5;6] have established that both degassing and drill cores [9]. The palagonite is initially amorphous, but becomes
alteration are common features of impact crater deposits. Other microcrystalline with age and, in the case of freshwater and shallow
relevantsourcesofexperimentaldataincludetheextensiveliterature seawater, palagonite is commonly replaced with authigenie clays
on the corrosion of nuclear waste glass [9] and leaching of shocked and zcolites, usually chabazite (CaAI2Si4OI2.6H20).Zeolites are
materials [10]. : indicators of high reaction progress and areassociated withrelatively
Chemical Transport In Martian Analogue Systems: There thick palagonite rinds, aluminum loss during palagonitization, and
are at least two processes that may result in significant chemical closed-system (low flow rate) conditions during alteration [7].
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Chemical fractionationsinvolving major elements during the terrestrialimpacts(8%).Therefore,ifshock.activatedweatheringof
formationof palagonitehave been the subject of several studies, impact-producedglass is a primary sourceof soils on Mars, then
mainlyusing rrderoprobetechniques[e.g., 18-22]. In general,Si, those weatheredmartian surface materials should be greatly ¢n-
Mg, andCaaredepletedin thepalagordte,whileFe,Ti, and A1are richedin meteoriticmaterial,which is consistentwith the Viking
generallyunfractionated.In addition,with freshwaterexposure,Na XRF analyses[30].
andK aregenerallydepleted,whiletheseelementsarenotdepleted 3. Chemicaltransportandsoilformation:Volcardcprocessesvs.
duringpalagoniteformationin seawater.Similarresultshavebeen crateringprocesseson Mars. The martiandust maybe derived
obtainedinexperimentalalterationof basalticglasses[e.g., 17,23]. fromamixtureof alteredmaterialat ancientimpactsitesandaltered *
Trace-elementdata are availablefrom the freshwateralterationof volcanic material [31]. For example, Squyres et al. [32] have
basalticglassesfrom BritishColumbia[7].The palagonitesfor all suggestedthepossibilityof large-scalevolcano-groundice interae-
samplesfromthisstudyareenrichedrelativetofreshbasaltfor Cs, tions on Mars to producepalagonite.Additionalinvestigationof .
Ba,Hf,Ta,Th, U,andREE.Otherelements,ineludingSr,Rb,Cr,Co, chemicalfractionationand transportwithin impact-melt-beating
andNi, are variablyenrichedor depletedindifferentsamples,with depositsis neededto findelementsthatmaydiscriminateamongthe
atendencyforCo,Ni, andCrtobemorehighlyconcentratedinhigh_ alterationmechanisms,includingalterationunderambientcondi-
AIpalagonites,anddepletedin low-A1palagonites.Otherstudiesof tions.Fromthelimiteddatadiscussedabove,thereis littledifference
trace-elementfractionationsduringpalagonitizationhavebeenre- in the major-elementfraetionatiousobservedin suevite and the
portedby StaudigelandHart[18] indicating,forexample,that the formationof freshwaterpalagonite,withtheonlydifferencebeinga
REE are depleted in marinepalagonites, and by Fumes [24] of slightenrichmentof FeandAI in thealteredimpactmaterial,which
subglacialhyaloclastitefromIceland,who found thattheelements is not presentin the palagonite.Comparedto the freshwateralter-
leastaffectedby alterationareZn,Ni, Y, Ba, andNb. ation,however,deep-seapalagonitedoesnot showthe pronounced
Hydrotherrnalalterationof impactmelt sheets andimpact-melt- Na andK depletionsseen in the alteredsuevite and the freshwater
bearingejectamayhaveimplicationsfortheevolutionofthesurfaee palagonite.There may also be a distinction in the transport of
ofMars[5,6,8,2.5-27].Currentestimatessuggestaminimumglobal elementsby fumarole-typeactivity,becausetransportof thevolatile
thicknessof impact melt on Mars of 110 m [28]. Evidenceof dements KandMn hasbeenreportedin impactmeltdepositsfrom
hydrothermalalterationof impact melt deposits on the Earth is the EastClearwaterCraterIll] and at Brent Crater[12]. These
ubiquitous[e.g.,8,29].AttheRiesCrater,Newsometal. [5]showed elements,however,werenoi enrichedin thea_teredfumarolemate-
that themineralogyof theclaysin thesueviteat theOttingquarryis rialin the daeiteDrotolithat Katmai.
consistentwitharelativelylow-temperatureformation,presumably Conclusions: Understandingthechemicalprocessesinvolved
afterliquid water had becomestablenear 100°C.This led to the in the formationof the martiansoil may becriticalto interpreting
problemof establishingthat the alterationwas connectedwith the chemicaldataobtainedfromorbitalinstruments,landers,andsample
thermalevent.A paleomagneticandrockmagneticstudy [6] pro- returnmissionsin ordertodeterminethe bulkcompositionof the
videdevidenceforhydrothermalalterationoccurringimmediately planet.Chemical clues may also be importantin sortingout the
followingdepositionofthe impact-melt-bearingbreccias(suevite). relative importanceof volcanic vs. impact cratersources of the
They foundevidenceforthe formationof maghemiteduringlow- martiansoil and the alterationmechanisms,including alteration
temperatureoxidationoftitanomagnetite.Themaghemite,however, underambientconditionsvs. hydrothermalconditions.The abun-
recordsthe same magnetizationdirectionas Ti-magnetite,which danceanddistributionofwateronMarsis anotherproblemthatalso
recordedthe magnetic directionwhen the suevite was at high concernsissuessuch astheoriginoflife andthedensityof theearly
temperature.These observationssuggest that the low-temperature martianatmosphere[32,33].Thechemicalfractionationsassociated
alterationof the suevite,includingclay formation,occurredduring with hydrothermalalterationsuch as palagonitizationof volcanic
hydrothermalalterationshortlyafter emplacementof the suevite, terrainsoralterationof impactdeposits,if theycan beobservedby
andnot in responseto weatheringunderambient conditionssince remotesensing,couldprovidecluesto the distributionof wateron
crater formation,15 m.y. ago. Now that the existence of low- Mars.
temperaturehydrothermalalterationof impact-melt-bearingdepos- References: [1]TaylorS. R.andMcLennanS.M. (1985)The
its has beenestablished,furtherwork is neededto understandthe ContinentalCrust:Its CompositionandEvolution,Blackwell,Ox-
chemical fractionation that occurs during the formation of the ford,312.[2] Sims K.W. et al. (1990)In Originof theEarth(H. E.
alterationphases.Rieset al. [29] reportmajor-elementanalysesfor Newsomand J. H. Jones, eds.), 291-317. Oxford.[3] Papike J. J.
the<2-lxmsize fraction,whichcanbe comparedwith thecomposi, etal. (1991)Am. Mineral., 76, 1622-1673. [4] PapikeJ. J. et al.
tionof theimpactmeltglassfromthesameoutcrops.Theyfoundthat (1991)GRL,18, 1545-1548. [5] NewsomH. E. et al. (1986)Proc.
AI, Mg,and Fe areusuallyenrichedin the rine-grainedfraction,Ti LPSC17th,inJGR,91,E239-E251.[6]Newsomet al.(1990)InGSA
is usuallyconserved,Si andCa showminordepletions,and Na and Spec.Pap.247, 195-206. [7]JercinovicM.J. et al.(1988)GCA,54,
K are usuallyhighlydepleted. 2679-2695. [8] Allen C. C. et al. (1982)JGR, 87, 10083-10101.
Giventhat the mechanismsfor alterationaresimilar, assuming [9]WenneL.etal.(1990)J.Mater.Res.,5,1130-1146.[I0] Boslough
similar types of parent material, the chemical fractionationsob- M.B.andCyganR.T.(1988)Proc.LPSC18th,443-453.[ll]Palme
served in impact deposits could be similar to those observed in H. et al. (1979)Proc.LPSC lOth,2465-2492.[12] GrieveR.A. F.
volcanic deposits. Several aspects of impact deposits on Mars, (1978)Proc.LPSC9th, 2579-2608. [13] AllenC. C. et al. (1981)
however,may produce differentresults from alterationof marie Icarus,45,347-369.[14]SingerR.B.(1982)JGR,87,10159_lO168.
volcanicmaterial.Thealterationof experimentallyshockedmineral [15] MurakamiT. et al. (1988) Mat. Res.Soc. Syrup.Proc., 112,
grains has been shownto be significantlyenhancedcomparedto 737-748.[16]MurakamiT.etal.(1989)Mater.Res.Soc.Proc.,127,
unshockedmineralgrains[10].Thealterationof impactmeltglasses 65-72. [17] ByersC.D. et al.(1985)Mat.Res.Soc.Syrup.Proc.,44,
may also be enhanceddue to the formationof metastableglasses 583-590.[18]StaudigelH.andHartS.R.(1983)GCA,47,337_350.
[30].In addition,impact-melt-bearingdepositson Marsmay have [19] Byers C. D. et al. (1986) Adv. Ceram., 20, 733-744.
muchlargerfractionsof impaetormaterial(up to40%) comparedto [20] JercinovieM. J. et al. (1986)Adv.Ceram.,20;NuclearWaste
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Managememll, 671--679. [21] Cowan R. and Ewing R. (1989) Mat. . is well defined in contrast to palagonite where it is considered
Res. Soc. Syrup.Proc., 127, 49-56. [22] lercinovie M. I. et al. (1989) amorphons orpoorly crystalline at best.
GUA, 54, 2679-2696. [23] Lutze W. et al. (1985) Nature, 314, Because of the absence of the diagnosdc strong 2.2-1amreflee-
252-255. [24] Fumes H. (1978) Chem. Geol., 22, 249-264. 'taneebandcharacteristieofclaysinthenear-infrared(NIR)spee.
, [25] Newsom H. E. (1980) Icarus, 44, 207-216. [26] Kieffer S.W. trumofMarsandpalagonite, andbaseduponaconsiderationofwide
andSimondsC. H.(1980)Rev. Geophys.SpacePhys.,18,143--181. wavelength coverage (0.3._50lain), Ronsh et al. [9] concluded that
[27] Alien C. C. et al. (1982) GRL, 9,1013-1016. [28]Clifford S.M. palagonite is a more likely Mars surface analogue. In spite of the
• et al. (1991) LPSC XXll, 223-224. [29] Engelhardt W. V. andGraup spectral agreement of palagonite andthe Mars reflectance spectrum
G.(1984) GeologischeRundschau,73,447 181.[30]BosloughM.B. inthe2.2-pmregion, palagoniteshowspoorcorresixmdencewiththe
(1991)Annu.Rev.EarthPlanet.Sci.,19,101130.[31]GoodingJ.L results of the Viking LR experiment [10,11]. In contrast, iron-rich
• andKeilK.(1978)GRL,5,727-730.[32]SquyresS.W.etal.(1987) montmorillonite clays show relatively good agreement with the
Icarus, 70, 385-408. [32] Brakenridge G. R. et al. (1985) Geology, results of the Viking LR experiment [3,10,12].
13,859--862.[33]NewsomH.E.andBdtelleG.E.(1990)LPSCXXI, This spectral study was undertaken to evaluate the spectral
77 ,_, properties of matures of palagonite and Mars analogue iron-rich
8,..--878. N 9 3 == _ 1 9 5 4 _a montmorilloniteclay(16-18wt% F¢asF_03)asaMars surfacemineralogical model. Mixtures ofminerals as Mars surfaceanalogue
REFLECTANCESPECTROSCOPYANDGEXSIMULATION materials have been studied before [2,8], but the mixtures were
OF PALAGONITE AND IROn'-RICH MONTMORILLONITE restricted to crystalline clays and iron oxides. ,
CLAY MIXTURES: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SURFACE __Reflectancespectrafrom0.3to2.51amwererecordedonaPerki n
COMPOSITION OF MARS. J.B. Orenberg, J. Handy, and R. Eln3erLambda9 spectrophotometer(Norwalk,CT)using aLabsphere
Quinn, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, San Francisco DRTA29ADiffuseReflectanceandTransmittanceAeeessory(North
State University, San Francisco CA 94132, USA. Sutton, NH!. Reflectance data presented below thus represent hemi-
{'i" " spherical reflectance. The spectral bandpasswas setbetween 1/5 and
Because of thepower of remote senslng reflectance spectroscopy 1/10of the widths at half height of the spectral features of interest by
{ in determining mineralogy, ithas been used as the major method of settingtheslitsto2.0nmintheUV/VIS.Thisallowedforaconstant
i identifying a possible mineral analogue of the martian surface. A speetral resolution (+10%) in theUV/VIS.ln theNIR, an automatic
summary of proposed martian surface compositions from reflee- slit program was used to maintain a constant energy level during
tahoe spectroscopy before 1979 was presented by S_ger et al. [1,2]. spectral scanning (120 nm/min).
!Sincethattime, iron-richmontmorilloniteclay[3,4],nanocrystalline Mixtures (% by wt) of palagonite'with the iron-rich Mars ana-
ornanophasehematite[5_andpalagonite_[6--8]havebeensuggested logue montmorillonite (15.8 + 0.8 wt% Fe as Fe203--a full Mars
as Mars soil analogue'materials, iron analogue) are shown in Fig. 1. In the very important 2.2-pro
Palagonite in petrological terms is best described, perhaps, as an region, the band due to clay lattice structure becomes noticeable in
amorphous, hydrated, ferric iron, silica gel. Montmorillonit¢ is a mixtures at the 10-20 wt% Fe-montmorillonite level. In order to
member of the smectite clay group and its structure is characterized evaluate this observation more quantitatively, arigorous band depth
by an octahedral sheet in coordination with two tetrahedral sheets in analysis was carried out [12]. The results indicated that band depth
whichoxygenatomsareshared.Theerystallinityofmontmorillonite at 2.2 gm is insensitive to the presence of up to 15 wt% Fe-
115 80% P. 20% Fe - Montmodllonile (Fe - M) 50% P. 50% Fe - M
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Fig. 1. A comparisonof thediffuse reflectance spectraof differentwt% mixtures ofpalagoniteand Fe-montmorillonlte (15.8:1:0.8wt% Fe as F%O_).All spectra
arescaled to unity at 1.02 pro.
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montmorillonite.Above these concentrations, there is an increasein !results, the differences between the thermal sensitivity of the GEX
band depth with increasing wt% Fe-monanorillonite (decreasing _andthe thermal sensitivity of the LRresponses, andthekinetics and
palagonite), which is attributableto the 2.20-1_mabsorption feature magnitudes of the LR successive injection reabsorption effect. It
characteristic of smectite clays. If one accepts the premise that should be possible to test many chemical aspects of hypothetical
palagonite is a "good" spectral analogue of the Mars surface mate- martian phenomena in experiments using the biology experimental .
rial, up to 15 wt% of Fe-montmorillonite can be present on the configurations and derive much valuable information by compari-
surface of Mars and remain undetected. In spite of the fact that the
sons to the Viking observations -- : i• L._i .- - /
mostrecent telescopic observations of Marsdonot show evidenceof To a considerable extent the undemtilization has resulted from
a2.20-pmband[13],theabsenceofthe2.20-pm bandcatmotbeused the fact thatthemethods of scientific logic tend to become tailored
to eliminate less than 15 wt% iron-enriched montmorillonite. The tospecificfieldsofstudy[2].Themethodsbywhichinformationcan
conclusion follows that a Marsanalogue, iron-rich,montmorillonite be derived from the Viking biology experiments do not match well
clay can bepresenton the surface of Mars as a majorcomponent (up with the currentlypopular logic methodologies used by chemists and
to 15 wt%)of the Marssoil even if the 2.20-pro band is absentfrom other scientists: The experiments were not designed by chemists;
remotely sensed spectra, they were biology experiments. However, the necessarymethods of
Simulations of the Gas Exchange Experiment(GEX), one of the _chemical logic do exist.
VikingLanderBiologyexperiments[14,15],werertmusingpalagonite It is suggested that the scientific community would benefit and
andiron-enfichedmontmorillortlte.Periodiesamplingoftheheadspace obtain more information from the Viking results if we were to
gases above the mineral samples and analysis using gas chromatog- resurrect a mode of thinking that was widely used in the nineteenth
raphy was carried out with mineral samples in dry, humid, or wet century. It isn't a standard deductive or inductive process, but is a
conditions using anutrient solution of the same composition as used method of reasoning specifically developed to take advantage of
in the Viking Lander experiments. Interpretation of the data shows observations of chemical reactions. Scientists need tounderstand the
that a correspondence to the Viking results occurs with palagonite- chemical subtleties in this method if they are to effectively judge
iron montmorillonite mixtures. The results will be discussed with arguments that invoke the Viking biology results. A superb explana-
reference to theconclnsion ofthe reflectance spectroscopiemeasure_ tion of this chemical logic was provided by Michael Faraday in his
ments and previous results of the Labeled Release Viking Biology lecture series togroups of young people ca. 1850entided"Chemical
experiment [3,10]. History of a Candle" [3]. In those lectures Faraday showed how
References: [1] SingerR. B.etal. (1979)JGR,84,8415-8426. comparisons of the chemical reactions of products formed when a
[2] Singer R. B. (1982) JGR, 87, 10159-10168. [3] Banin A. and candle burns in air with those reactions occurring with products
RishponJ.(1979)LifeSci. SpaceRes. XVll, 59-64.[4]BaninA. formed when carbon and hydrogen are burned in aircan be used to
etal.(1988)LPSCXIX, 27-28. [5] Morris R. V. etal.(1989)JGR, prove that the wax of a candle iscomposed of carbonand hydrogen.
94, 2760-2778. [6] Evans D. L. and Adams J. B. (1979) Proc. LPSC A similar logical method has been used (with decreasing frequency
lOth, 1829-1834. [7] Allen C. C. etal.(1981)lcarus, 45, 347-369. in recent years) in high school and college qualitative analysis
[8] Singer R. B. (1981) JGR, 86, 7967-7982. [9] Roush T. L. etal. comes where the similarity of precipitates and colors produced by
(1992) Remote Geochemical Analysis (C. Pieters and P. Englert, reactions of unknowns and knowns with various reagents has been
eds.), Cambridge, in press. [10] Banin A. and Margulies L. (1983) usedtodeterminewhatcationsandanions arepresent in an unknown
Nature, 305, 523-526. [11] Banin A. et al. (1988) Origins of Life salt. Nowadays basing a proof upon observations of chemical
and the Evol. of the Biosph., 18, 239--265. [12] Clark R. N. and reactions has fallen into disuse and thepower of the method is not
Roush T. L. (1984) JGR, 89, 6329--6340. [13] Clark R. N. et al. generally appreciated. Today's scientists do not resort to the these
(1990)JGR,95,14463-14480.[14]OyamaV.I.etal.(1976)Origins "old-fashioned" proofs; they pride themselves on state-of-the-art
of Life, 7, 313--333. [15] Oyama V. I. and Berhadl B. J. (1977)JGR, apparatus. They would send such samples to the analytical lab for
82,4669--4676. 9 _ -_ _ t_ mass spectrometry or atomic absorption tests and drawconclusionsS -- ! 9 by"dedu tive" arguments based on such physical measurements.
- Several aspects of Faraday's logical process must be given
USING THEVIKING BIOLOGY EXPERIMENTALRESULTS careful consideration in designing laboratory studies of the Viking
TOOBTAINCHEMICALINFORMATIONABOUTMARTIAN biology results and in drawing conclusions from the experiments.
REGOLITH. Robert C. Plumb, Worcester Polytechnle Institute/ Chemical reaction rates and magnitudes of reactions at equilibrium
Brown University, Providence RI, USA. are usually very sensitive to physical parameters such as tempera-
i]' " i ture, pressure, methods of product detection, and reactor vessel
Althoughinitiallyformulatedasbiologyexperiments,mostofthe geometry. Unless the correct physical parameters, including the
results produced by the Viking Labeled Release (LR), Gas Exchange trapped atmosphere of Mars, are built into the simulations, the re-
(GEX), and Pyrolytic Release (PR) experiments have been repro- sults can lead to erroneous conclusions [4]. Even such seemingly
duced by chemical means [1I. The experiments do not need more minor matters as the conditions of storage after sample acquisition
study as "biological" phenomena, but they do deserve much more and before testing can impact the results, it having been demon-
careful consideration from a chemical viewpoint. They are the only strated that adsorbed H202, often suggested to explain the LR and
"wet-chemical" experiments that scientists have performed on an- GEX results, does not survive the conditions of storage [5].
other planet, but they have not found very general use as sources of After establishing that the experimental conditions of the test
scientific information. There is a large set of potentially useful satisfactorily mirnie the actual Viking biology experiments one
chemical observations, e.g., the three resolvable and precisely needs to consider the "resolution" of the tests, i.e., could more than
measured kinetic components ofthereleaseof 14C-labeledgases, the one chemical model produce the same quality of simulation? The
thermalsensitivityandmagnitudesoftheoxidationreaction(s)ofthe resolution, and hence the quality of proof for a particular model,
LR experiments, the kinetics and magnitude of the O2 and CO2 inereasesgreatlywiththenumberofindependentobservationsbeing
release of the GEX experiments, the thermal sensitivity of the GEX replicated• Much of the power of this approach to determining the
\ \ •
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chemistry of Mars stems from the fact that so many parameters were pressures withbasaltic rocks at themartian surface, (2) theformation
measured in the biology tests. It must also be recognized thatmore of acid rain by volcanic gases such as HC1and SO2, (3) the reactions :
than one chemical process may have occurred, but multiple pro- of acid rain with basaltic surficial materials, and (4) evaporation of
cessesareeonstralnedbythefactthatthoseprocessesmusttakeplace waters resulting from rainwater-basalt interactions. -- .... _
-. simultaneously. Another important constraint is that the conditions Theory of Chemical Reaction Path Modeling: Computer-
required to form the chemical reactant(s) must be consistent with based ehemleal reaction path calculations determine heterogeneous
other physical andchemical information about Mars. chemical equilibrium conditions among minerals, gases, and/or
" A satisfactory chemical model should, wi_ a single assembly of aqueous solutions along an incremental series of specified tempera-
reagents, provide the correct amounts of oxidant and oxygen gas, ture, pressure, and/or bulk composition changes [5]. Based upon
have the same thermal labilities as those observed on Mars, produce measured or estimated thermodynamic data,reaction pathmodeling
,. the correct chemical reaction kinetics, and reproduce the LR predicts the changes in aqueoussolufion composition and the result-
reabsorption effect. The model should also incorporate the possibil- hag amounts of minerals precipitated during specific chemical
ityofindependentlyvaryingthereladvemagnitudesoftheoxidation processes. Because they are computer-based, large numbers of
and oxygen-release reactions, as these were observed to differ at reaction path calcnlations can be earfiedout to address the full range
different sample acquisition sites, of factors influencing a particular chemical process. The chemical
To this date only one chemical model for the reactivity of the speeiation andreactionpathprograms SOLVEQ and CHILLER [5,6]
regolith hasmet the requirements of this logical process [1]. Accord- were used in this study.
ing to that model the regolith contains peroxonitrite and trapped It should be noted that minerals predicted by the modeling to be
oxygen gas. Both are generated by UV photolysis of nitrate salts, stablethermodynamicallyforagivensetofchemicaleonditionsmay
Also0the carbonate Present with the largest k_ is CaCO3,and the pH not actually precipitate in nature due to kinetic factors. For example,
oftheregolithincontactwiththeatmosphereisabout7.6[6].These Nordstrom et al. [7] note that quartz, illites, smectites, and other
chemical conditions are expected to have a significant effect upon aluminosilieates are not likely to precipitate at 25°C except under
Mars' surface and atmosphere interactions. The model disagrees in quitesalineeonditions;instead, mineralssuchaschalcedony,kaolin.
important respects with some ideas being advocated by others [4]. It ite, andaluminum hydroxides arekineticaUystable. Also, ferrihydrite
seems appropriate to offer Viking biology test simulations to any of (rather than goethite or hematite) probably controls iron solubility
you interested in using this method to evaluate your chemical under oxygenated conditions. We have addressed such consider-
models, atlons in the modeling by carrying out both runs in whleh kinetically
References: [1] Plumb R. C. (1989) Nature, 338, 633---635. inhibited minerals were allowed to precipitate, and rims in which
[2] Caws P. (1967) In The Encyclopedia ofPhilosophy (P. Edwards, precipitation of these minerals were suppressed, thereby allowing
ed.), Macmillan, New York. [3] Faraday M. (1861) The Chemical the precipitation of thermodynamically less-stable minerals.
History of a Candle, Routledge, New York. [4] Plumb R. C. et al. Constraints on the Chemistry of Martian Rainwater: The
(1992) LPSCXXIIL [5] Levin G. V. and Straat P. A. (19811 Icarus, initial chemistry of rainwater strongly affects the minerals formed
45, 494-516. [6] Plumb R. C. (1992) LPl Tech. Rept. 92-02. during rock weathering. It is thus necessary to constrain the chemis-
63 S 5 _,_(_, try of martian rainwaters in a warm, wet climate. Lacking detailed,N - 196 information in thls regard, we have used in our calculations a range
"_ of water compositions reflecting (1)reasonable variations in ambient
CHEMICAL MODELING CONSTRAINTS ON MARTIAN partial pressures of atmospheric CO2 and 02 and (2) possible
SURFACE MINERALOGIES FORMED IN AN EARLY, variationsintheinputofacidicvolcanlcgasessuchasSO2andHCl"
WARM, WET CLIMATE, AND SPECULATIONS ON THE For example, under current Earth conditions, rainwater in equilib-
OCCURRENCE OF PHOSPHATE MINERALS IN THE riumwithatmosphericO2(pO2=0.2bar)andCO2(pCO2=0.033bar )
MARTIANREGOLITH. GeoffreyS. Plumlcet, W. IanRidleyl, has calculated pH = 5.66, dissolved 02 = 2.5 x 10-4 m/kg, and
and Jeffrey D. DeBraal2, IU.S. Geological Survey, MS 973. Denver dissolved CO2= 1.3 × 10-sm/kg2In contrast, martian rainwaters in
Federal Center, Denver CO 80225, USA, 2Depagment of Geological a postulated warm, wet climate with pCO2 = 2.2 bar [4] and pO2=
Sciences, University of Oregon, Eugene OR 97403, USA. lri s bar (approximately the same as that for present-day Mars) are
-- calculated to have lower pH (4.08), greater dissolved CO2 (7.5 x
This is one in a series of reports summarizing our chemical 10-2m/kg), and lower dissolved 02 (1.3 x 10-sm/kg I. Ourmodeling
modeling studies of water-rock-gas interactions at the martian predicts, as expected, that addition ofvoleanie gases to these waters
surface through time. The purpose of these studies is to place results in decreased pH and increased levels of sulfate and chloride
" constraints on possible mineralogies formed at the martian surface in solution; the volcanic gas composition used in these calculations
and to model the geochernieal implleations of martian surfieial is arestored gas analysis from Kilauea, Hawaii[8],thatwemodified
processes proposed by previous researchers. Plumlee and Ridley [1] to contain slightly higher concentrations of HCI than those actually
. " summarizegeochemicalproeessesthatmayhaveoccurredasaresult measured.
of inferred volcano- and impact-driven hydrothermal activity on Chemical Modeling of Rainwater-Basalt Interactions: We
Mars. De Braal et al. [2,3] model the geochemical aspeets of water- modeled the interactions of rainwater and basalts by theoretically
rock interactions and water evaporation near 0°C, as a prelude to titrating increments of an assumed martian basalt composition into
future ealeulatiuns that will model sub-0°C brine-rock-clathrate the variouscalculatedrainwatereompositions. To representmartian
interactions under the current martian climate, basalt, we used the composition inferred by Longhi and Pan [9] for
In this report, we discuss reaction path calculations that model the Chassigny parental magma; lacking reported S, CI, and P, we
chemical processes that may have occurred at the martian surface in assumed for our calculations that this basalt composition contains an
apostulated early, warrn, wet climate [4]. We assume a temperature additional 165 ppm NaCI and 1375 ppm FeS (the median for
of 25°C in all our calculations. Processes we model here include terrestrial basalts [4,10]) and 0.8 wt% P2Os(thevalue inferred for the
(1) the reaction of rainwater under various ambient CO 2 and 02 parent magma of another SNC meteorite [9]).
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Modeled reactions of the basalt with acid rainwaters(those J.B. etal.(1987)lcarus, 71, 203-224. [5]Reed M.H.(1982)GUA,
acidifiedbyvolcanicgasesandthoseunderhighatmosphericpCOz) 46, 513-528. [6]SpycherN. F. andReedM.H. (1989)Econ.Geol.,
initially produce ferric and manganese hydroxides, kaolinite, 84, 328-359. [7] NordstromD. K. et al. (1990)Am. Chem.Soc.
smectites,chalcedony,and apatite[Cas(PO4)3(OH' CI, F)] at high SymposiumSeries,416, 398--413.[8] GerlachT. M.(1980)J.Vole.
water/rock ratios (>100)and low pH values (<5); the greater the Geotherm.Res., 7, 295-317. [9] LonghiJ. andPanV. (1989)Proc. _
initial acidity,the greater the amountsof basalt convertedto these LPSC 19th, 451---464.[I0] Wedepohl, ed. (1969) Handbook of
minerals.AsprogressiverockadditionscausethepH to rise tonear Geoche_stry. [11] ToulminP.111etal. (1977)JGR,82,4625--4634.
8 (atwater/rockratios<10),dolomiteand calcitearealsopredicted "
to form. Reactionsofthe basalt with less acidic rainwatersare N98--S ! 957 _,_"predictedto formmixturesof ferrichydroxides,apatite,carbonates,
andsmectites.Ferrichydroxidesandferricsmectitesarepredictedto INFRAREDOI_ICAL PROPERTIESOFMARSSOILANA- *
form underall but the most reducingconditions;suchconditions LOG MATERIALS: PALAGONITES. TedL.Roush,Depart-
probablyexistedonlyveryearly inmartianhistory[4]. mentofGeosciences,SanFranciscoStateUniversity,SanFrancisco
Chemical ModelingofEvaporation: Resultsofpathsmodel- CA94132,USA(also anassociateatNASAAmesResearchCenter,
hagthe evaporationof rainwatersafterreactionwithbasaltsvaried SpaceSciencesDivision,MailStop245-3,MoffettFieldCA94035-
accordingto theinitialsulfate,chloride,andcarbonatecontentofthe 1000,USA).
waters.Thosewatersacidifiedby volcanic SO2prior to reactions
withbasaltproducegypsum as the dominant sulfate mineralwith . The globallydistributedbrightsoils onMars representproducts
relativelysmall degrees of evaporation(less than 0.1 wt% H20 ofchemicalalterationofprimaryigneousmaterials.Assuch,under-
removed);watersthatobtaintheirsulfatesolely fromdissolutionof standingthe chemistryandmineralogyof thesesoilsprovidesclues
thebasaltprecipitategypsumonlyafterextensiveevaporation.Other aboutthenatureof theparentmaterialsand the type,duration,and
mineralspredictedtoformbylimitedevaporationincludedolomite, extentofthechemicalweatheringenvironmentsonMars.Suchclues
calcite,potassiumfeldspar,andsodiumfeldspar.We arecurrently arekey indevelopingan understandingof the interiorandsurfieial
modelingthemoreextremeevaporationconditionsneededto pro- processesthathaveoperatedthroughoutMars'history toyield the
duceNaC1,MgSO4,andothersolublesalts, surfaceas it is currentlyobserved.The generallyhomogeneous
Phosphatesin the Martian Regoiith: Aninterestingpredic- natureofthese soilsis illustratedby a varietyof observationaldata.
tion of our calculations is the formationof apatite during the Thesedatainclude(1)directdeterminationofelementalabundances
weatheringof basaltscontainingphosphorus.If aqueouschlorideis bytheX-rayfluorescenceinstrumentsonbothVikingLanders[e.g.,
presentin high enoughconcentrations,the modelingpredictsthat 1-4], (2) Earth-basedtelescopic observations [e.g:,-5-7], and
chlorapatitewillform.Ourmodelingis thuspermissivethatapatite (3) space-basedobservations[e.g.;8,9].
(orotherphosphatephasessuchascrandallite)couldhaveformedin Basedontheirspectralpropertiesinthevisibleandnear-infrared,
the martian regolith (I) as an alterationproduct of basalt and terrestrialpalagonitiesoils havebeensuggestedas analogsfor the
(2) possiblyasanevaporationproductofphosphate-bearingwaters; brightregionson Mars [10-12].Palagonitesrepresenttheweather-
theextentofphosphateenrichmentin theregolithwoulddependon ingproductsof basalticglassandas sucharecomposedof a variety i
theprimaryphosphatecontent of the basalts,the concentrationof of minerals/materials.In ordertogain anunaferstandingregarding
phosphatein the waters,and the water/regolithratio. It is possible thechemical,mineralogical,andspectralpropertiesof a broadsuite
thatphosphatecouldpartlymakeup thelow totalsmeasuredin the of palagonites,severalsampleswerecollectedfromtheeasternand
Vikinganalyses[11]. Furthermore,chlorapatitecould,if present, centralregionsof the islandof Hawaii..Theunderlyingcollection
serveasamineralogicalhostforsomeofthechloridemeasuredinthe strategy was to select samplesfrom a varietyof currentclimatic ....-- : "
regolith, environments.Asa result,sampleswerecollectedfromregionsthat
Summary: Ourchemicalmodelingpredictsthatweatheringof have a widerangein the annualamountof precipitation.Addition-
martianbasaltsinanearly,warm,wetclimate(withatleastsomefree ally,sampleswerecollectedfromregionsthathavesimilaramounts
atmosphericoxygen)wouldhave produced ferric andmanganese of annualprecipitation.For example,the summitregionof Mauna
hydroxides,chalcedony,kaolinite,apatite (orotherphosphatemin-
erals),dolomite,and calcite; smectiteclays may have also been
producedifkineticbarriersto theirnucleationwereovercome.Acid
rain would have enhanced these weathering reactions, and may have 2s0o
provideda sourcefor thehighC1measuredin theregolith.Limited
evaporationof watersthathadpreviouslyreactedwithbasaltleads 2o0o
to formationof gypsum,calcite, dolomite,sodiumand potassium
feldspars, and some phosphateminerals.Waters initiallyhigh in w 150o
dissolvedsulfateandchloride (suchas acidrain) requiresubstan-
tially less evaporationto reachsaturationwith gypsum(andother 100o
readilysolublesalts)thanwatersthatobtaintheirsulfateandchloride
solely from the rocks.Our modelingalso indicatesthatapatite or 50o
otherphosphatemineralsare likelyproductsof basaltweathering, 0
andshouldthereforebe consideredbothas possiblecomponentsof 4oo0 350o 3000 2500 2o0o 1so0 1000 500
the martian regolith andas possible mineralogicalresidencesfor rrequ_a_(cm-1)
regolithCI.
References: [1]PlumleeG. S.andRidleyW. I.(1991)MSAgT Fig. 1. Solidlineistheinitialcalculatedmassextinctioncoefficient(E)ofone
WorkshopProc., 105-106. [2] DeBraalJ. D. et al. (1992)LPSC palagonitesample.Thedottedlineisthestraightlinecontinuumandthedashed
XXXlll, 287-288. [3] DeBraalJ. D. et al., thisvolume.[4] Pollack lineisthedifferencebetweene andthecontinuum.
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''' I .... I .... I .... I .... J .... I .... I. D, occurring betwecn 1360 and 1490 cm-1, may be due to either C_
1500 !E • H stretching modes or the presence of carbonate groups. The two
broadremaining featureslabeled EandF, occurringinthe 13(X)-800
cm-Iand700--500 crn-Iregions, are both due to Si-O vibrations.The
-, 100o higher frequency feature, E, corresponds to the stretching modem
while the lower frequency feature, F, corresponds to the bending
A mode.
, Figure2 also illustrates the majordifferences observed in the _of
5o0 [3 these palagonite samples. There are two classes of spec_a. Class A
C exhibits a single SiO E peak at frequencies slightly higher than
,, 1000 ern-t with an associated E doublet located between 400 ando
4000 3s00 3000 2s00 a000 1500 10o0 s00 600 cmq. Class B exhibits a single SiO peak at frequencies lower
rroqu_aer (=_-') than 1000 cm-I and an associated singlet near 600 cm-L It also
appears that Class B has a higher _ due to molecular water. Some
Fig. 2. Continuum-removede for two palagonitesamples.Thesecu_es class A _ also exhibit an indication of structural OH as evidenced
illustratethe two generalclassesof spectralbehavior.See the text for a by distinctive inflections near 3600 cm-t and between 870 and
discussionof the labeledfeatures. 940 cm-t.
The identity of the sources of the major, and less distinctive,
differences observed in the e of these samples awaits independent
KeaandthesouthPointpeninsulareeeive38cm and51 emofannual determinations of the chemistry and mineralogy of these samples.
rainfall respectively. Because of theproximity of the Pacific Ocean, Nevertheless, the results from the current study lead to the conclu-
the south Point region is continuously influenced by spray due to sion that the infrared properties of palagonitie soils from a wide
wave action, and additionally is likely to have a higher relative variety of environments generally fall into two categories. The
humidity compared to the summit region of Mauna Kea. implication for interpretation of Mars thermal infrared data is that
Each palagonite sample was dry sieved to the <38-lain grain size perhaps only a limited number of terrestrial analogs need be consid-
fraction. Approximately 0.9-1.3 mg of a palagonite sample was ered.
thoroughly mixed with 400 mg of spectroscopic grade KBr in a References: [1] Clarketal.(1976)Science,194,1283.[2] Baird
methanol-powderslurry.Afterevaporationofthemethanol,20Omg et al. (1976)Science, 194, 1288. [3] Toulmin et ai. (1977)JGR,82,
of this mixture was pressed into apellet using a 12-ram-diameter die 4625. [4] Arvidson et al. (1989) Rev. Geophys., 27, 39. [5] MeCord
at a pressure of 6.89 Kbar for 5 min. Each pellet was placed in the etal.(1977)Icarus, 31, 25. [6] Singer et ai. (1979)JGR, 84,8415.
sample beam of a Nicolet 7199 model spectrometer and the transmis. [7]Singer(1985)Adv.SpaceRes.,5,59.[8]Hucketal.(1977)JGR,
sion was measured at 4 cm-t spectral resolution over the 400- 82,4401.[9]Soderblometal.(1978)lcarus,30,663.[lO]Evansand
4000 em-1frequency range. This u,ansmission was divided by the Adams (1980) Proc. LPSC lOth, 1829. [12] Allen et al. (1980)
transmission of a pure KBr pellet. The thickness of each pellet was Icarus, 45, 347. [13] Singer (1982) JGR, 87, 10159. _/_
measured with a vefffier micrometer after data acquisition. To 98 S 58facilitate a comparison of the spectral behavior of these different N - 19
samples a parameter is required that describes the intrinsic absorp- . •, .
tive properties of the materials. One such parameter is the mass THE MARTIAN OCEAN: FIRST ACID, THEN ALKALINE.
extinction coefficient (€), which is defined as the extinction per M.W. Schaefer, Astronomy Department, University of Maryland,
centimeter of a gram of material pergram of KBr. Fromeach ratio College Park, and Geodynamics Branch, NASA Goddard Space
spectrum e was calculated via FlightCenter, Greenbelt MD, USA.
ct - In Mars' distant past, carbon dioxide and watermay have been
plentiful. Values of total outgassedCOzfromseveral to about 10bar
where c is theconcentration of the sample in g of palagonite perg of are consistent with present knowledge [ l],_andthis amount of COz
KBr, t is the measured thickness of thepellet incm, and T is the ratio implies an amount of water outgassed equal to an equivalent depth
of the transmission of thepalagonite pellet to that of the KBrpellet, of 500 to 1000 m [2]. It is quite reasonable, therefore, to envision an
Because the scattering properties of the individual pellets can vary early Mars in which there was a body or bodies of liquid water,
• substantially, a straight line continuum was fit using the minima perhaps in the northern plains, and a dense carbon dioxide atmo-
points of the Ecurves and then subtracted to yield a corrected €. An sphere.
example is shown for one sample in Fig. 1. The solid curve is the Under such conditions, the pH of the water will be low, due to the
initially calculated _, the dashed line is the straight line continuum, dissolution of carbon dioxide in the water toform carbonic acid [3]_
and the dotted line is the final E. This acidic water is capable of weathering the available rock quite
Figure 2 shows € as a function of frequency for two of the intensely, particularly because this rock is likely to be heavily
- palagonite samples and several extinction maxima are labeled. The fractured (from meteorite bombardment) or even consist of f'me
broad maxima labeled A and centered between 3400 and 3500 cm-1 particles (such as pyroclastie deposits).
is due to the O-H stretching fundamentals of molecular,water. The As time goes on, however, the carbon dioxide atmosphere will
triplet feature labeled B located between 2850 and 3000em-I occurs rapidly pass through the ocean to form carbonate deposits. As the
in the region of the C-H stretching fundamental, although overtone density of theatmosphere decreases, so will the flux of carbonic acid
and/or combination modes of a carbonate group may also yield into the ocean. Without this input of carbonic acid, the effect of the
features at these frequencies. Feature C near 1650cm4 is due to the dissolvedweatheringproductswillbetoincreasethepHofthewater.
H-O-H bending fundamental of molecular water. The feature labeled The ocean will then become alkalinej.This alkalinity could be even
34 Workshop on Chemical Weathering on Mars _ l_l_
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10 EXPERIMENTAL'INvEsTIGATION OF CARBONATE
._ FORMATION ON MARS. Stuart K. Stephens t, David J.
g. Stevensont. and [f-.on F. Keyser2, IDivision of Geological and
, Planetary Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena CA
91125, USA,2MailStop 183-901,JetPropulsion Laboratory, Pasadena ,-
6. CA 91109, USA.
.................................... _. _
4 Introduction: "<_If ars had anearly dense CO2atmosphere (>1 • "
bar), then the transition to the present low pressure (7 mbar) may
2 -- ^tmosphc6cPressure(b_) requirecarbonateformationwithoutliquidwater(e.g.,[I],although
.....prl [2]_uestionstheearlygreenhouseon thebasisthatmodeledCO 2
condensationpreventsbuildupofsuchapressure).Ourexperiments
0 :"
.i ........ i ........ i ........ i .....
too Io' z02 ,03 m' tos >"
"time(years) [-"-'_-'r-........ _ ......... _ .........
Fig. 1. Plot of the disappearanceof a CO2 atmosphere,and associated °°o
increasingalkalinityoftheocean,withtime.Theseresultsassumeno recycling
of carbonatesbackto theatmosphereandnochangeinsalinity.
&8
more enhanced by the evaporation of the water. Such saline bodies o
of water are resistant to freezing, and this ocean could persist as a to
liquid body on the surface for an extended period of time. There is at
present a hypersaline lake in Antarctica (Deep Lake) that never o_
freezes, even though the average temperature there iswell below the o_ "_-z.__ -_
freezing point of pure water [4].
---_-To study this process, I have developed a geochemical cycle
model for the atmosphere-hydrosphere-regolith system of Mars. The
treatment of geochemical cycles as complex kinetic chemical reac-
tions has been undertaken for terrestrial systems in recent years with 3000 2000 1000 0
muchsuceess[5-8].Thismethodiscapableofelegantlyhandlingthe llme before present (m.y.)
interactions between the simultaneous chemical reactions needed to ,'
understand such a system. Geochemical cycles may be represented Fig.I.
mathematically by system_ ofnonlineardifferential equations. These
systems, which include equations with timescales of widely differing
lengths, are considered "stiff." Such systems'require care in the M CO2-'*
method of integrations, so that astable solution may be found within
a reasonably small time. The present model uses the reverse Euler
method, with the computer algorithm based on those presented by +
Walker [9].A plot of the decrease in the atmospheric pressure, and subse-
quent increase in salinity of the ocean, is shown in Fig. 1. Secondary
effects of the decrease inwater volume, andofthe increase insalinity
itseff, are not included.
References: [1] Pollack J. B. et al. (1987) Icarus, 71, 203.
[2] Carr M. H. (1986) Icarus, 68, 187. [3] Schaefer M. W. (1990)
JGR, 95, 14921. [4] Burton H. (1983) In Current Antarctic Litera-
ture, 126,15.[5]LasagaA.C.(1980)GCA,44,815.[6]LasagaA.C.
(I98I)InKineticsofGeochemicalProcesses(A.C.LasagaandR.J.
Kirkpatrick,eds.),MSA. [7]BerBerR.A.etat.(1983)AJS,283,641.
[8]LasagaA.C.etal.(I985)InTheCarbonCycleandAtmospheric .,
CO2 :Natural Variations Archaean to Present (E. T. Sundquist and M ffi manifoldfor gasandvacuum
W. S. Broecker, eds.), AGU. [9] Walker J. C. G. (1991) Numerical PD= high precision diffprentialmanometer(100 torr F.S., 10 "_ resolution)
Adventures with Geochemical Cycles, Oxford. PA = general purpose al_olute manometer
(1000 torr F.S. 10_ resolution)
G = volume (5 liters) for pre-mlxing (:0 2 + H20
R = reference volume (-65 ml)
S = sample container (-65 ml), with O-ring seal
T ffi refrigerated circulating bath
(-30"C to +I00"C, stability < 0.1"C)
Fig. 2.
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Initial P(H20): 85 mb (> Psat)
Initial P(C02): 965 mb
T: stages I,III,V,VII,IX -25°C [-----]
stage IV -10°C
stages II,VI,VIII,X +20*C k--"_
S_ple: diopside powder, CaMgSi206
mass = 5.0 g
specific surface area - 3 m2/g
F_.3.
"-'_[31havefocusedon the kineticsof such"dry"reactions.Boothand extrapolateto martian conditions. (Calculationsby Gooding [7]
Kieffer[4,5]suggestedratesconsistentwith removalof >1 barof suggestthatwe arestilloperatingina thermodynamicallyfavorable
CO2overgeologic time, but their results werequestionablesince regimefor thediopside--->carbonatereaction.)Also,we usediffer-
theirreactionsdidnot proceedbeyondone monolayerof carbonate ential pressuremeasurementin a small volume of atmosphere,
formedonpowderedsilicateundermartianconditions.Theoretical insteadof relyingon acidtodissolvecarbonateandinfera reaction
considerations[1] impliedthat ifnonporousrindsformed,thenthe [5].
rate of carbonate formationwould be limited by diffusion,not Results. Data froman ongoing(6/92)experimentareshownin
reaction.Therefore,ourexperimentsoptimizereactionconditionsto Fig.3. Differentialpressure(PD)> 0€orrespondstopressureloss in
testforcontinuedcarbonateproduction,aswellastoverifyprevious thesamplevolume(seeFig.2).At-25°C, mostof the waterwillbe
conclusionsforinitialgrowthof carbonate, i adsorbedorcondensedas solid(itsvaporpressurewill havenegli-
ModelsofDlffusion-IimitedCarbonateFormationi_(_rpre- gibleeffecton the pressurechange).Notethe initialeffectof CO2
viousmodels[3]envisionedcarbonateformationattheCO2-silicate adsorption,andthe longer-termrate(stageIX), PD- 0.2 mbar/day,
interfaceinthepresenceofcarbonateorbicarbonateionsformedby
the interactionof gaseous CO2with a thin film (monolayer?)of
adsorbedOH"[5].Consideringatarnishingreactionwherethebuild-
upof product is limited not by reaction rate but by diffusion rate, and
using reasonableextrapolations from experimentallymeastwed _c_
diffusivities,we derived an equation (dP/dt= f(P))describingthe --_
• historyof the CO2atmosphere, o
Results of this model (Fig. 1, for two diffusivitics) show that the _'_ c5°_
CO2pressuredecaysveryrapidlyin the f'urstfew 100m.y.as aresult ._£
,. _ of higher temperaturesand therefore higherdiffusivities.More _
recentlythan-2 b.y.ago, the pressuredeclinesgradually_roughly _ ci N<.
exponentially with a 1-2-b.y. time constant. Buffering effects of CO 2 o_"O
storagein the regolithand polar ice caps [6] arenot modeledand ,q
wouldmodify our results slightly, o
Present Experiments: Setup. Ourdesign (Fig. 2) detects
(pr ) ithporeactionofCO2 emixedwithH2Ovapor w wdereddiopside o _____,_.t____.L._._ ,, .... , .... , .... , .... , ....
to formcarbonate,via carefulmonitoringof pressurechangesin a 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 30
temperature-regulatedenvironment.Booth and Kieffer[4,5]relied ] itr_e(doys)
onlow-P/TsimulationsofMars,whereasweoptimizeexperimental
conditionsfor measurementof a reaction ratethat will allowus to Fig.4.
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of CO2loss measured in the sample volume. If this is not a leak or a References: [1] Stephens S. K. and Stevenson D. J. (1990)
long-timescale adsorption effect, then it represents a carbonate LPSC XXI, 1198-1199. [2] Kasting J. F. (1991) Icarus, 94, 1-13.
reaction in the presence of (presumably vapor-phase) water. Since [3] Stephens S. K. and Stevenson D. J. (1992) In Workshop on the
there was apossibility that this-25°C signal represented continued MartianSurfaceandAtmosphereThroughTime, 136-137.[4]Booth
adsorption, we attempted to test this by raising T briefly to -10°C M.C. and Kieffer H. H. (1978) JGR, 83, 1809-1815. [5] Booth M. ,,
(stage IV), but dPD/dt did not change enough to distinguish adsorp- C. (1980) Ph.D. thesis, UCLA. [6] Fanale F. P. et ai. (1982) Icarus,
tion from reaction. 50, 381--407. [7] Gooding J. L. (1978)Icarus,33,483-513. [8] Pol-
Pcriods_fwarmer.wetterc_nditi_ns(_2_°C__iquidwaterpos__a_kJ.B.etal.(_987__ca_us__2__75__9_. LY_S_S " "sible) occur in stages H (power out--) no data), VI, VIII, and X. The N93-S1960initial rise and fall of PD over 1-2 days is due mainly to thecompeting effects of (1) PD ~ T in the two volumes und (2) desorp- WEATHERING PROCESSES IMPLIED FROM ANA ,,
tion of CO2.The subsequent rapid rise of PD in stages VIII andX is OF SMALL MARTIAN AVALANCHE CHUTES, R. Sullivan,
very interesting. Since long-timeseale adsorption of CO2should be DepartmentofGeology, ArizonaStateUniversity,Tempe AZ85287,
more vigorous at low temperatures, the most likely explanation for USA.
our signal is a chemical reaction that takes CO2out of the sample
volume. It has been proposed that the smaller features of martian spur and
Discussion. Clearly, something is going on in stage X of this : gully slope morphology, located along the upper walls of Valles
experiment. The role of water is not clear:. The amount of H20 Marineris, are avalanche chutes [1]. A three-dimensional stability
introduced is comparable to the total change in pressure, and that back-analysis technique was developed and applied to these small
suggests the possibility that water is somehow "used up" (one-on- avalanche chutes, yielding average values of cohesion and angle of
one withCOz) inareaction. However, arguing against that, (1) we do internal friction for the mobile layermaterials on theseslopes at time
not expect water to be destroyed in a carbonate reaction and (2) the of each slope failure [2]. Generally, the analysis showed that at the
total change in pressure is also comparable to that expected due to time of each slope failure material strengths had been reduced to
formation of a monolayerofcarbonate (again, assuming one-on-one those of moderately cohesive debris down through depths of tens of
withCOz). We have not yet addressed whether any reaction proceeds meters. These results have implications and possible constraints for
beyond one monolayer, the nature and rate of martian weathering processes. ---
In Fig. 4. we plot dPD/dt vs. t, and find that a model of the form D_, mass-wasting has long been considered responsible for the
PD = a+ bt + e exp(-dt), fits well, especially beyond t ~ 65 days. An recession of the wallsof Valles Marineris [1,3,4], but no explanation
exponential form is consistent with a process in which something has been offered as to why steep martian slopes have receded, and
runs out (e.g., water or available surface area). The fact that we may still be receding, forming avalanche chutes, talus, and larger
achieveabetterfitusingvaluesofb>0suggeststhataroughlylinear spurs and gullies. This is an important issue, because seemingly
effect contributes to--but is not responsible for all of---our signal, older, yet well-preserved features (for example, fluldized ejecta
This effect may represent a leak, or it may represent reaction impact craters) are prominent on plateaus adjacent to receding]
(possibly involving diffusion through a product layer) beyond the receded scarps. If older topographic features exist on adjacent
surface reaction that takes place as a monolayer of carbonate is plateaus in a relatively fresh state, then the clear evidence of slope
formed. A speculative upper limit can be placed on the diffusivity recession in the intervening time, including prominent talus produc-
through this monolayer (D < 10"19em2/s), tion, seems paradoxical. The key question is, after all, why should
Arateofb~0.25mbar/daywouldcorrespondtoCOzstorageon martian steep slopes recede at all? Recession of such prominent
Mars rapid enough to get rid of 1 bar in 104to 105years (assuming slopesrepresentsprofoundphysicalchangetothemartianlandscape.
an available specific surface area equivalent to that in a 1-m Whyshouldacombinationofdegradationalprocessesaffectoneset
powdered regolith). This rate issimilar to that reported byBooth [5], of features--the steep slopes--and not older features nearby?
and is consistent with the diffusion-limited scenario we initially One possibility is that weathering (and associated weakening)of
proposed for continued reaction beyond a monolayer [1,3]. martian surface materials occurs broadly across the martian sur-
Continuing Work: Analysis. If a monolayer of carbonate face----notjust on steep, receding slopes--but this process or suite of
h_ formed in the experiment described above, then it represents processes is revealed especially on steep, receding slopes by the
•--0.3wt% of our sample, which is barely detectable with reflection periodic removal of weathered layers under the influence of gravity.
IRspectroscopy. We therefore intend toanalyze the sample at the end Debris or soils generally have significantly lower strengths than the
of the current experiment. We also have designed an experiment to
•_ subject a fresh surface ofdiopside (crystal) tosimilar environmental 0 •
j • O •
_ conditions, and analyze the surface composition with X-ray photo- .20 • ••
electron spectroscopy (XPS). Anyreaction product should be distln- "4° I • J'
guishable from the surface of a control crystal kept in an inert _ • _,
atmosphere. Finally, we intend to better monitor the composition of Depth of Mobile • •
the atmosphere in our experimental apparatus. Layer(measured -_o •
normal to surface) -10o
Further experiments and modeling. Aside from focusing on (m)
T < 273 Kand varying water content, we intend to try other sample -120 o •
compositions (e.g., forsterite,--Mg2SiO,0, greater sample mass, and -_40 • •
........ , t ....... 1 ....... J .......
lower initial P(CO_. Eventually, we plan to apply experimentally "I_0 10 3 10 4 10 5 106
derived reaction rates tomodels of thepast and present CO2cycle on Cohesion (Pa)
Mars (e.g., [8]), which would include theeffects of diffusion through
a rind, as well as other sources and sinks. Fig.1. Cohesionvs. depthfor25 martianavalanchechutes.
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0
• . • • sublimation, carries the binding agent (ice) away into the atmo-
-20 • •. sphere. The sublimation of subsurface ice is an appealing hypothesis
• • • g,• • in some respects, but the recent presence of subsurface ice in
• equatorial latitudes is an unsettled question [5] and direct evidence
•.60 • •
a Depth•f Mobile -8o " for the existence or nonexistence of subsurface ice (at depths
Layer (measured • appropriate to this issue) will probably be a long time in coming.
normal to surface) .100 As an alternative to invoking the unproven presence of avolatile(m) .,2o
, _ • ice in themartian near-subsurface, how could our present knowledge
-14o .* of the current surface and near-subsurface environment and its suite
-160 , ' ' ' ' ' , , , of weathering processes explain the geomorphologiealobservations
0 10 _0 3o 40 .so and stability analysis results? This is a difficult task because our
t, Angle of Internal Friction(deg) knowledge of possible chemical weathering reactions, reaction
efficiencies, and products is relatively unconstrained. As yet
Fig.2. Angleof internalfrictionvs.depthfor25martianavalanchechutes, unmeasured or unlmagined characteristics of themartian subsurface
environment and its weathering reactions may be responsible. The
results of stability back-analysis may offer some useful constraints
rocks they are derived from. Periodic catastrophic mass movement in addressing this question in the future, however. Figures 1 and 2
of a weathered, weakened top layer seems inevitable if (1) the represent avalanche chute analysis results plotted such that the
weathered material is weak enough, (2) surface sloughing of the top average indicated cohesion and angle of internal friction for each
of the weathered layer is minor, and (3) the slope upon which the avalanche chute mobile layer is plotted vs. the depth (normal to the
weathered layer forms is steep enough. The mass-wasting cycle surface) of each chute floor. A crude "soil profile" of cohesion and
begins with a weak debris layer developing and thickening through angle of internal friction results, and is presented here as a possible
a weathering process or suite of weathering processes at the expense constraint for the future analysis of martian weathering processes
oftheunderlyingslopingrock, untilthedebrislayerfailscatastrophi- and products. It should be emphasized that Figs. I and 2 are only
tally under its own weight along the debris/rock interface. Less suggestive and should be used with caution, for together they do not
weathered, more pristine material is exposed by this mass move- represent a true soil profile from a single location, but are composed
ment,andthecyclerepeats.Steepslopes(withcorrespondinglysteep of results from 25 different locations and slope angles, and only
debris/rock interfaces) should develop relatively thin debris layers where slope failure has occurred. For instance, it is not implied here
before layer failure occurs. Gentler slopes will require more exten- that the stronger materials at the deeper points weather upward to the
sire weathering and thicker debris development for failure tooccur, weaker materials at the points nearer the surface; initial strength
resulting in avalanche chute floors that are deeper and wider, and variations of pristine parent material from one location to another
have greater longitudinal curvature. The gentlest slopes may never could account for much of the variation in strength of these presum-
be subject to failure no matter how deeply beneath the surface ably weathered products. Nevertheless, these results should be
weathering, weakening, and debris development proceeds, suggestive of the range of cohesion and angle of internal friction
These ideas, and the results of the three-dimensional stability valuesofmartiansubsurfacematerialstobefoundinthestudyareas.
back-analysis performed previously, build upon civil engineering Figure 1 shows that where these avalanche chutes have formed,
and geomorphological work by other workers and do not require cohesion increases gradually with depth. Figure 2 shows that angle
relatively extended, speculative inferences to be made from the of internal friction does notvary strongly withdepth for the analyzed
!_ fundamental geomorphological observations. A surface environ- chutes (as might be expected, for angle of internal friction is not
ment other than the current one, or geomorphological processes that diagnostic for most classes of geological materials). The slight
current surface conditions do not support (such as running water), increasing trend with depth in Fig. 2 is probably an artifact; the
have not been called upon to explain the primary observations, shallowest chutes were only visible because their average slope
However, it is required that a weathering process orsuite of processes angles were shallow, making their headscarps more prominent, and
beeapableofweakeningmartianslopematerialstodepthsoftensof shallow slope angles lead to smaller indicated angles of internal
meters. No recourse can be made to slope base removal or other friction in the calculations.
oversteepening mechanisms because no evidence exists for such References: [1] Sharp R. P. (1973) JGR, 78, 4063--4072.
mechanisms for the small avalanche chutes under consideration in [2] Sullivan R. J. (1992) LPSCXXIH, 1385-1386, [3] Blasius K. R.
thiswork. Internal changes within these slopes must have occurred, et al. (1977) JGR, 82, 4067-4091. [4] Lucchitta B. K. (1977)
• reducing their stability to the point of failure. Within the original tstrogeology, 83, 51. [5] Paige D. A. (1992) Nature, 356, 43.-45__f_)._1961 _standlng slopes, the strength of the materlals located along what _ 9 3 __eventually became failure scars must have decreased.
,. ,. Considering that _currentpresence of a mobile liquid solvent GEOCHEMISTRY AND SETTING OF MARTIAN(?)
in thenear subsurfaceis problematle, the depthrange of the indicated "WEATHERING": THE LAFAYETTE METEORITE. A.H.
weathering activity implies that subsurface materials in the study Treiman t, R. A. Barrett2, and J. L. Goodingt, tCode SN2, NASA
- areas are either drastically out of equilibrium with the martian Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 77058, USA, 2Lockheed
surface environment, or the state of disequilibrium is less, but that Engineering and Sciences Co., Houston 'IX 77058, USA.
some influential aspect of the surface environment is capable of .
penetrating the surface to depths of tens of meters. One hypothesis -"Lafayette, one of the SNC (martian) meteorites, contains
that combines aspects of both of these possibilities is that the preterrestrial alteration materials rich in smectite and ferric oxides.
subsurface materials originally owe some of their strength to binding The compositions and textures of theveinlets suggest that they were
ofasolidvolatilesuchassomeformofice, and that the low martian formed in episodic alteration events by waters that contained a
atmospheric pressure acts as a penetrating "solvent" that,-through relatively small load of dissolved salts.
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Fig.I. ChemicalrelationshipsamongLafayeue'salteration(SEM/EDSanalyses).(a)FeO-SiO2.Notethatalterationmaterialsarecollinearwitholivineand
high-Siglass.(b)MgO-andAI203-FeO.AveragecompositionsofmaterialsinLafayette:MgO,squares;Al203,triangles.Notethatalterationmaterialsinaphase
areenrichedintheessentialconstituentsof thatphase(Mginolivine;AIinglass).Notealsothatthe averagecompositionof allalterationmaterialsisclosely
approximatedby amixture,the lines,of olivineandhigh-Siglass(+water).
- The Lafayette achondrite, one of the nakhlites of probable veinlets are as above, and become depleted in volatile elements.
martianorigin, is an igneous rock consisting mostly of augite and Within 0.3 mm of the crust, the veinlets are melted to uniform
olivine, with interstitial feldspar, sulfides (pyrite), high-Si glass, and vesicular glass and lose almost all volatiles. The melted veinlets are
other phases [1-3]. LikeNakhla itself, Lafayettecontainsveinlets of cross-cut by the fusion crust. These data suggest that the veinlets
hydrous alteration materials [1-7]. existed before Lafayette entered the Earth's atmosphere, andthat the
Sample and Methods:- We studied thin sections of sample veinlets were heated, devolatilized and melted by passage through
ME2116 (Field Museum, Chicago), using scanning and transmission _ the Earth's atmosphere [3]. These inferences are consistent with the
electron microscopy (SEM andTEM ) with energy dispe_iv.e X-ray ' oxygen isotope data of Karisson et al. [9].
spectrometry (EDS) as in [4,8]. SEM elemental analyses were done Composition: The compositions of the alteration materials axe
in spot rn0cle(1 _mi)and in rastered selected area mode (to 10 pan); consistent with their mineralogy as inferred from SEM and TEM
TEM elemental analyses were for areas from 100 to <10 run [6,7]. The rough correlation of K and Al is consistent with smectite.
diameter. Standards were well-characterized minerals; Na abun- Abundances of Cl and Sare correlated foranalyses with less than 1%
dances in SEM/EDS were corrected for interference from FeL X-rays SO3and0.5% CI; the remaining analyses arericher in SO3or CI. The
[7]. SEM/EDS analyses of olivine inLafayette arenearly identical to latter analyses suggest discrete S-rich (sulfate) and chloride phases
F_aMPanalyses from [I-3]. similar to those in Nakhla [4,5]. Correlation of S and C1at lower
Petrography: Rusty veinlets of aqueous alteration material abundancelevels suggests aslnglecarrierphase, perhaps ferrihydrite
replace olivine, pyroxene, and high-Si glass, and occur as intergranu- acting as an ionic sorbent.
laxfilms. Olivine is replaced by veirdets and spikes ofrhombic cross Among the analyses, abundances of Fe and Si are inversely
sections [7]. The veinlets commonly have exterior zones of 3-5-}xm correlated, and are collinear with thecompositions of the olivine and
phyllosilicate grains, cut by veinlets of <100-urn material :!:100-nm high-Si glass (Fig. 1a). A similar eollinearity is seen for Mrt and Fe.
grains of high secondary electron (SEI) brighmess. These fine- Imperfect collinearities are seen for abundances of Mg, A1, and Fe
grained veirdets may cross-cut each other, andcommonly have cores (Fig. lb).
with higher SEI brighmess than the rims. By TEAM,the veirdets Geochemistry: The alteration veinlets here and in the other
consist of felted masses of smectite (platy or fibrous grains, 1.0-run SNC meteorites are the only available traces of the hydrosphere on
lattice fringes, composition consistent with trioctahedral clay) and their parent planet, presumably Mars. As such, they may have
iron oxides, probably hematite and ferrihydrite. These materials are significant implications for the origins, cycling, and availability of
cut by later veinlets consisting of magnetite and void space, wateronMars. Detailed studies areinprogress,and weeanherepoint
Preterrestrlal Origin: These aqueous alteration materials are out a few features of the geochemistry of Lafayette's alteration.
preterrestrial, as shown by changes in the alteration veinlets as they Temperature. Lafayette was altered at low temperatures, al-
approach the fusion crust [6,7]. More than 0.5 rnm from the fusion most certainly below 100°C. This limit comes from the presence of
crust, veinlets are as above. Between 0.5 mm and 0.3 ram, the ferrihydrite in the alteration materials. Ferrihydrite dehydrates read-
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ily to hematite or gocthite at temperatures above 100"(2 [10,11]. On also consistent with the presence of alteration materials only adja-
Earth, ferrihydrite and ferroun smectite are most commonly pro- cent tocracks, which (as above) suggest fluid flow through the rock
duced during the weathering or low-temperature alteration of basal- _ andnot stagnant fluid in the rock.
tie rocks [12-14],notably weathering in the dry valleys of Antarctica Setting on Mars. We carmot specify a geological environment
[15,16].Theporousoxidealterationmaterialsmustalsohaveformed for the aqueous alteration of Lafayette. Possible martian causes for
6
at low temperature; otherwise, ferrihydrite in the other alteration episodic, limited alteration of basaltic rocks may include melting of
materials would have been converted to other minerals. At such permafrostby magma injection [18], hydrothermalconvection ceils
• • temperatures, the altering phase was almost certainly liquid water. (distal only) [19], and thermal transients associated with meteorite
Oxidation state. The oxidation state of Lafayette's alteration impacts [20]. Given the limited data onthe martianhydrosphere, this
was near or below that of the magnetite-hematite oxygen buffer, llst is likely not exhaustive.
distinctly more reducing than the alteration of Nakhla [4,5] or the Acknowledgments: The sample was donated by C. Harper
t martian atmosphere. This estimate of oxygen fugaeity comes from (indlreefly by E. Olsen). Support is from the NASA Planetary
the presence of magnetite (or maghemite) and ferfihydrlte in the Materials and Geochemistry program (Gooding, P.I.) and an NRC
alteration materials. Because the assemblage magnetite-hematite- Senior Fellowship to Treiman.
ferrihydrite-water is invariant in Fe-O-H20 (constant p,T), the References: [1] Bunch T. and Reid A. (1976) Meteoritics, 10,
oxygen fugaeity buffered by magnetite-ferrihydrite-water must be 303. [2] Boctor N. et al. (1976) EPSL, 32, 69. [3] Harvey and
below that of magnetite-hematite, but probably not by much. MeSwcen (1992) GCA, 56, 1665. [4] Gooding J. et al. (1991)
Fluid composition and transport. The compositions of the Meteoritics,26,135.[5] TreimanA.andGoodingJ.(1991)Meteor-
altering fluids are poorly constrained so far. The fluids did contain itics,26,402. [6]Treimanet al.(1992)LPSCXXIII, 1451. [7] Treiman
some dissolved salts, as shownby themoderate abundances of S, CI, et al. (1992) submitted. [8] Gooding J. et al. (1988) GCA, 62, 909.
and Pin the alteration materials. The S andCl may be present inpart [9] Karlsson H. etal. (1992)Science, 255, 1409. [10] Johnson and
asminute grains ofdisorete phases (see above), not only as adsorbed Lewis (1983) GCA, 47,1823. [ l l ] Comell et al. (1987) Clays Clay
anions. Note that the Lafayette's magmatic sulfides and phosphates Min., 35, 21. [12] Eggleton R. (1984) Clays Clay Min., 32, 1.
could be the sources of the S and P in the alteration materials. [13] Smith K. et al. (1987) Clays Clay Min., 35, 418. [14]Banfield
In a similar vein, itappears that the altering solutions transported J. et al. (1991) Contrib. Mineral. Petrol., 106,110. [15]Claridge and
little into or out of Lafayette. Figure 1 shows the collinearity of FeO Campbell(1984)NewZealandJ.Geol.Geophys..27,537.[16]Allen
vs. SiO2 for the alteration materials, olivine, and high-Si glass. The and Conca (1991) Proc. LPS, Vol. 21, 711. [17] DelVigne et al.
collinearity suggests that the Fe-Si-"others except water" abun- (1979) Pedologle XXIX, 247. [18] Wilbelms and Baldwin (1989)
dances of the aheration material can be explained merely by mixing Proc. LPSC19th, 556. [19] Gulick and Baker (1992) LPSC XXlll,
of Lafayette olivine and high-Si glass (+ iron oxides). Limited 463. [20] Newsom etal. (1986)Proc.LPSC 17th, inJGR, 91, E239.
chemical transport within Lafayette is suggested by MgO and AI203 [._/_
concentrations in the alteration materials fromdifferont settings. In N98-$1962
Fig. lb, note that alteration materials in olivine are relatively rich in
MgO,just as is theolivine, and that alterationmaterials inmesostasis ATTEMPTS TO COMPREI_END MARTIAN SURFACE
glass are relatively rich in Al203,just as is the glass. This chemical PROCESSES THROUGH INTERPRETATION OF THE
similarity between host and alteration product suggests that Mg and OXYGEN ISOTOPIC COMPOSITIONS OF CARBONATES
A1were not completely mobile during Lafayette's alteration. For IN SNC METEORITES. I. P. Wright 1. C. T. PiUlngert, and
both elements, the average composition of all alteration materials MonicaM.Grady2, IDepartmentofEarth Seiences,OpenUniversity,
lies close to the line between olivine and the mesostasis glass. Walton Hall, Milton Keynes MK7 6AA, UK, 2Department of
So there is no evidence that major elements in the alteration Mineralogy, TheNaturalHistoryMuseum,CromwellRoad, London
materials have been transported into or out of Lafayette during SW7 SBD, UK.
alteration (Fig. 1). In effect, alteration of Lafayette was a water-
mediated reaction between its own olivine, Si-rlch glass, and possi- The SNC meteorites are known to contain trace quantities of a
bly other (S-, Cl-bearing) phases. The altering solutions need have variety of secondary minerals such ascarbonates [e.g., 1,2], sulfates
transported little except water, C1,and possibly S. Lacking evidence [e.g., 3,4], and aluminosilicates [e.g..4]. Since theseconstituents are
for extensive chemical transport, it seems likely that water-rock thought to be mostly preterrestrial in origin, their study has the
ratios during alteration were low. potential to provide rigorous constraints on the nature of martian
Geological Setting: From the limited data available, Lafayette weathering processes. However, this line of investigation is poten-
probablywas altered in ageological setting of episodic water flow or tially complicated by the presence within the meteorite samples of
injection. Long-term saturation with aqueous fluid, as beneath a any additional weathering products produced by terrestrial pro-
water table, does not seem consistent with available data as we cesses. Examination of such terrestrial components is important
•, understand them. since weathering processes that affect meteorite samples following
• First, it seems unlikely that Lafayette was saturated with aqueous their fall to Earth might have some bearing on the nature of analo-
solutions for long times, because such soaking ought to produce gousprocessesatthesurfaceofMars.Itisobviouslynecessarytotry
. alteration materials on all surfaces and cracks that expose olivine or anddistinguish which secondary components in SNCmeteorites are
high-Si glass [17]. In fact, the alteration materials are present only terrestrial in origin from those that arepreterrestrial. Herein consid-
along some cracks and some grainboundaries, and not pervading the eration is made of the stable isotopic compositions of weathering
rock. products in two SNC meteorites: EET A79001 (a sample collected :
Direct evidence for episodic alteration comes from the presence from Antarctica) and Nakhla (a fall from Egypt, 1911). _.
ofdifferentvarietiesofalterationmaterialsineross-euttingrelation- Carbonate minerals in EEl" A79001 and Naklfla have sim'_lar
ships, and from the cross-cutting relationships between different carbon and oxygen stable isotopic compositions [1,5,6], suggestive
veinlets of fine-grained alteration materials. Episodic alteration is of a common (martian) origin. Nonetheless, it has recently been
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reported thatcarbonates in EET A79001 contain high levels of 14C above, carbonates in EET A79001 have 81sOof +21%., while those
[7], 57--95%of what might be expected if the minerals were of in Nakhla have 81gOof +23 to +26%0. At 0°C, 81sO of calcite
modern terrestrial origin. In contrast, the carbonates in Nakhla produced inisotopic e,quilibriumwithAntarcticmeltwaterwouldbe
contain very little I'tC[8], which endorses a preterrestrial origin for about -5%.; in order to obtain a 81sO of +25%.° carbonate would
these minerals. It has previously been pointed out that the stable have tobe precipitated atanunreallstie temperature of-70°C. Thus,
isotopic data for the carbonates in EETA79001 (8 t3C+7 to + 10%., while it may be possible, in theory, to derive some of the Antarctic
81sO+21%.)andNakhla (813C+ 6to+9%., 8tsO+23 to +26%.) weathering products observed in meteorites by exchange with, or Y
are somewhatunusual compared to common terrestrialoccurrences formation from. Antarctic melt water, it is notpossible to explain the , ..
oftheseminerals[5].althoughitisnowelearthatthereisasimilarity oxygen isotopic data for carbonates inEETA79001 entirelyby this
with Antarctic weathering products [7.9.10]. While an origin in the mechanism. It may therefore be argued that the oxygen isotopic
Antarctic is clearly possible for the carbonates in EEl"A79001 this composition of the melt water has become enriched in lsO by
is not the ease for Nakhla. It could be argued that in light of the exchange with either the silicates of the meteorite (StsO- +4%°) or
possibilitiesthatEETA79001hasbcenalteredonEarth, thestudyof aim,spheric CO2 (8180 = +41%.). Is,topic exchange with the
this meteorite is ill-advised. However, EEl"A79001 is an important meteorite itself is unlikely in this instance since this would depress
sample formany reasons---for instance, this sample contains trapped the 81sOof the silicates [e.g., 19], a feature not observed in the ease
martian atmospheric gases [e.g., 11,12] including CO2 [1,13]. Fur- of EETA79001, which has 81gOsimilar to all other SNC meteorites
thermore. EET A79001 is a fairly large Fredand is therefore readily [20,21]. Calcitegrown in isotopic equilibrium with atmospheric COz
available for study. Rather than simply discounting the EET A79001 would have 81sOof+29%., h is apparent that therange of _ilsOvalues
sample, several in-depth investigations have been carried out in displayed by Antarctic weathering products (-5 to+25%.)demands
order to tryandunderstand thenatureofthe carboneompoundsin this the involvement of melt water and atmospheric COz.If the carbon-
meteorite [e.g., 5,14]. ates in EEl" A79001 are also Antarctic weathering products then
It remains to be explained why EEl"A79001 and Nakhla contain these too must have been formed by a similar process.
carbonate minerals with similar stable isotopic compositions, but It is now possible to equate what is observed on Antarctica to
which apparently formed on different planets (Earth and Mars potential processes on Mars. In simplistic terms, if the temperature
respectively). There are a number of possible explanations--for of carbonate formation is similar to that in operation in Antarctica,
example, EETA79001 eould contain (1)martian carbonates similar then the isotopic constraints can theoretically be satisfied by a
to those in Naldala, but with the high levels of 1q2incorporated as a martian water phase that has 81sOof --40%. and atmospheric CO2
result of poorly understood exchange process(es) acting on Earth; with 8180of +41%.. However, the situation is a little more compli-
(2) secondary minerals produced in the Antarctic, with 813Cand cated and notice needs to be taken.f the magnltudeoftheCOz/H20
81sOnot dissimilar to the carbonates inNakhla, in addition to martian ratio [22]. The effects of martlan weathering can be explored further
carbonates; (3) only terrestrially produced c_bonates, the similarity if the 81sOvalues of the surface volatiles on Mars are known. This
in stable is.topic compositions to Nakhla being due to the operation subject has beendealtwith extensively by Jakosky [23]--in brief, the
of similar processes at the surface of Earth (i.e., in Antarctica) and 81sOof atmospheric CO2 has been measured at 0:1: 50%., while
Mars. 8180of atmospherle watervapor is-100 + 60%.. Unfortunately these
Point (1) has been addressed briefly by Jull et al. [7]--the measurements are not particnlarly useful for eonstraining theopera-
carbonates in EEl"A79001 may originally have been preterrestrial, tion of martian surface weathering processes because of their large
but their isotopic compositions could have subsequently been reset associated uncertainties. A recent study of water liberated from SNC
by fluid-related processes in Antarctica. This hypothesis can only be meteorites byheating [24] has shown coupled variations in/ilsO and
assessed by further studies. The notion that EET A79001 contains 8170that indicate that at least some of the SNC meteorites (Nakhla
two different sorts of carbonate, option (2), is demonstrably true [2] included) contain water of preterrestrial origin. The exact form of
and attempts have been made to determine the carbon isotopic this water is unknown, but SNC meteorites are known to contain
compositions of thedifferent varieties [14,15]. In regard of point (3), hydrated minerals of both high temperature [e.g., 25] and secondary
the martian surface environment can undoubtedly be considered origin [e.g., 18]. Since variations in 8tTO/81sOindicate that the
similar in some respects to Antarctica. As such it is instructive to hydrated phases of SNC meteorites are not in is.topic equilibrium
knowmore abouthow Antarctic weathering products may be formed, with the silicates, it seems logical toconclude that the majority of the
When meteorites are subjected to weathering processes in Ant- water in SNCmeteorites arises from secondary weathering products.
arctiea, a fluid phase, which derives from the ice, is involved. For Water released from Nakhla was about 10%. enriched in 1sO
illustrative purposes it can be assumed that Antarctic ice has a 81sO compared to a"terrestrial control sample"; on the other hand, water
value of about --40%. (compared to 0%. for terrestrial ocean from EEl"A79001 had a similar _itsOto the control [24]. Unfortu- ,_
water)---the depletion in lsO is a reflection of the temperature of natelytheStSOofthecontrolisnotgivenin[24],butifitisassumed
precipitation of snow, etc., that compacts to form the ice sheets. An that it was a rock of Antarctic affinities then it is possible to accept
assessment of the oxygen is.topic compositions of Antarctic weath- that the water inEET A79001 was imparted by terrestrial weathering
ering products isobtained from measurements of carbonates associ- processes. In other words, the water in EET A79001 arises from - "
ated with avariety of ordinary ehondrites collected from Antarctica. minerals produced in equilibrium with Antarctic melt water (_ilsO=
The carbonates are found to have 81sOin the range -5 to +25%. --40%.) and as such would have 8tsO values of about-10%. (there o
[16,17]. One particular Antarctic meteorite (LEW 85320) has been being an.--30%.oxygenisotopie fractionation at0*C for anumberof
studied indetail due to the extensive deposits of weathering products common hydrated minerals). Taking this further, it is apparent that
that cover the sample's exterior surface---these have 81sO values 81sOof hydrated minerals in Nakhla would be about 0%.; if these
between +9 and +22%. [9,10]. Although Antarctic weathering were formed in isotopic equilibrium with water at 0*C, the 8tsO of
products can take on many different forms, since the carbonates in this water would be -30%o, which is outside the range of possible
SNC meteorites canbe ascribed to calcite [2,18], it is convenient to values for mean atmospheric water vapor (i.e., 81sO=-100 + 60%.).
consider only this mineral in the following discussion. As noted If, as seems more likely, the 81sOof the conlxol used in [24] was
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somewhere in the range +10 :l:5%o,the hydrousphases of Nakhla Issue, 35, 267-271. [20] Clayton R. N. and Mayeda T. K. (1983)
would have 8nO of--+20%0 and the water from which they were EPSL,62,1-6.[21]ClaytonR.N.andMayedaT.K.(1986)GUA,50,
producedwould have _180of-10%o. 979-982. [22] Wright I. P. et al. (1992) GUA, 56, 817- 826. [23]
Intuitively, since there is an effective cycling of water vapor JakoskyB. M. (1991) Icarus, 94, 14-31. [24] Karlsson H. R. ¢t al.
through the amaosphereand regolith onMars, itwould be anticipated (1992)Science,255,1409--1411.[25]FloranR.Letal.(1978)GCA, _1_• that any surface fluids (which could induce weathering) would be 42, 1213-1229.
•J isotopically similar to the atmospheric water vapor. As such, the N93 _1963 _!d• _ disparity noted here is somewhat surprising. However, it has been " 7proposed that the/it70/StsO values of water released from SNC
meteorites were established as a result of isotopic disequilibrium CHEMICAL REACTIVITY OF THE MARTIAN SOIL. A.P.
between the lithosphere and hydrosphere of Mars [24]. Perhaps we Zent t and C. P. McKay2,SETI Institute and NASA Ames Research
1 should conclude that this disequilibrium extends to thenear-surface Center, Moffett Field CA 94035, USA, 2NASA Ames Research
fluids and atmospheric gases onMars. On thebasis of the (admittedly Center, Moffett Field CA 94035, USA.
meagre andsomewhat incomplete) SNCdata itwould seem unlikely ..................
that surface water on Marscould have 51sOof--40%,. In contrast, if Introduction: The Viking life seien_s" e*xpei'imentalpackages !:
the water has 51sOof -10%, then carbonates that precipitate in detected extraordinary chemical activity in the martian soil, prob-
equilibrium with this will have, at 0*C, 5tsO of +25%,, a value ably the result of soil-surface chemistry. At least one very strong
commensurate with what is observed in SNC meteorites, oxidant may exist in the martian soil.
References: [1]CarrR. H. etal.(1985)Nature,314,248-250. The electrochemical nature of the martiansoll has figured promi-
[2] Goodlng J. L. et al. (1988) GCA, 52, 909-915. [3] Burgess R. : nently in dlseussions of furore life sciences re2search on Mars.
et al. (1989) EPSL, 93, 314-320. [4] Gooding J. L. and Muenow Putative oxidants in the martian soil may be responsible for the
D. W. (1986) GCA, 50, 1049-1059. [5] Wright I. P. et al. (1988) destruction oforganic material toconsiderabledepth, precluding the
GCA,52,917-924.[6]ClaytonR.N.andMayedaT.K.(1988)GCA, recovery of reducing material that may be relic of early biological
527, 925-927. [7] Jull A. J. T. et al. (1992) LPSC XXIIL 641---642. forms. Also, there havebeen serious expressions of concern regard-
[8] Jull A. J. T. (1992) LPSCXXIII. [9] Grady M. M. et al. (1989) ingtheeffeetthatsoiloxidantsmayhaveonhumanhealthandsafety.
Meteoritics, 24, 1-7. [10] Jull A. J. T. et al. (1988) Science, 242, The concern here has centered on the possible irritation of the
417-119. [11] Bogard D. D. and Johnson P. (1983) Science, 221, respiratory system due to dust carried into the martian habitat
651-654. [12] Becker R. H. and Pepin R. O. (1984) EPSL, 69, through the air locks. -- ,
225-242. [13] Wright I. P. et al. (1990) JGR, 95, 14789-14794. VlklngResults: TheresultsoftheVikingbiologyexperlments
[14] Wright I. P. et al. (1992) JGR, submitted. [15] Hartmetz C.P. haveledtothewidespreadbeliefthatthereareoxidantsinthemartlan
et al. (1991) In Workshop on MSATT (R. M. Haberle et al., eds.), soil: (1) The GasChromatograph Mass Spectrometer(GCMS) failed
67-68, LPI Tech. Rpt. 92-02. [16] Grady M. M. et al. (1988) GCA, to detect organics in surface samples or from samples below the
• 52, 2855-2866. [17] Karlsson H. R. et al. (1991) LPSC XXII, surface (maximum depth sampled was about l0 em) [1]. (2) The soil
689--690. [18] Goodlng J. I.,.et al. (1991) Meteoritics, 26, 135-143. released O2 upon humidification of the headspace gas in the Gas
[19] Clayton R. N. et al. (1984) Mere. Natl. Inst. Polar Res., Spec. Exchange experiment (GEx) [2,3] in amounts ranging from 70--770
nmoles em-3.(3) The labeled release experiment indicated the rapid
TABLE1. ExplanationsforVikingresultsfromthe literature, release of CO2, followed by a prolonged slow release of CO2, from
• GEXreleaseofO2uponhumidification, radioactively labeled C in a nutrient solution.Models of the Soil: The nature of the putative oxidants is
KO2 [41" unknown. A wide variety of explanations have been offered in the
ZnO2 literature (see Table 1).
CaO2insoil 15] Klein [17,18] suggested that there were at least three different
MnO2 [6] oxidants in the martian soil: a strong, thermally stable oxidant (GEx
O2trappedinmicroporos [71 results), asecond strong, thermallylabile oxidant required toexplain
[81 the LR results, and a weak oxidant required to explain the slow
Frostonolivine/pyroxene 191 continued release of 02 in the LR. The standard mechanism toAmboySoilunderplasma [5]
Oxidizedhalides [211 explain the chemical reactivity of the Mars soil is the presence of
oxidants, such as HzOz, produced by an external energy source
• LRdecompositionof addednutrient, interacting with atmospheric gases and/or the soil [19]. In addition
H202 [I01 tOperoxide, alkali andalkaline Earth superoxides andozonides could
[11] be produced by a variety of energetic processes.
[4] Another possible series of oxidants that previously received little
I "_ Peroxonitrite(NOOi) 181 attention are oxidized halides. Many forms of CI and Br can oxidize
"- Smecdteclays [12] water to O2, and both CI and Br are detected in the martian regolith
I, at levels well above those required to explain theGEx results. (Ifeach
• Lackoforganicinmartiansoil. mole of oxidant released approximately one mole of O2,and assum-
UV+TiO2 [13] ing a soil density of 1.5 gem "3,then the concentration of oxidant
[141 would be about 2-25 ppm by mass.) There is a wide variety of
Dustelectrostatics [151 compounds that are unstable in the presence of water and that may
Feroxyhyte(8-FeOOH) [161 occur simply as activated sites on evaporlte crystals and not as
•Seereferences, discrete phases; some examples of plausible redox reactions include
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2HCIO _-_2C1"+ 2H++ 02 T (1) chemical reactions are catalyzed by microorganisms in the soil. In
sterile soils, equilibration may be expected to take months; this
2HCIOz_-_2HCIO + Oz 1" (2) requirement severely complicates implementation of an Eh mea-
surement on a landed experiment. Even more problematic is the
Although H20 does not appear on the lefthand side of these requirement that, if no soil solution is present, a solvent must be
, equations because there is a net production of H20 in the reaction, it addedinorder to make theEh measurements. In terrestrial soils, HzO •
is a necessary catalyst torapiddecomposition reactions. In addition, is the solvento fclioice because of its ubiquity. However, it is implicit _,
acids of Br and I can be identified that may play a role in H20 that the solvent/electrolyte must be electrochemically neutral with
decomposition, although their stability under GEx sterilization respect tothe soil sample. There is abundantevidence, as described _ "
conditions has not yet been determined, above, that the putative oxidant has an electrode potential greater
ApossiblecompoundfortheLRoxidantisH202,eatalyzedbythe than that of the HzO-O2 couple, and reacts vigorously with H20.
presence of iron in the soil. The concentration of H202 required to Therefore, H20 is an inappropriate solvent/electrolyte. Addition of S
explain the LR results is about 1 ppm by mass. H20 to the soil is likely to destroy the species that we are most
Measurement on Future Missions: An in situ investigation of interested in measuring. It is possible to substitute another electro-
the putative regolith oxidant is indicated for precursor missions lyte with an oxidation potential greater than that of the H20-O2
leading to human exploration, couple. Although the putative oxidant may be electrochemically
The traditional variable for characterizing the oxidation state of inert with respect to such a solvent, acetonitrile for example, the
terrestrial soils is Ell. Eh is inappropriate to characterization of the dissolution equilibrium requirement then becomes problematic.
martian regolith for a variety of reasons. For example, Eh is used to A possible approach to measurement of the putative LR oxidant
determine aqueous speciation andsaturation levels for terrestrial soil is a specific search for H202 in the martian soil. We have proposed
solutions. In cases where a soil solution exists, successful measure- a H202 fluorometer, in which an organic acid dLmerizes in the
ments of Eh can be made if it can be established that the solution is presence of H202. The dimer can be excited by UV radiation, and
truly in equilibrium with the soil [20]. These techniques are applied fluoresces at400 nan.The fluorescence isdirectly proportional to the
with great success in saturated soils, such as rice paddies or long- catalytic activity of the H202on the acid monomer.
livedbodies of soil solution. However, in eases where there isno soil References: [1] Biemann K. et al. (1977) JGR, 82, 4641--4658.
solution, the technique is highly suspect. [2] Oyama V. I. and Berdahl B. J. (1977) JGR, 82, 4669--4676.
There are two requirements for successful characterlzationof the [3] Oyama V. I. et al. (1979) J. Mol. Evol., 14, 199-210. [4] Pon-
oxidation potential of a soil solution via this method that apply to namperuma C. et al. (1977) Science, 197, 455--457. [5] Ballou E. V.
terrestrial soils, and a third requirement that applies rather uniquely et al. (1978) Nature, 271,644--645. [6] Blackburn T. R. et al. (1979)
toMars. First, theremustbedissolutionequilibriumbetweenthesoil JGR, 84, 8391-8394. [7] Nussinov M. D. et al. (1978) Nature, 274,
and the solution. This ensures that the potential developed at the 859--861. [8] Plumb R. C. et al. (1989) Nature, 338, 633--635.
electrode-solution interface reflects the properties of the soil. In dry [9] Huguenin R. L. et al. (1979) J. Mol. Evol., 14, 103-132. [10]Or6
terrestrial soils, it is often impossible todetermine whether dissolu- J. and Holzer G. (1979) J. Mol. Evol., 14, 153--160. [11] Hunten D.
tion equilibrium exists, except by maintaining the sample in contact (1976).[12]BaninA.andMarguliesL.(1983)Nature,305,523-526.
with the solvent/electrolyte for extended periods of time. Even more [13] Chun S. F. S. et al. (1978) Nature, 274, 875-876. [14]Pang K.
stringent is the requirement that electrochemical equilibrium be- et al. [15] Mills A. (1977) Nature, 268, 614. [16] Bums R. (1980).
tween all redox couples exposed to the solution exist. This includes [17] Klein H. P. (1978) Icarus, 34, 666-674. [18] Klein H. P. (1979)
species that may not be soluble in the solution but may exist on the Rev. Geophys. Space Phys., 17, 1655-1662. [19] Htmten D. (1979)
surfaces of the soil grains. Electrochemical equilibration is notori- J. Mol. Evoi., 14, 57--64. [20] Hostettler J. D. (1984) AJS, 284,
ously slow in terrestrial soils, in spite of the fact that most electro- 734-759. [21] Zent and McKay (1992).
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